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• Gunned Down On Street

HUNDREDS MOURN DEATH OF STUDENT

GRIEF STRICKEN parents,
(front row) and admirers and
friends of Matthew nillier,
IT-year-old son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Shaw listen solemn-

MISSISSIPPI
TENNESSEE
ARKANSAS

ly to Rev. Bob H. Mason at
the popular Booker T. Washington honor student's funeral last Sunday. Miller was the
president of his senior class

and was shot "accidentally"
by a fellow student as they
left the football game last
week at BTW stadium. Hundreds of Miller's friends and

classmates crowded the area
in and around Temple Church
of God in Christ, Rev. Mason's church, to get a final
look at Miller. Miller's aunt,

Mrs. Jennie Jackson, was in
the hospital when news of
Miller's death was released.
She reportedly had a heart
attack at the news and died.

Mrs. Shaw said her son planned to go into the Navy after
his graduation. Miller was a
good dancer and had appeared on several stage shows.

Ile was described as the kind
of fellow everybody Ilk.
ed. He was fun loving and always had a smile for everyone. Five youths were ar-

Tri-State Defender

rested after the Incident.
(Photos by Withers)
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"The South's Independent Weekly"
VOL.• X.—No. 4?

Guest Editorial

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1960

Leon Moore,
Good
Friend
We To

Church Hears
Rev. Threats

•What Are
Do About It?

Price 15c

Minister Ducks

Shots Ring Out,
Two Men Felled

Leon Moore, 63-year-old lockIn response to a special call
re room attendent at Memphis
meeting hy the pastor. Rev.
Country club will be missed by
N. L. Threats, the members of'
a lot of people, lie was that
First Baptist church, Eads,,
type of person. Not only did he
Tenn. met last Thursday night
gain the friendand listened to a report from
The Tri-State Defender initiates a new community project ship of many
the pastor concerning a story
Rev. L. Newsom, assistant! "I again told them to pay the
In the "Guest Editorial." We invite all responsible members people
who frewhich appeared in the Tri-State pastor of Mt. Carmel
of the Memphis community, black and white, to send us their
Baptist car no attention," Reverend
Defender week before last.
views on the great issues o f our community. Although we may quented the club
I church, said had the bullets Newsom said.
After a reconciliation of all
not agree with what you have to say, if the article is in goodI but his neighbor"As we got ready to cross the
parties concerned and the inci- that felled two Negroes last
taste and concerns a predominant issue before the Memphis hood feels the
street,
headed toward t 5.
dent which all agreed was a week in the shooting scrape at
citizenry, we will not deny, you the right to be heard.—Editor loss tremendousRoundup, a Negro tavern, I
personal one was related, the Thomas and Wells, been a little', heard
By MRS. RUSSELL B. SUGARMON
someone yell from the
IY.
church
gave a vote of confi- wild he probably would
Events of the past year have indicated that the Negro of
be in the car, 11.ere's the black so.b.s
Mr. Moor ep
dence
in
the
leadership
of the hospital alongside
Memphis is experiencing a spiritual renaissance — a rebirth who had
the two men now," said the minister
spent
pastor.
of spirit, of moral feelings, of the intellect, and of the soul. It more
hit.
Leon
One of the youths turned to
Moore
than 20
A vote was taken of the large
is appropriate that this spiritual rebirth should manifest it- years with the
say
something to the man in the
Reverend
club, was sufNewsom.was
walkmembership in attendance andl
self -prittseeiiirtn- the elmetvis- because the church has become fering - Vern cancer
ing with George Illanchard and ear and. a annt rang out, said
and died
not
one
person
voted against:
not only the center of religious life, but also the center of corn- last week at the
Clifford Marable on the morn- Reverend Newsom. "I dived for
Memphis Eye,
him.
munity activity, political action and freedom crusades.
Ear, Nose and Throat hospital.
inc!
of Sept. 24 when the men the sidewalk and saw one of
0 Even the word "crusade" indicates the two-fold secular
Rev. L. R. Donson, moderator
He had previously spent 21
were shot by a white man sit- the youths stagger down Wells
of the Friendship District As- ,.
and religious 'nature of the whole freedom fight, for this word, years with the Colonial Country
and fall alongside the grocery,"
which originally referred to religious military expeditions un- Club.
sociation.' Inc. was present up-' tnll in his car with another he said. Other shots
were heard,
W hiff. companion at the corner
on invitation from the pastor.
dertaken by Christians in the Middle Ages, is now used in the
he reported. "I felt a hand grab
Immaculately dressed in his
of Thomas and Wells.
.same breath with "freedom." In modern terms a freedom
Reverend Threats wishes to
"I had just got back to Mem- me and a voice shouting "I've
crusade is a zealous, but calm, dignified and unrelenting bat- dark blue trousers and white
thank his members for their
phis from a revival in Arkan- been shot, I've been shot, I've
tle for the rights guaranteed by the Church and the Constitu- coat, Mr. Moore was known for
support and confidence in his sas,"
his
complete
said the young minister. been shot'," the minister said.
efficiency
around UNIDENTIFIED
tion. ,
wom
an
Negro
pickets.
the
of
The
leadership
in
work
the
and
Reverend Newsom said he
"I
the
met
club. He had a good memGeorde and Clifford
It is not infrequent to pass a church on Thursday night at
glares menacingly at camera- sign on the picket's neck Ichurch and further pledges his cominq d^wn Wells. I was head. heard tires burning the street
ory
and
often
ran
personal
er11 p.m. and hear strains of "Freedom, freedom" and "There's
Thomas to cet my and a car speeding away, headreads "If Discrimination is loyal service and continued ed trward
man Ernest Withers as she
'
a City Called Heaven," and to hear a few minutes later a voice rands for the club members.
wife
and
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Hatmyself
a cold drink. ing north on Thomas.
you
what
raised loud and clear saying, "We don't intend to buy where
Buy
want,
It At 1 profound devotion to the con:
comes out of Goldsmith's deIt
was
about
tie
Moore
110
p.m.
of
669
"I immediately grabbed the
Edith.
T.
H.
we can't eat," and "Let's get in there and support our kids in
This Store."
gregation.
The minister said Blanchard. fellow who had been shot near
this great fight." And, a while later, a young woman urges, Hayes and Sons funeral home partment store on Main st.
22, and Marable, 25, had told me and pulled him down the
and practically runs into one
"We want all women to meet on Saturday at 12 for a charge-a- is in charge.
IM II III MI III II II •INS II •M II II I II II MESS him
prior to the shooting that street and called the police at
plate march."
•
• there were two white men in a one of the residence houses in
•
BIGHT AND PROPER
black ear who had "meddled the neighborhood. He seemed to
It is right and proper that the church serve as the center
with them" as they walked have been shot in the lower
of such activity because men's spirits cannot be free when
111.111111111111111•1111•••••11111
,111••1111311 down the street.
back," said the minister.
their bodies are shackled with the chains of discrimination,
Memphian Earnest Burford' hams, jr., 32-year-old, has con
Reverend Newsom said he
The men were taken to John
humiliation and degradation. Many ministers (God bless them ,
drew in a TV bout with Ace fessed to the stabbing. He is told them to just ignore the Gaston hospital, Their condition
throughout the city have heard the call, and realize that theirs
Armstrong last week. Middle- charged with murder. Officers men. They asked him where he last Monday was listed as very
are positions of leadership and trust, and that theirs is the reweight bout was held in Chica- said it happened behind a house was going and he told them and good.
sponsibility to lead their flocks out of the wilderness and into
they proceeded to head toward
the promised land. A few still drag their feet through the sands Compulsory segregation sole- thinking on this pressing topic. go Stadium. 'Burford weighed at 1225 Latham,
Later the same Saturday
.
of the past, but most have taken up the banner of the crusade IY because of race contradicts Observing that "segregation 155 pounds, Armstrong 157. The Eleven of Shelby County's Thomas, the minister said.
police picked up Audit Sudduth,
because their congregations ask and demand capable a n d Revelation concerning the one is one form of the philosophy of 28-year-old Armstrong fought a schools for Negroes were closed 'THERE THEY ARE'
28-year-old salad firm route
gocd fight although bleeding last week for cotton picking at
courageous leadership.
origin, destiny, and redemption racism inasmuch as it implies
A few feet from the corner, man, and a 16-year-old boy
of
gash
from
side
left
on
a
the
classes,
end
the
of
Supt.
says
One word characterizes more than any other the spirit of the human person and is a division and perhaps a gradhis head. The 25-year-old Bur- George Barnes. About 5000 pu- Reverend Newsom said, one of from Mississippi. Police said
which prevails during this time of the Southern Renaissance, therefore sinful.
ing -if human beings into dif- ford, who had won 23 of 30 pils are affected.
the Negroes said "There they Sudduth was charged with two
and that word is "demand." Negro congregations demand
This is the thesis of an article ferent groups exclusively on bouts, never could
maintain
are now," as he pointed to a
Young
Memphian
a
dies
in
leadership of their ministers, and those same ministers, who "The Immorality of Segrega- the basis of race itself,"
the I sustained attack against the plane crash. Sgt. David Lee black 1957 or 1958 Plymouth counts of assault to murder and
are sensitive to the needs and desires of their people, are
ti"" appearing in the current author declares that "such a stubborn Armstrong. Ther e Tate, whose wife resides in sitting at the corner, in front with carrying a pistol. The
ready to satisfy those needs even as Christ satisfied the needs (Autumn) issue of THOUGHT, doctrine stands in
complete were no knockdowns in the Memphis. He was one of 29 of John's Grocery and Sundry. youth went to Juvenile Court.
of his disciples. Negroes demand fearlessness and dedication to the Quarterly of Fordham Urn- opposition to
certain funda- evenly fought scrap which found Marines killed in the crash of
the ideals of democrary from all of their people and institu- versity (out Tuesday, Septem- mental tenets of
the Chris- Burford building up an early a Marine Corps R5B transport
See Editorial Page 2
her 27) by the Rev. Robert W. tian fait h. . . . Christian- lead.
plane in the Pacific last week
Gleason, S. J., chairman of the ity str on gly affirms (the)
Roosevelt Miller, 40-year-old en route from Japan to the
Department of Theology at the unity at the origin of the hu- man
of 263 Adolphus, employe Philippines.
University. In an examination man r-ce and it also affirms of a West Memphis tile manuSgt. Tate is the husband of
of the immorality of segrega- its unity of destiny. . . Human factoring firm, was stabbed Mrs. Eliza Tate of 1617 Patton.
tion, Father Gleason presents dignity is therefore the same fatally during a fight following He is the son of Mr. and Mrs
a comprehensive statement of in all men because all Mil a dice game last week, said Thelmer Z. Tate, who resides
the latest Catholic theologicall
See Segregation Page 2
police. They say Tommy Wil- on the Dietchman farm three
miles west of Coldwater, in
Tate County, Miss. Mr. Tate is
a farmer. Fletcher Veazey, sr.,
Coldwater merchant, stated
! "The white man has paid a braying of jackals. He combines
that he had known the Tate
family very well. He said that
bigger price Le se5regation the cool lucidity of a Montaigne
Tate was born and reared in
with the gusto of a - pushcart
than the Negro."
Tate County.
peddler."
"This civilization is not thinkMrs. Eliza Tate went to Mising about foreign affairs. It it WAKES SENSE
last week after the telesissippi
not thinking of the expausion
Mr. Golden's book should be
gram from Washington. His
of its educational and health closely read by Americans of
parents were later informed by
facilities. It is not thinking of all varieties. He makes sense.
the I.C. station agent of Coldthe basic strategy of the free He writes clear and plain . . .
water last week.
world against statism and total- even the halt and the lame of
itarianism. No, it is preoccu- mind can understand him. And
pied with the project of trying the nice thing about it is that
to keep a fifteen-year-old Negro Mr. Golden's book, entitled
girl from going to a public "For 2c Plain" . . . ordinarily
school."
sold br ;COO in the hardback
Tne preceding are two perti- version, can be purchased in
nent paragraphs quoted from local drugstores for .50c as a
the latest book of one of the paper-bound. It was a hest-sellSouth's and the nation's great- er for more than a year,
•
est current writers and com- It is still good reading. It can
mentators, a North Carolina serve as a good testament for "YES, THEY'RE FRIEND- ners of "Help," "Did You they demonstrating against
See Next Week's
newspaper publisher and editor, a lot of those who cry, "Come LY," says Jesse Turner, Know We Are In Jail Every- him. Mr. Turner assured him
Defender
Tri-State
Harry Golden, a Southerner of over in Macedonia and help right, to Senator John F. day?" "S.O.S.," and "Mem- that they were not unfriendly
Golden
Mr.
one
Interesting
and
by
us."
The book
For An
Jewish extraction . . .
Kennedy, Democrat presiden- phis Courts Rule On The Basis toward the senator, just exof America's greatest axial hu- Is reassurance that "every knee tial hopeful, 'to( the caravan Of Color And Not On The pressing themselves in the
Political Feature.
, morists . . . and philosophers. has not bowed to Baal" in of Negro students who greet- Basis of Law," plus many only way they could due to
e
Help You Make
May
Call "Miss Results" — JA 6-8397
It
One writer and reviewer in America . . . reassurance that, ed the young senator at the others. Senator Kennedy had the shortness of his stay in
Your
Mind.
Up
the New York Post says, "His there are many Americans
Memphis Municipal airport inquired of Mr. Turner if the Memphis. (Photos by With.
See Shadows Page 2
last Wednesday, waving ban• students were friendly or were era)
Is the voice of sanity amid the

Segregation !almond • Memphis-This Week•
Writes Fordham Prof

y NAT D WILLIAMS

go

WHO WILL YOU
VOTE FOR IN
NOVEMBER?

To Place Your Want Ad.

5.

2

Humboldt, Tenn.

DEFENDER
Sat., Oct. 1, 19110

Block 2 From •
U. Of Georgia

The American Legion Auxili- Mae Donald, juLo.ca and Miss
ary of Lie-Wilkins Post 134 held Yvette Reid, freshman.
The Queen and her attendants ATLAN1A - (UPI) - Neits regular meeting in the home
of Mrs. Ada Lee Buckley Mon- were elected by popular vote gro attorneys said no appeal is
day night. The business was pre- by the student body. All of the
planned of a federal court order
sided over by President Mrs. young ladies are active memrespective blocking the admittance of two
in
their
Louise Cooper. The members bers
youth Negroes to the all-white Unithe
singing
in
churches.
discussed ways to raise money
choirs and participate in all versity of Georgia.
for the auxiliary.
Several projects were sug- youth activities of the churches.
A. integration suit was filed
They are members of The
gested. Mrs. Sults Ellison welfor Hamilton E. Holmes, 19,
comed the new member, Mrs. NHA a n d Junior Federated and Chatlayne A. Hunter, 111,0
Erma Jones, a member of clubs. Misses Joyce Bradford
both of Atlanta. charging they
Morning Star Baptist church and Martha House are memadmitted to the state
and the faculty of Stigall. A de- bers of the Rainbow Girls Art -e'en no.
Athens, Ga., because
at
school
Misses
Garden
club
while
and
licious menu of Tuna and Tomato salad, potato chips. Punch Eva Donald and Yvette Reid of their race.
A.
and cookies, was enjoyed by all. are members of The High SoFederal Judge William
MEMBERS of the freshman trar James Smothers confers that it is also me of the most
ciety Girls club. Miss Reid is Bootie Sunday denied an inThe
next
meeting
in
October
will
Hi, Everybody, we're back Charles graduated from Hyde
class line up in Fisk Univer- with registration officials, talent entering group ever to
a member of Stigall's Band, and
have
again with the news our noses Park Jr. Hi. in 1959. He is now sity gymnasium for their first The largest freshman class in enroll at the Nashville Matt. be with Mrs. Drucilla Tuggle.
would
junction which
The Rainbow Girls Art and The Estrellita Music club.
scooped up,
a sophomore Douglas Hi gh registration. At right
Fisk's history, statistics show tunas.
school to admit the
the
forced
Though! for the week: The School. He is a member of the
Garden club met with Mary Misses Bradford, House and
Negro students.
only way to have a friend is to Royal Gents Social club ex- Betty Cunigan and Elmo LoLois Newhouse Tuesday night. Donald are members of The
he one.
Glee
club.
ecutive committee, in which his
Joyct Thomas president, presiSPECIAL
office is secretary. The Royal gan.
DID YOU KNOW:
ded over the business. The girls Little Cathy Johnson, a secFOR LIMITED TIME ONLY
discussed
a
ond
grader
Junior
was
elected
number
of
projects
This week our spotlight falls Gents is rated as one of the top,TOP BOYS
Continued From Page 1
50c OFF
to work on in the Fall and Queen, having raised the highClyde Griffin, Richard Philon Charles Brown, who resides club around Douglas..
tions. Not the churches alone, but also the schools, must be unIt
is
under
the
supervision
of
Complete Hair Style
Spring. The fun and games were est amount of money. Her atat 2133 Eldridge ave., with his
lips. Milton Hardy, John Earl wavering in their allegiance to the cause of justice.
Tuesday and Thursday
mother. Mrs. Alpha Brown. 0. R. Robinson and Nelson White. Charles Brown, Rozell
Citizens feel that now is no time for indecision, misplaced conducted by Thelma Pack and tendants are Donna McKnight,
Appointments Only
Jackson. Charles was an honor
Gwendolyn
Thomas.
grade
and
The
Betty
third
hostDonald,
HUGHES & NEWSOM
student in the ninti grade and Jiles, Prentice Lyons and Sid- allegiances, and middle-of-the-roadness, better known as do- ess served
Tuna sandwiches, Dolls Cox, second grade.
nothingness. The young people, the school children demand of
BEAUTY SHOP
Is now president of his home- ney Brown.
potato chips, punch and cookies.
Morn- 2304 Park Ave.--FA 7-9163
Choirs
of
The
Junior
leadership,
support.
encouragement
and
Negroes
their
schools
which
is
1015.
He
is
room class
TOP GIRLS
Members present besides the ing Star and St. Jame - Bapthroughout the community demand that Negro-supported ina dutiful member of the Hill
Ridley, Lou Ethel stitutions, like WDIA, and the Tri-State Fair which give con- hostess a n d president were tist churches motored to Mem
That's rsfrnshiaraly
Chapel M.B. Church. We wish Barbara
Mona Brownlee. Ka- tenance to segregation be ostracized by the Negro or be abol- Gwendolyn Thomas, Martha alibi Saturday on a Greyhound
Charles the best of luck and
Gooch,- Doris Rowans. Peogy Buss to appear rot Talent Time
hats off to a very fine young therine Smith, Cheyenne Deen- ished completely.
AT LAST soignee lias
White, rora Harrell. Mary WII. at WDIA. The group sang at
ea, Mary Ella Hobson a n d NEGRO PRESS RALLIES
discovered a skillfully man.
The
community
looks
to
its
channels
of
communication—
blended vaginal douche IIVF TIME:
Hanle,
wivis rills. Joyce 11—"4Baker,
Ermeline
powder, tissted and
interviewed
found safe tooluse 11 Barbara Ridley who is your We as members of the Hunky the radio and the press—for leadership and guidance in these •nrig, 'Nancy Sharron. Joon Pill- 11 a.m, and were
thousands
a' 1:30 p.m. They spent a very
we
times of crises. The white press has indicated its attitude to- tio in Leonatits• torifi.re. M ,
1
1
4h
informed women. nos one and only or is there one? Dory Fan club would like to ward the freedom fight by a total blackout of all news consoothing medication,
enjoyable day. It was a won- RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
realled CSRTANZ. win not burn or As we see Tyrone is still in the wish the new Hunky Dory, Ray cerning agitation for freedom on the local front. However, our rAIAMIN. Tiloirila Pack a n d derful experience for many of 306 Poplar At Laucherdal•
desensitise even the most dinette happenings. Shirley and Thomas
Rottsr.
Meaders lots of luck. By the Negro press has rallied to the cause like Paul Revere in Revtissue, yei is powerfully cleansint
Phone LA. 5-6348
and 4o0Sorisli11•Don't take chances. are AS tight as ever. Mary way if you would like to know olutionary days, and the press should be commended by the Studente off to college omitted them. They were chaperoned by
Get CERTANE today at Ants stereo. Ella take it E-A-S-Y-PLEASE.
Mesdames
Dorothy
McKinney
in
last
week's
please
column
are
club,
community and receive the full support of the community for
more about this
TOP COUPLES
Faye Brown or Gracie recognizing its role and its responsibility in this time of rev- Misses Ruth Jean Young, Bren- and Carrie Jones, pianists for
Shirley Golliday and Thomas contact
da Jones to A&I State universi- the group; Mrs. Louise Croom,
Hardy. Emily Faye Brown, olution.
Lee, Cheyenne Deener and
Ave., Phone BR.
The Negro's demands are many, and they are made not ty, Nashville, Robert Banks El. supervisor of Youth at MornHunter
2225
Prentice Lyons, Mary Ella
only on the major institutions like the Church. the school and hot to AkI State university for
ing Star, Messers Charlie F.
Hobson and Tommie Baker, 60540.
mass media, but also on individuals. Our young people not their junior year. Jerry Monty
Hunter
2366
Hardy,
Gracie
Clyde Griffin and H.L.G„ Milonly beg, but also demand that we care enough for ourselves Carr to Owen college, Memphis: Jones, director of the choirs,
I'll help. Solution
ton Lee Hardy Jr., and B.F.E., Ave. Phone FA. 45162.
and our children, the we have enough personal dignity and Jimmy
available, if instrucBlakemore,
Robert M. H. Crooni, member of St.
We've brought you the news
the
pride
in
progress
of
our
race
to
makesacrifices—sacrifices
Campbell and Sammy Cozart to James.
tions followed. Strictly
back
both old and new, be
of money, of time (through work in this fight), and of person. Lane. Jackson for
for
things
personal.
better
their freshwith
next time
al comfort. Surely we can do without a new fall hat, a behind- man
*mean trees
year.
YOU.
Iii. rote
the-counter or out-of-thetack-room sandwich, or a long walk
,* sit*
witm yam We seri
High,fashion styling
Stigall Hornets rlayed Easion
up some dark, dirty stairs to the balcony.
1.0*.thietil Iv
desperate
with
Dept. 16-x
Ileseamis. Iles
superbly tailored
eels.
yes
tee
High of Corinth, Miss. last FriThe
gains
made
in
terms
of
personal
dignity
and
satisfacred, se ORA-Mt
Box 10, Ottery, Cap.,
- at an economy price! .
ter lust, Wed
tion at doing the right thing are well worth the lack of material day in their home stadium and
Ors relief. last
South Africa
SHAPIRO-SOUTH ERN
pleasure. Did you know that a group of ladies were called lost by a score, 3-0. This is the
with now
uNtroam COMPANY
Super
"hussies" when they cancelled their charge accounts at one first game the Hornets didn't hi S Th.
,d it Unton
3°6 3641
Slue Make
of the stores, noted for its stylish shoes? Did you know that a score at all. Preparations are
young teacher was locked up in jail with her baby for riding being made for Homecoming,
on the front of a bus? Did you know that some of our young Sept. 23. The Hornets
will play
people have been in jail for the fifth time? What are we going
Central high of Paris, Tenn.
to do about it, Memphis?
Miss Joyce Bradford a senior
at Stigall was elected "Miss
Stigall" for the school year
ieee-61. Her attendants a r e
Misses Martha Ann House, Eva
First Payment November 1st
Continued From Page 1
Continued From Page 1
Let's Be Friends
have the same essential hu- even in his quest for freedom Koorli child self • respect to
man prerogatives: they are all and justice in a democratic so- build on, since he is taught
from the beginning that racism
rational free beings with a di- ciety.
Is a phenomenon which only
A
s
further
encouragement
vine destiny. . . . As a result
It is absurd to call upon our and urging that more Mem- the uneducated are sEicted."
Makes one wonder what Mr.
common Father in the Our phians read the very stimulatGolden regards as an "educating
book,
several
more
of
the
Father, the prayer taught by
white person . . . wonder
Christ Himself, and at the pertinent paragraphs on race ed"
LeMOYNE PROFESSOR — Dr. same time to deny to a Negro, will be cited . . . with accom- whether white folk like Gov.
Rotas Sudershanam, a native to a Chinese, or to a Jew the panying comments . . . for the Orval Faubus of Arkansas are
"educated." Maybe some disof India, is one of the new fac- status of a brothet . . t is be- record. Here's one:
ulty members at LeMoyne col- cause there is one God and only " . There are huge seg- tinction should be made belege this year. She taught at one God in whose image we ments of white Southerners who tween "educated" minds and
OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
LeMoyne during the summer have all beet created that we have done nothing all their "educated" hearts. Lc-cal segrePer
"Everybody Likes 'Em"
session and assumed the role are all children of the one Fath- lives on account of the Negro gationists might well note.
Gal.
Here's
another
Golden
gem:
it.ci Hickory Smoked -She 15 t• 20 Pounds
of professor of education in er and consequently that we are . . . that Southerner would not
"A
Negro
stands
on
his
porch
do
anything
rethat
known
in
Well
September.
Negroes
tSs
per
Lb
did
Too yeer Old Country Homo
all brothers in Christ in a way
IMe per Lb
Sis Mouth Old Country Moms
ligious circles in the Mid- that no created power cart as- because he would lose status reading a note which has just
Ids pet Lb.
. . this did terrible harm to come in the mail. It is an
One Ymir Old Count?! Sento
South, Dr. Sudershanam holds sail."
anonymous letter, not very im$1 II pet Lb
ntroo Yost Old Country Meets
the Southern white man."
George
from
degrees
master's
"To the theologian," Father MISSED Tillt SOAT
portant, not even too frightenReel Country Kicker, Semiked Sesisage(Si. 4 Lb Sem). Ile per Lb
Peabody and Scarritt colleges
Leen Nieltery Smoked Immo 14 te 111 Lb Slab!
.
per Lb.
Gleason states. ''the unity of
The meaning of that para- ing. ti is signed KKK, and it is
earnand
Tenn.,
Nashville,
Ii
Sliced Country Hasa
$111S Mid $tiS Pet Lb
the human race based upon graph is clear . . , hub? In crudely written, illiterate. It is
ed the doctor of education de- its
(PLUS POSTAI:111
common origin in God and other words, far too many from a white man who cannot
university.
Indiana
gree
at
WI SHIP COD OR SEMO CHICK-4UAlt4NTUD1100111 ORDIR
its common destiny in God is Southern white folk have miss- spell a few simple words, and
so clear that there can be no ed the boat of their own self- it is addressed to a Negro who
question of discussing whether fulfillment by being over-occu- teaches philosophy at a South- •
Quality Fabrics At
The Negro r• 11111 •• 11111111131111•••••11111•11•01
Metal Phone, VI 2-0152. Business Phone, VI 2-9141
or not one race is inferior to pied with "keeping the Negro ern university.
Lowest Prices
another, Such a doctrine is down." Ever seen the breed? counts the misspelled words,
On Bypass 31-W Rests, 251 1st Se., Bowline Grows, Ky.
simply theological nonsense It Maybe that's why the majority and smiles. Now he gently folds
Residence Phones, VI 2-0152
is from the background of his of Americans can't figure a the note and place it in his
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Talent Heavy Among
Fisk Freshmen Class

Hey buy, hey girl, swinging In this ever growing, ever
in un this end is Gloria and changing
topsy turvy a m a II
Betty bringing our report of
wonder
of
NASHVILLE, Tenn — Sta-, the students are former schofil
a world Booker T.
the teen times.
tistics of the freshmen who newspaper editors
Cole,
Odis
Dockery,
Cranford
while 14
TEEN ADVICE
have just enrolled at Fisk uni-- rode herd on year
book staffs.
The only way to have a friend Scott, and Frank Reynolds
ersity paint, a rem •rkable por- Seven new Fiskites
are winIs to be one. . .win as if you're have been, still are and always
trait of an entering class that ners of journalism medals.
'
use to it, lose as if you like will be tops
is r only the largest in Fisk's,
and outstanding
it. . Winners never quit and
So.ne
the
of
freshmen
got
history hut perhaps one of thel
in their fields. Cut from the
their first glimpse of the beauquitters never win.
most talented.
same cloth, we find Joyce Bei.FALL FORECAST
Converging on the Nashville tiful Fisk campus when they
attended a National Science
ry Clara Smith, Tommy Kaye
With summer in the past and,
campus from 33 states (includfall rushing on us from all Hayes, Freddie Rooks, and
ing Alaska), the District of Foundation Institute for supersides, it brings about a change Phyliss Ross, in
Columbia, the Virgin Islands ior high school students here.
public, ()pinta, things to do, places to go,
and eight foreign countries, the A total of 16 members of this
ion have obtained what is
wearing appearl and last but
class is distinguished by the freshman class attended such
not least the minds of Memphis known as teen-tops. Of course
presence of 19 class ••aledictor- an institute at Fisk or at anotfiguys and dolls.
the fall is just getting under
ians and 18 salutatorians. Well er institution.
over half of the 324 freshmen The fellow who has the bearAnd it seems to 1.3 no mat- was' and the real issues have
and 27 early entrants are mem- ing of a soldier is a former
ter what comes or goes there not been brought out
yet and REPUBLICAN LEADERS
Cadet Lieutenant Colonel in
—
Republican headquarters lowill always be Charlene Kiner
Mrs.
are
Eddie
Bell
Nelson, Mrs. William K. Mody, Lt. bers of the National Honor Somuch is going to depend upon Above members are the hard
ROTC
and at his side is an et
ciety.
cated at 64 S. Main st. It is
for Authur Hull, Jasper WilAtty. William K. Moody, George W. Lee and Millsaps
The Fisk student body might cadet Captain.
an integrated staff and took
hams' favorite choice will re- the happenings that Joe John- workers holding down posiMrs. Lola Lee, Mrs. Willean Fitzhugh. (Staff photo by Bilwell look to their newest stu- The e are exactly enough
office on Sept. 8. From left Tyler, Mrs. Ethel Vinson, ly Duncan)
main Georgia Emma Thomas. son, Charles Carter, Lloyd Fos- tions in the Sbelby County
dents to provide effective lead- former football captains in ttic
Earnest Hardin's heart will be ter, Everett
Brown, Annie
ership in the four years to Fisk Class of 1946 to field I
Mary Calhoun's endlessly and Ruth Phillips, and
Betty Jetcome, for in their ranks will be team. The Bulldog basketball
Evelyn Spencer will be unfor- ries are going
to create and
found 12 former presidents of coach could call on the sty*,
gettable as far as Calvin Davis originate
N tional Honor Societies. 16 ex-hardwood captains to fail,
Is concerned. Many surprises
DAFFY-NITIONQ
ex-presidents of their student hion a quint and have two pi
came with the new found roRebel R ou s es — Charles
By
councils and 18 former senior reserve.
mances of Thelma Ishmael and
Smith Barbara Maxwell. Wornclass chiefs.
Jame Manns. Mary Wallace
This unusually talented class
GRACE
WILLIAM
S
an against woman — Sandra'
A wealth of student journa- holds more than $50,000 in
lIlliIllHllllUhlIlltlHtlIllllllltIlllIlUhIlllLlitlIllIllIllll
ant' Larry Mitchell.
Taylor and Toni Bates, Good
lism talent is stored within the scholarships and 29 are sons
When the after-school-crowd
News—Cleavern Cox and RobNEW YORK — The civil, Commission — did the Texas life of Civil Rights Commis- Fisk Class of 1964. Twenty of' and
gathers at your house and it s
daughters of Fisk Alum
bie Rogers, Carol Doxey and
, rights
your turn to serve the snack ghts voting record of Senator Senator vote favorably. On sion; ill to curb authority of
Ty r on e Patterson, Lydia
make sure it's a snack that John F. Kennedy, Democratic each o the remaining six is- the U.S. Supreme Court; and
Campbell and Richard Johnson
con- sues he voted unfavorably.
the signing of petition to discounts. It should count in both presidential candidate
Hill of Beans — Mar- taste-appeal and food value. trasts sharply with that of his Vice President Richard M. charge the civil right- bill from
Marion Brown, jr., Strong Peanut butter is a popular running mate, Senator Lydon Nixon, the Republican presi- the Rules Commttee.
and Wise — Elbert Grif- choice of many homemakers B. Johnson, the NAACP's legis- dential nominee, as presiding Of these measures only two
fin, Steve. Peyton, John Sand- who are eager to make every 1ativ2 scoreboard for the 86th officer of the Senate, had no were enacted—the Civil Rights
ders Whispering City—Delores bite count. This is evidenced by Congress reveals.
opportunity to vote on any of Act and extension of the life of
Holmes and Alice Ishmael the yearly increase in the conThe report, published this these issues during the 86th the Civil Rights Commission.
Hiehlights of Sporting Events sumption of peanut butter.
week, records the ote of all Congress. His vice presidential The record
of the Congress The Civil Rights Conference On the same
day the newly(
—Chales Lee, Willie Ward. Peanut butter was first made members of both Houses of running mate, Henry Cabot members
is published in a 24- of the New York City Central
Johnny Rutland, Billy Doss and
established New York Council,
sanitoriums as a food for Cngress on civil rights issues Lodge war not a member of page pamphlet available at 5 Labor Council
(AFL-CIO) enEugene Davis.
invalids. Later it was made in during the regular sessions of that C ngress.
cents a copy at NAACP Na- dorsed the CALL to register of the Negro American Labile
TOPS
and sold from house to house. the 86th Congress. It does not The eight Senate issues fol- tional Office, 20 West 40th
endorsed
th
one million new Negro voters Council also
include the special post-conven- low the civil rights bill of
Walter Bell (Melrose) Char- Today, it is big business CALL. At its inaugural mee
1960; Street, New York 18, N. Y.
on
Saturday,
September
17th.
les Logan (Lester) Bishop food that is a favorite whether tion session in August, 1960. three attempts to amend this
ing, the new labor group pledgc
The conference, the first
Trotter (Lester) E. J.. Wash- it is found on the sick tray or In that sesson both Senators bill to provide school desegreed its fullest support to t h
organized by New York's labor
voted with the majority to de- gation, to include a
ington (B. T. W.) Ben Freeman on party canapes.
drive to register one million
committee
leaders to deal with civil rights
A lot of things have happened feat two civil rights bills.
(Hamilton)
on equal opportunity and to rerew Negro voters and to hr
problems, was attended
There were eight issues be- store Part III which was strickby to the poll a maximum turniol
1 Curlene Hamilton (Melrose) to peanut butter since its hum
more
than
500
delegates at New of Negro citizens
Joan Hampton (B. T. W.) ble beginning in the sanitorium. fore the Senate and six before en from th e1957 bill: cloture
on Novembq
York's Manhattan Hotel.
the Ho' se in the regular ses- motion to modify Rule
8th.
Geraldine Parks (Bertrand) Manufacturers are now making
22 to
sions.
The CALL, announced last
make it easier to end filibustMargaret Sherrod (Melrose) homegenized peanut butter: a
Initiated by Randolph, Wig
week by A. Philip Randolph,
process that retards separation. Senator Kennedy is recorded ers
Eunice Logan (Lester)
kins
and King, the CALL w
as
having
voted f•vorably on Civil rights measures before
Rev. Martin Luther King, jr.,
Honey is added to some to prosigned
SAY BY THE WAY
by twenty outstandl
and Roy Wilkins, was introducduce a different flavor. There fi-e of the eight measures. On the House of Representatives
Negro leaders, including Jack
Memphis town recently rethe
other
three,
although
ed at the labor conference by
abRobinson, Congressman Adaea
ceived a visit from a former is a "yeasted" and a "fortified" sent he was paired favorably. during the 86th Congress inCleveland Robinson, Secretaryclude: anti-segregation amendClayton Powell, Lester Grano.
i graduate of Melrose, Mr. Le- peanut butter, both of which
Owen
Treasurer
college
of District 65, ReOnly on two of the measures ment to federal aid to school
Dean-Regiser. Bishop W. Y. Bell, Arch&
roy Strickland, who is now a have added food value.
—for the civil rights bill of construction bill; federal aid trar, Thomas I. Willard ea- tail. Wholesale and Drygoods bah'. Carey, Rev.
member of the Air Force. We Peanut butter is an excellent
Drs. Jose*
nounced
Workers
that
Union.
as
On
1960
and
Robinson's Jackson and Gardner
registration
for extension of the to school construction; civil
wish to you the best of hick low-cost meat alternate. Four
Taylotk
life of the U.S. Civil Rights rights bill; extension of ended on last Wednesday that motion, the CALL was unanim- Miss
and success. . . . Morris Webb, tablespoons yields about the
Dorothy Height, and Dt.
enrollment
ously
for
and
enthusiasti
the
•
cally
same
1960
apamount
of protein as two
Fafl
Rosa Grbgg.
you seem to be rather interestsemester . was the largest to proved by the delegates.
ing and attractive to plenty ounces of cooked lean meat.
date for the fast growing ingirls. . . Wouldn't it be nice Although, the protein of peonut
stit 'ion.
Althrough the protein of peanut
if a certain fellow at Washas
'hat
This year's record enrollment
in
milk,
when
eaten
ington make like a juke box
along
of
with
265 students includes 19
milk
the
proteins
and pay out. . . (You're not
i combine to increase the pual •
student nurses from the E. H.
hitting on anything) . . .
Crump school of Nursing along
I ity. It, also, offers generous
If you see Kenneth Hayes amounts of
with the regular day and ex- LOS ANGELES — (CPI) —
minerals and B
For faster, *ors complete relief of
soon tell him he has a secret vitamins.
tended day students. Of this Horace Pena. 36, now knows
headache, neuralgia, neuritis pains,
admirer
(We
will
reveal
her
why
roses won't grow in his
Here are some suggestions
NOW anyone can buy DIRECT
'group, Dean Willard states t at
take STANBACK Tablets or Powders. '
from U 8 GOVERNMENT FUR- identity later) , . . There will for
STANBACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action)
using peanut butter that are
there is and increase in the yard — it's hollow.
PLUS DEPOTS, by mall for your
soon be a going away party guaranteed
—the combined action of severe
self or for resale. Cameras. Sito make your snacks
proportion of full time students Pena told police he w a s
noculars, cars, jeeps, trucas, boats,
given for a future Californian, count. A tall
medically-approved ingredients in
over part-time students, as
glass of cold milk
hardware, office
machines and
watering in his
one easy-to-take dose—eases anxiety
who is a junior at Melrose.
backyard
equipment, tents, tools and tensis all that is needed to accombased
on class-work loads,
of-thousands of other items at a
and tension, starts bringing relief
The fall winds are beginning pany these treats.
Saturnay when suddenly a
fraction of their
orlenal
cont.
The 14 per cent increase over
right away.
to blow now, and we're going Peanut butter
Many items brand new For list
Melba toast:
!ast year's record enrollment two-foot wide hole opened sp.
et hundreds of U. 5. Governmrot
Test
make
to
like
autumn
leaves
Surphis Depots located in every
spread peanut butter mixed
was anticipated by the college He scrambled out of the way. STANBACK
State and overseas with pamphlet and breeze on out, but be here
against
any
with a bit of honey on very thin
"Row Government Can 8h.p OlrEct
administration.
The
library Sheriff's deputies were call- preparation
next week when the curtain slices of bread.
To You." plus procedures, HOW
you've
ever
Sprinkle a bit
reading room was expanded ed. They
4t3:=>
TO BUY and how to i;ev. FRI'E
us.
rises on another episode of of cinnamon evenly
peered down and
over the
SURPLUS, mall 52.00 to SURPLUS
and
more
volumes
and
periodiSALES
INFORMATION
SERV- "Teen Times" and who know top, and place on
a baking
cals acquired. More courses estimated the hole was 25 feet
ICES, Dept. No. '705, Room 700,
you may even play the im- sheet. Toast in
Albee Bldg.. Wash. I, D. C.
a hot oven. Cut
are being offered this fall. deep — probably an abandonportant role.
each piece into three or four
Seven new instructors were ed cistern or well.
finger slices and serve hot.
added to the faculty. DormiSandwich tips: Peanut butter
tory facilities were expanded
and tart jelly on whole wheat
refurnished and re-decorated.
bread. Peanut butter and crisp
More lounge space has been
diced bacon on white bread
provided. Plans have been
Peanut butter and orange marmade to erect a tennis court
REGARDLESS TO PAST ACCIDENT RECORD
malade on poppy seed bread.
on the campus. These and
Peanut butter fudge: omit
other improvements have been
1. If your Driving License hos been revoked.
, chocolate and butter from your
imp..mented as part of the
basic chocolate fudge recipe.
2. If your Insurance has been cancelled.
college's continuing efforts to
I Add 4 tablespoons peanut butprovide quality instruction and
3. If your application has been rejected.
ter just before beating.
be of greater service to the
One Night Per Week — Beginning
PEANUT BUTTER CUP
community.
CAKES
September 14, 1960
1-3 cup butter
A Repeeeee tativa will cell at your horne with full details.
1 ',./s cup medium brown sugar
FOR DETAILS CALL W. A. ADKINS
BACK HOME, well, almost adelphia, Pa. Mr. Roulhac's
LONDON — MPI) — South
2 eggs
home,
Christopher Roulhac, father, Dr. Christopher Roul- African author Alan Patron has
1 teaspoon vanilla
(right) and his son, Chris- hac is a long time respected arrived here for a few days'
2 cups sifted all-purpose flour
topher Roulhac, III, of Phil. physician of Memphis, still stay before going to New York
/
1
2 teaspoon salt
in practice. His son, Chris- to receive the American Free2 teaspoons baking powder
ternately with thirds of milk. topher, jr. is in youth work in dom award.
Ai cup milk
% CUP PEANUT BUTTER Bake in moderate ovven 350 Philly. Mr. Roulhac and his
Patron, author of the "Cry,
Cream butter with 1 cup of degrees F for about 25 minutes. son were in Memphis recent- The Beloved Country," writes
sugar, beat in peanut butter. "A Guide To Good Eating" ly to visit his father a ad of the racial conflict in his
Combine and beat the eggs and is a service provided for the friends. (Photo by Withers) country.
the Li cup sugar.
reader of the Tri-State Defender
Add vanilla. To sifted flour add through the cooperation of the
salt and baking powder, resift. Memphis Dairy Council. Mrs.
Beat the egg mixture into the Williams is a teacher of Home
butter mixture. Add the sifted Economics at Mani.ssas High =
Ingredients in three parts al- School.
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Auto Liability Now Available

EARN EXTRA MONEY

Nine Month Course In
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Author In London
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Serving You Better
for Less

40 YEARS AT FOURTH AND BEALE

Merchandise

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Radios, Toasters, Percolators, Heaters

...FOR LESS
Mention This Paper and Get
10% Discount on Any Purchase

Spend Your Money Where
It Is Appreciated
WELL STOCKED — AIR CONDITIONED
FOR YOUR SHOPPING COMFORT
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF GOODS
COMPETITIVE PRICES

•

WOOTEN'S FOOD CENTER

2075 Nedra — Telephone BR 4-0273

LIQUOR STORE

QUALITY...

Negro Owned and Operated

MIDWAY

MANNE'S

Bowls Seaters
end Ports

Vacuum Bass. Hot.
end Parts

Fre*
Serving
Parking
You
Open
Since '32
Nites
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Rollie rend

TV
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1727 Lamar Ave.
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VODKA
Buy by the Case at a Saving

•
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QUICK AND COURTEOUS SERVICE
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Tel. BR 4-5140
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Telephone JA. 6-9963
355 Beale Ave.

Free Parking Space
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where we can stop and call Ns.
a victory-we lose our desires
to be greedy and the like and
but is it vie.
4 w call it victory
we
Sometimes
must stop
tory?
whole
matter.
and rethink the
In the whole process of rethinking we see a little differently. What we thought was not
or is not necessarily true. As
we rethink we are in L. position
te see ourselves in an entirely
are trying to get it.
new view. Many times a little
Like the Prodigal, many of stop along the way wil) make.
us believe that the material ac- us see life as we never would
quisiLions of this world will have seen it. Today we need
bring about the victory. An to stop and rethink our real
equal number have realized sense of victory. The victories
throught great bitterness that for which many of us reach are
this will never bring about that really not victories after all.
victcry for which we have toil- We mu.A reach for those things
ed so lone. In terms of a recent which have meaning-a meanauthor-"Visions Of Victory" ing that would be eternally
are sometimes blurred and con- lasting. This and this only will
fusing. Many times that which add true meaning to our lives.
we think is the victory is far
Contrary to the concept as
way from it.
by the prodigal life reachheld
Far too many people today
further out than
much
es
as
victories
think in term of
good
and
money,
friends,
those things that are tangible.
at this point life
The things which we can see, times. To him
this but a little later
feel, smell, or adore fall within was just
the conclusion that
the category. The things that he comes to
than these fleetmore
was
life
really bring us victory are not
are those
the tangible but rather the un ing things. There
learned or will
have
who
us
of
is
brought
tangible. Victory
the
about or realized through the soon learn this-the sooner
would
complete development of an better. In this life if we
appreciation of the things that be victorious we must pursue
are most meaningful in this those things which will enable
world and the next. THERE IS us to grow up in the sight of
NO SUBSTITUTE FOR THIS. men and God. Only to the exTry as we may victory-a tent that we grow in stature in
real victory starts within. Only the sight of God and Man wlil
to the sxtent that we as hu- we ever be in a position to deman beings have come to grips clare our victories here on
with those things which will earth.
make us grow in spiritual and Yes, we all have 'visions of
moral stature will we ever be victory'-sometimes these visable to enjoy a real victory. ions are in the far distance but
We get sick and get well and wherever they are they must
say this is a victory-we com- be in keeping with that which ill
mit sins and get to the place highest and noblest.
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It is fall
. and as it is with Memorial Christian church and
The fifteenth chapter of Luke
the weather and all other phas- the Walker Home community
carries an account of one of
es of life, everything seems to are paying tribute to the men of
the most popular characters of
move with a livelier pace. With the church for the wonderful
the Bible, The Prodigal Son
the church, this particularly is work they have done in buildThe youn gman had interpreted
true, Pastors and members ing the Fellowship Hall of the
his home life as one of conhave prepared warm and stirr- church.
finement and deprivation. Day
ing programs for the cooler
The men of the church have
after day he pondered what he
months ahead.
worked on this building after
could do to relieve himself of
Why not visit the church of their regular day's work, This
this confinement. Then one day
your choice this Sunday, and buildiug is being erected for
a 'bright' idea burst forth in
enjoy these many varied and the benefit of the children and
his mind. According to Jewish
inspirational programs? Re- the Walker Home Community.
law at a certain stage of life
member to take along a friend. The church is presenting a
JOINS FIGHT-The La Rita fight for Negro rights recentJimmy Burson, left, present- the Jewish boy is entitled to
series of programs to raise Homemakers club joined the ly when their president, Mrs.
FARLY GROVE BAPTIST
ed a 9100 check to Memphis a share of his father's earthly
The Early Grove Baptist thuds to further the project.
Branch President, Rev. D. S. wealth. To him this was the
On Sunday, Oct. 2, the St.
church is planning for Young
Cunningham, toward a $500 answer. The story from then on
Peoples' Day. The date for the Stephens Male Chorus and male.
life membership in the or- is samiliar to all of us.
observation has been set for chorus of the church are preganization. Looking on apAt last this young man had
Sunday, Oct. 16. Highlighting it senting a musical. It begins at
provingly are Mrs. Alma achieved victory. He had come
3
p.
m.
Mrs.
G.
A.
-Evans
is
with a special program with a
Morris, second from right and to a vantage point in life where
sponsor.
guest speaker.
Mrs. Julia Pleas. Mrs. Mor- he would be in full control.
Mrs. Jaunita Lester is the reJames Anderson and Ronald
ris is the club Queen.
Life for him like life for many
Taylor have been chosen chair- porter. Elder G. A. Evans is
(Withers photo) of us was greatly confused bethe
pastor.
co-chairman.
man and
cause he lacked a real definiRev. Eugene Waller is the AVERY CHAPEL AME
they, Hamilton team forged tion of victory. What he thought
Homecoming and a baby conpastor.
ahead of the Manassas team was victory was not victory.
CUMMINGS STREET BAPTISI test will claim the spotlight at
by 100 pots to become the Freedom from his father and
Having just witnessed one of the Avery Chapel church, Sunfirst winners of the Quiz 'Em mother did not constitute vicIts most successful Annuilthoir day, Oct. 2. Rev. E. L. Hickman,
this year. The final tally was tory-it did not for him and it
Days, the congregation of Cum- Presiding Bishop of the 13th
600-500. Our team included Ber- will not for us!
mings Street Baptist church is Episcopal District, will speak
tha Rodger, Maxine Weaver" There are countless thousnow .looking forward to Annual during the morning worship and
society. F.B.L.A., The Bon- Jacquine Moon and Lena
HI!
Robin- ands today who are seeking
Officer's, Day. Mrs. Catherine at 3 p. m. The Bishop will This is Brenda and Joan relay- dads and the Library Science son. They
will return to the air victory. We want victory over
award
the
prize
winner
to
the
Johnson, the music directress,
ing the happenings around the club.
in January for the finals. The our emotions, we want victory
was in charge of the program of the baby contest. Music will big "H". We intend to keep this She plans to continue her coaches of the
winning team over our appetites, we want
for Choir Day. The Senior be rendered by the choirs of the column full of the haps and we education at Tennessee A & 1 were: Ernest Abron,
Mrs. Viola victory over our ambitions and
city.
choir furnished the music.
hope everyone will enjoy read- State University in Nashville, Ilaysbert, Mrs. Ruth Beau- on
down the line. As odd as it
Annual Officer's Day will be Rev. Loyce Patrick is the min- ing the latest news and gossip. Tenn., where she will major in champ and
Rayburn Hawkins. might seem victory can never
ister.
held Sunday, Oct. 9. It will beneMAIN OBJECTIVES:
Elementary Education.
This progressive school is head- be attained in the manCOLLINS CHAPEL CME
fit the building fund.
(1) To make our column sole- HEAR NO EVIL: SEE NO ed by Prof. Harry T. Cash.
ner some of us or most of us
Under the chairmanship of J. ly for your entertainment not EVIL: SPEAK ND EVIL:
Andrew Harris is the general
S.
Isabel and Clifford Stockton, ridicule. (2) To write the news WRITE NO EVIL:
chairman. Rev. W. L. Varnado
the men of Collins Chapel CME as we see and understand it. We see nowdays Calvin Junis the minister.
church of 078 Washington are (3) To avoid showing favoritism ior is devoting most of his time
METROPOLITAN BAPTIST
Religious Education Week is preparing to celebrate Annual to any of our friends. (4) To to Bennie McGlothin Harold
give credit where it is due.
Smith will you reveal the senow being held at the Metropoli- Men's Day.
Much preparation has gone incret of your success? Rose
tan Baptist church. An interestCLASS:
SENIOR
ing part of the celebration was to plans for this annual day. The The senior class has gotten Cooper will you let us know
a film entitled "How to Pre- service at 11 a. m. will be high- off to a lively start. The senior who will be the lucky fellow
pare A Lesson." It was shown lighted by a sermon by Rev. officers were elected Wednes- this year. Confuscious says,
this past Tuesday under the aus- N. S. Currie, editor of the day, September 21, 1960.
every dog has his day, but
pices of the Sunday School de- Christian Index, the official or- They are: President, James some are trying to take a week
partment. A fellowship hour fol- gan of the CME church.
Buford; Vice President, Melvin Helen Williams, Morine JackRev. Currie is widely known
lowed.
Hill; Secertary, Shirley Bu- son, Glendora Gilbert and
A reception and open house for his dynamic speaking abili- chanan; Assistant Secretary, Ernestine Garner, Erma Clark
for parents will be held this ty and affable personality. ' Claudette Greene; Treasurer, how are things in California
Friday at 7:30 p. m.
Rev. Charles H. Dinkins, presi- David Carnes; Reporter, Essie this summer? Pauline WashingClimaxing the week will be dent of Owen College will be
Boyd; Chaplain, Mary Sessley; ton will you tell every one what
an old fashion fish dinner. It featured during the 3 p. m.
Bus
less Manager, Robert Bol- you have up your sleeve for
will be held this Saturday at 7 services. Since moving to MemSergeant-at-Arms, Richard this year? Carlene is your heart
p. m. The Rebecca Club is the phis, Rev. Dinkins has carved ten;
really at Tennessee State or
Johnson.
sponsor. Mrs. Thelma Whalum a unique niche for himself in
with someone here in Memphis?
We
feel
that
the
officers
of
Is the president.
the activities of our fair city. the Senior Class have
Pauline Cox, I won't tell our
vital
Rev. S. A. Owen is the minis- He is well-prepared and promispart to play in making this secret, okay. I wonder to whom
ter.
es to hold the audience spellyear a successful one. We hope Essie Boyd will, will her cool
MT. PISGAH CME
bound.
that
we have chosen them disposition? Will someone touch
Local talent of the Mt. Pisgah A forum will be featured at
Barbara Hampton and Joycewisely.
CME church and that of the 7 p. m. with four well known
lyn Lloyd and bring their minds
The
class
is
under
the
capcity at large, will be combined civic workers taking part.
hack to Memphis? Samuell
Sunday, Oct. 2, when the Rev. D. S. Cunningham, the able guidance of Rochester Love, Sampson Briscoe, Osbie'
ohurch holds its Annual Musical pastor, joins with the men in in- Neely, Viola Haysbert, Henry Howard and Dick Foster will
Yes Madame,
and iced tea. What a feast for your
Me B. R. Danner Group is viting- all to share the en Neale and Lucille Woods.
you please give the girls a'
LET'S TAKE NOTICE:
King!
it. Mrs. Irene tire day's activities.
sponsoring
In order to please dad and the smallFreshman- 1. Bernard Jeff- break?
Cleaves is the president.
GREATER ST. LUKE
Beauty Richmond, we thought
fry you have to keep up or ahead of
CHOCOLATE FUDGE CAKE
ries, 2. Arthur Knox, 3. Vernon
The Musical will begin at 5 BAPTIST
you had a certain Senior hookthe weather, holidays and all special
2 cups Jack Sprat enriched wheat flow
Carroll,
5.
Townsend,
4.
Curtis
p.m.
The Greater St. Luke Baptist
ed, what happened? George
events.
3 Tsp. baking powder
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
church is observing annual Fel- ? 1. Gloria Lynch, 2. Josephine Tillis there's a rumor going
SOCIETY
lowship Day, Sunday, Oct. 2. Brown, 3. Dorothy Buchanan around that you have a certain
15 Tsp. salt
Since we consider desserts and breads
The Christian Science Socie- The past-,r, Rev. T. R. Buckner, 4. ? 5. JoAnn Foster.
the
senior
basic
of
all
good
meals,
in
a
why
not
daze.
James
La cup shortening
Sykes
La
Von
Kelty which holds its services at will officiate during the morn- Sophomores- 1.
let Jack Sprat with that wonderful enlet's hope you won't turn mit
1 2 cup sugar
3.
Archie
2.
Willie
Perry,
sey,
823 S. Lauderdale has a most ing service at 11 a.m.
riched wheat flour and that uniformly
2 eggs
Scruggs, 4. Percy Chalmers, 5. to be the taxi of the year. Get
thought-provoking subject for
At 3 p.m. the guest speaker
to
it
Shirley
ground creamed meal come to your re1 tsp. vanilla
Newby
and
Maxine
Ann
Bolton.
1.
Lee
Clarence
"UnreSunday.
It
is
discussion
will be Charles H. Ryans, presicup milk
scue. Bake that delicious apple pie or
2. Myrtle Rankin, 3. Foster.
ality."
dent of the Memphis Sunday Cooper,
COUPLES
your
favorite
chocolate
cake
on
a
cool
Mrs. H. L. B. Moseley, chair- School and Baptist Training Carol Jones, 4. Jacqueline
Sift flour, measure, add baking powdLarry Mitchell & Bettye
morning - freeze it - serve it on a
man of the church, will get the Union Congress. Dave Collins of Moone, 5. Ida Love.
er
and salt, sift again. Cream shortenDlvis, Delores Flynn & Lawyer
hot burner of a day - Pie A La Mode
discussion under way at 11 a. Beulah Baptist church will be Jeniors- 1. Harold Smith, 2. Cox, Harold Smith & Bettye
ing and sugar gradually. Add well beatCake
with
sherbert.
Dad
will
be
Connor, 4. Pete Freemon,
en eggs and beat thoroughly, aold
m.
master of ceremonies. Others Wade
amazed as to how you do it.
5. ? 1. Maxine Davis, 2. Myrtle Bowen, Lois Davis & ????,
vanilla. And dry ingredients alternatey
appearing
on
the program will
Denver
Terry
&
Antionette
NEW TYLER AME
MitHemphill, 3. Barbara Agar, 4.
with milk, stirring only enough after
The rest of the meal could consist
Forth-coming at the New Ty- be A. Payne. Judge Hayes, B. Lillie Ann Aabron, 5. Hattie chell.
each addition to blend thoroughly. Do
of a vegetable salad with meat added,
SECRETS OF CHARM
ler AME church is Annual T. Lewis, Mrs. Idella Graham, Jones.
JANA PORTER
not beat. Pour into eight-inch layer tins.
hot spoon bread or hot cheese biscuits
Woman's Day. It is scheduled Israel Reed, jr., R. Smith. L. Senirs- 1. Harold Smith, 2. Personality and successful
Hudson
is
the
chairman
and
for Sunday. Oct. 18. Mrs. Viola
George A. Tillis, 3. Sampson living-Your personality is you.
Cook first four ingredients to soft
Bake in moderate oven for 20 to 25
Ware has been selected as gen- Joe McClore is the secretary. Briscoe and Osbie Howard, 4. The things which make a perminutes.
boil stage. Add butter; remove from
eral chairman for the occasion. Joe Brown is the program James Buford, 5. Steve Payton. son different are included in
heat. When luke warm, add vanilla.
the composite of traits which
Many choirs of the city took chairman,
FROST WITH FUDGE FROSTING
Barbara
Georgia
Carroll,
2.
1.
Beat
until it's right to spread, and it's
part when the sanctuary cele- SMOTHERS CHAPEL CME
2 cups sugar
so good.
Hampton, 3. Carlene Pearson makes up their personality.
Smothers
Chapel
CME
church
recently
Choir
Day,
its
brated
These Include:
2 oi. chocolate
and Lois Davis, 4. Jacqueline
Presidents of the choirs of the held its Annual Woman's Day,
1. Physique 2. Appearance 3.
2 tbsp. white corn sugar
More beat the heat ideas next time.
Jones.
Nesbitt,
5.
Charlotte
church are James Avery and recently. Mrs. C. W. Allen was
MIntality
4.
Character
5.
Dis34
cup
milk
Top
5
WIDE)
(CITY
Bye for now,
C. W. Bowen. Sam Echols is the morning speaker and Mrs.
position, Disposition includes a
2 tbls. butter
A. M. Johnson was the evening 1. Bishop Trotter and Milton combination of: 1. Gayety 2.
the director.
1 tsp, vanilla
Jana Porter
Burchfield (Lester), 2. Robert
Rev. Robert L. McRae is the speaker.
Sobnerness 3. Dominance 4.
(Manassas),
3.
James
Simpson
Taking
part on the program
pastor.
Timidity 3. Selfishness and 6.
also were Mrs. A. B. Phillips, Kilgore ( B. T. W.), 4. Richard , Generrsity.
FEATHERSTONE CHAPEL
Larry
Miss Sylvia Thotnpson, Mrs. Foster (Hamilton), 5.
Check your personality to see
CME
Pearl Evans, Mrs. Ressie K. Mitchell (Melrose). 1 Tommye 11 it is an assest to you as a
Miss Mose Yvonne Brooks, a
K.
Hays
(Bertrand),
2.
Norris
Dorsey,
Mrs. Annie Marie
gentleman or gentle lady.
1.060 honor graduate of Fisk
Green,
Mrs.
L. Jackson, Mrs. Trueman (B.T.W.), 3. Verna NOTICE:
University, represented t h e,
Bass
(Manassas),
4.
Anne
youth of Featherstone Chapel E. L. Horne, Mrs. A. B Phillips, Dortch (Melrose), 5. Bettye The Tri-State Defender will
Mrs. Bettie Davis, Mrs. Mattie
be on sale every Thursday. UnCME church at the National
Bowen (Ha m ilton ).
Youth Conference in Chicago, L. Burrows, Miss Annie L. Gor- Top Teachers- 1. Mrs. Ruth til then be in the know.
don, Mrs. Nancy Johnson, Mrs.
CURRENT NEWS
Illinois.
Beauchamp, 2. Mrs. Viola
Miss Brooks rep-cts an inter- Floresta Flemmings, Mrs. An- Haysbert. 1. Mr. Walker, 2. Mr. Sept. 24, the iamilton andi
Manassas Quiz 'Em teams1
esting and informative meeting. nie Ketchum and Mrs. Lovie Lee.
matched wits and questions of
She was very active, serving as Holeman.
THE SPOTLIGHT
current interest. In doing so
Mrs. J. B. Cooper was chair- The
secretary of the Friendship
Beacon drifts on the
Book and playing a major part man and Mrs. A. B. Phillips charming Miss Georgia Lou
was
co-chairman.
Talent
Night
proon the Youth
Carroll, who is a senior at
KEEL AVENUE BAPTIST
gram.
Hamilton High. She is t h e
Annual Women's Day was
Miss Brooks is the daughter
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. M.
the
Keel
Avenue
celebrated
at
of Rev, and Mrs. P. E. Brooks
church, recently. Making theaft- Carroll. She resides with her
of Memphis, Tenn.
4111 CNero s.d e at
parents at 1404 James it. She
Ca061.401604
' Rev P. E. Brooks is pastor of ernoon particularrly interesting
is in the 12-4 homeroom of Mr.
few Ushion 04111
Featherstone Chapel C. M. E. was an address by Mrs. BerNeale.
witetiofts
church
nice Harris of Friendship BapJn Religious life, Miss Carnom FlItI171111
DEACON'S WIVES
tist church.
roll is a member of the East
71110111. Pm,Casa.466..
LOADS OF TALENT were expressed vocally on a recent
The Deacon Wives of the B. Other participants on that
mirably as do all the talent presented on the show.
Trigg Baptist church. She is an
Lwow Pric•• Avoilobis
Big Star Food Stores of Memphis and the Mid - South
M. and E. Convention held its program were Mrs. Fula M.
Big
Star has said many Times they are proud to be
active member of the senior
FOt Fttt CATASI
Talent Time show heard regularly each Saturday on
meeting this past Tuesday at Owens, Mrs. Lillian B. Sease,
able to bring such talent to the listeners of powerful
choir
and
serves
as
secretary
Radio Station WDIA at 11:30 a.m. Due to the number
the Emmanuel Baptist church Mrs. Bettie Smith, Mrs. Blanche
WDIA and it would like to reiterate that statement.
StRINCER FASIION UNIFORMS
of people in the group it wouldn't be practical to name
of 245 Ayers at. Mrs. Sadie Jones, Mrs. Catherine Nelson, of the Youth Organization
761 /1 St., LI. 77 Ats6aota St.. LW.
Nothing
gives Big Star more pleasure than knowing it
them. But we hope their friends and parents can idenReedus is the chairman. Rev. S. Miss Beatrice Grandberry, Mrs. In Socia' life, Miss Carroll is Wastlagto2.11.6. Attila' 5, Isere*
helped to promote a talent that otherwise might have
affiliated
with
the
debutante
tify them from the above picture. They performed ad.
A. Owen is the president.
gone unnoticed.
Eliza Collins and Mrs. Ruby
Rev. W. E. Ragsdale was the Bankhead.
host pastor.
The morning speaker was
MT. SIAMI BAPTIST
*under price of
Mrs. Eunice Bruce.
Rev. W. A. Adkins, manager
Rev. Perdy Moody is the minhorns delivered
of the Adkins Insurance and ister..
milk
the
Real Estate Agency will be
principal speaker at the Mt. SiKlan
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
ami Baptist church of 966 ileiskell at., Su/Way, Oct. 9. The public is invited.
OLDSMAR, Fla. - (UPI) John Thomas is a deacon at The southern knights of the
the church. Rev. W. S. Buford Ku Klux Klan- announced Monis the minister.
day it wil begin its campaign
WALKER MEMORIAL
for Gov. Orval Faubus of ArkCHRISTIAN
ansas for president with a cross
The members of the Walker burning.

HAMILTON
Scribblings
By
Brenda Jeffries
and
Joan Williams
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ALL AROUND TOWN

They're Talking About The Bargains Available At The Quality Stamp
Redemption Centers. Shop Where You See This Symbol And You Will
Know You Are Getting Quality Products.

There Is A Quality Stamp Redemption
Center In Your Neighborhood-Browse
Around,
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CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS

SAVE 8C*

To Begin Drive
For Faubus Election

MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE

)r-, CART HOME SAVINGS!

CASH FOOD STORES

Illinois State Chamber To Meet Here
Political Debate To
Isaiah Jenkins,
HiAlight Program
Tenor
The
New
•

DEFrER
Sat, Oct. 1, 1960

National and state govern- issues in higher education also
ent and business leaders will will be evaluated by three naBOSTON — A Negro concert ed with great enthusiasm after
address the 42nd Annual Meet- tionally -known educators. They
artist has captured the hearts each concert.
ing of the Illinois State Cham- are; Dr. Leland L. Medsker,
of music lovers of New Eng- Jenkins has studied for the
ber of Commerce here Thurs- vice chairman, Center for the
land with his rich tenor voice last five years, under the celday and Friday, Oct. 20-21. study of Higher Education, and
and the music critics of that ebrated Roland Hayes in BosHeadquarters and all sessions professor of education, Univerarea are saying that he
Is ton, and one of the New Engexcept the Annual Banquet will sity of California, Berkeley; Dr.
"Making rapid strides toward land newspapers said "When
be held at the Sheraton Towers, Alan C. Rankin, assistant chanbecoming one of the foremost Jenkins sings it is easy to unwhile the Annual Banquet will cellor and associate professor
derstann the interest of
Singers of his time."
the
be held at the Palmer House. of Political Science, University
Isaiah Jenkins, a southern- celebrated Negro Tenor, RoOne highlight event of the of Pittsburgh; and Dr. John R.
born Negro, made a concert land Hayes." Another Critic,
program will be a debate fea- Richards, chancellor, Oregon
tour se northern New England Dr. Everett Titcomb, of the
the
and
turing Illinois' two U. S. Sen• System of Higher Education,
at the beginning of this year, Chautuaqua News
of
ate contenders, Democratic in- Eugene, Oregon. Their talks
drawing upon both classic and Boston University School
ISAIAH JENKINS
says
that
cumbent Paul H. Douglas, and will cover the role junior colEnglish, Music Faculty,
songs. in
modern
Republican nominee Samuel W. leges can play in higher educaGerman and French with
a "Jenkins not only sings well,
Witwer. The debate will follow tion, better use of faculty and
full group of Negro Spirituals but has an unusually fine stagea luncheon on Thursday after- facilities and the unified board
in his renditions, he was greet- presence and his diction is well
nigh perfection." "It is not
noon.
of higher education.
POLICE ISSUE summons in Ward elementary school here school. Pace charged paroften at such concerts that the
Other major addresses will be Also appearing on the progNew Rochelle, N. Y., to par. last week. The children had ents with disorderly conduct
listener can hear and under- KEOKUK
ven by Don G. Mitchell, prest- ram Friday morning will be In- eats of Negro children hold- been refused enrollment be- for trespassing on school
everyword that is sung, Mr. and Mrs. Buntons are
stand
NEW
YORK — (UP!) —
ent, General Telephone & Elec. ternal Revenue Commissioner
ing a sitdown strike outside cause they did not live near property. UPI Telephoto.
but
that
was the case
with proud parents of a baby girl.
P-emier Fidel Cartro's aides
onics Corporation, and chair. Dana Latham taking "A Closer
B.
the all-white William
Mother and baby are fine.
the
Jenkins
to
be
"
congrat"He
is
ran
up
the
Cuban
flag at
man, Sylvania Electric Pro- Look at Expensive Accounts."
Mrs. Malory had a fall last
elated
"
Harlem hotel where they are
ducts, Inc, New York City; Three men, well-grounded in
On hit New Enelend tour. Friday morning in her home.
staying
Saturday
after
the
Maurice H. Stens, director, labor relations and social se
Amercan flag had been removd Jenkins was accompanied by She is in Graliam Hospital and
Bureau of the Budget, Wash- curity matters, will participate
Reginald Boardman, who is is much better.
ed
and put on another pole.
ington, Dana Latham, commis- in a special symposium Friday
Mr. H. Allen and family, Mr.
The afternoon
flag raising well known to concert audiences
,
ed at this writing. We wish
BATESVILLE
sioner of internal revenue, afternoon. Their topics will be:
Beecham, Mr. Thierry, Pat
R.
in
and
this
country
both
abroad.
for him a speedy recovery.
ceremony was held around the
Washington; and Arthur H. U. S. Rep. Thomas B. Curtis, Dee Shell, 71, died last Sunday
Dawson and Rev. M. Culpep er
toured
with
Roland
Hayes.
He
Jackson
Pine
Mrs.
Helen
time the bearded Cuban Prem"Red" Motley, president and Missouri, "Politics Can Destroy morning at his home. He was
attended funeral services for
Bluff, the charming sister of I
ier rose from hs bad after a Jenkins was born on a marg. Mrs. Mabel Tisco of LaGraine.
publisher of Parade Publica- Social Security"; E. F. Scout- a native of this county, and a
•
•
in
farm
inal
dirt
Sheldon.
Crockerham
was
wee-hours party. Castro had
tions, Inc., New York City and ten, vice president, The May- member of the Baptist church. Mrs. Grace
Mo., last week. Mrs. Tisco was
Survivors include his wife, here recently to attend rites
breakfast in his room and then South Carolina and completed killed on U.S. Highway 61, 10
president of the Chamber of tag Company, Newton, Iowa,
Rosetta, three sisters, Mrs. for Mr. Alfred Henderson who
went back to sleep. He had no the work at Paine College, Au- miles north of Keokuk.
Commerce of the United States. "The Collective
gusta. Ga.. under trying finanBargaining Mamie Flemmy, Mrs. Ella
plans
to leave the hotel.
at
passed
his
home
away
af- NEW HAVEN, Conn. — (UPI)
An analysis of 1961 business Agreement Must Be Admini- Merriweather
cial circumstances. He now
Mrs. E. Harris is much imand Mrs. Annie ter suffering a heart attack. —Fourteen
Negro Fraternal orprospects will highlight the stered, Too"; and Dr. Jules
and
the
T.
holds
B.
proved
the
S.
in Graham Hospital.
Flemmy and one brother, Alvie.
first of a trio of clinics on prob- Backman, professor of econom- Services were held at Bethle- Funeral was held at Mt. Zion ganizations in eight Connecti- REGISTER SO YOU CAN
Ph.M. degrees from Boston
Mrs. S. Taylor is getting
cut municipalities sought new
VOTE ON NOV. S.
University School of Religion. along nicely.
lems of general interest to the ies, New
York
University hem Baptist church with Rev. Baptist chuch. The pastor,
Rev. J. E McKissie officiated insignia.
business community. Mr. Mot- New York, "Featherbedding Huff of Newport officiating.
Common Pleas Court Judge
ley will keynote this session Hurts You."
Mrs. Mennard Kandery and He is survived by his wile. Otto H. LaMacchia
ruled the
Thursday afternoon, Oct 20. A series of three addresses baby Kenneth, returned to her Rosa.
day before that the groups could
Participating in an eight-mem. on the Illinois business climate home in LaCrosse last Monday
not legally use the insignia asber panel discussion will be the will highlight Thursday even- after visiting Mr. and Mrs. CarFociated with the Masons. He
following leading business ex- ing's Community Organization roll Rucker.
ruled on four suits brought
IKitives.
The Bible Band met last
Dinner, an affair which tradiagainst fraternal organizations
agnar Benson, chairman of tionally salutes local chamber Thursday evening in the home
in
New
Haven, Hartford.
CARBONDALE
the board, Ragner Benson, Inc., of commerce officials. Straight- of Mrs. Rosie Craven.
Bridgeport, Greenwich, NorMrs. Carrie Logan of NashChicago; H. E. Braunigg, presi- forward views will be offered
By ORA L. ELLIS
walk, Strateford,
Middletown
The Afro - American Heritage'has been eligible for parole. the U.N. delegates and governdent, Central Illinois Electric by: John H. Daniels, president ville is guest of Mrs. Maude
and Danbury. The suits were Association
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hezekiah
Sam
ments of the world to speak
has appealed to the
and Gas Company, Rockford; and chief executive officer, Ar- Kandery.
by the Masonic Grand nations of the world to inter- Yet, despite his physical con- out against "this barbaric inplc, brother-in-law and sister of filed
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Taft
York
spent
H. S. Eberhard, president, cher-Daniels-Midland Company,
dition, his parole has been deOra Lee Ellis and Linnie Mur. Lodge.
justice
discrimination
and
cede for the freedom from fed.
Caterpillar Tractor Company, Minneapolis; William L. Nau- the weekend in Russville last
The Negro organizations arnied three times by the all- against this Afro-American,"
ry
visited
their
brother
and
Winston,
of
eral
Henry
custody
with
Sunday
his
brother,
Mr.
Peoria; Gaylord A. Freeman. mann. vice president, Caterpilsister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. gued that they had the right who was convicted under the white Federal Parole Board." The Association asked world
president, The First National lar Tractor Company, Peoria; and Mrs. Buford York and
The Afro - American Heritage leaders to appeal to President
John
N. Sample in Memphis. to use the insignia and that Smith Act.
Bank of Chicago; A. S. Gloss- and George F. Smith, president, other relatives.
the court as interfering with
assailed
the action as a symbol Eisenhower to grant full freeMrs.
Roxie
Mrs.
A.
Viola
Watson
Osborne
and
is
religious
ill in!
Labeling the Negro a political
brenner, president, The Youngs- Johnson & Johnson, New Brunspractices.
of the racist and repressive dom to Winston as an act of
children
have
hospital.
the
returned
to
Chigovernprisoner
federal
of
the
But Judge Ladfacchia said
town Sheet and Tube Company, wick, New Jersey.
Johnnie Sherrill and Mrs. Es- cago after visiting with her the groups were "illegitimate ment, the organization made the policies of the U.S. government. simple humanity.
Youngstown, Ohio; Ellison L. FEDERAL BUDGET TOPIC
The organization said the action
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. and spurious" and
sie Leon are also ill.
that they appeal as an appropriate corn Is "part of the pattern of unHazard, vice-president, Central
Federal Budget Director MauS. L. Brown.
of
the
spirit
of
memoration
the
have "no right . .. to make use
Metal Division, Continental Can rice H. Stairs, rated as one of
PICKENS
Mrs. Daisy Davis is still on of a name, mark, insignia, rit- 98th anniversary of the Eman- punished lynchers of AfroCompany, Inc., Chicago; Rob- the ablest of the administraAmericans; of wholesale denial
By GRACE BYRD STIGLER the sick list. She is staying with ual, etc.,
which will enable cipation Proclamation, Sept. 23, of the right to vote . . .; of conert S. Ingersoll, president, Borg- tion's top echelon, will be the
Sunday school was well at her daughter in Indiana.
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is tional political offices. It is
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The fifteenth United Nations Gen- was thus sown under the very eyes of of the total—not enough to win representative. We should be
an election, out capable of deable to elect at least a Negro
eral Assembly began last week under the so-called guardian angels of peace. ciding a close election.
dramatic circumstances that are bound What happened, the world shall not The greatest application of magistrate judge, a state senator a county commisioner. These
to find their way into the pages of his- soon forget. Hitler and Mussolini con- Negro voting strength may hold even a coronership. These
Presently be made in city contery. Not only is the presence of so temptuously ignored the League. Re- tests. For example, the present will come only when we have
maziy heads of states unprecedented, the sult: one by one the countries of Europe Democratic mayor and alder- 60 to 75 per cent registration—
admission of 14 new sovereign nations fell under the iron heels of the Nazi men won by less than 10,000 not less than half of our potenvotes. Thirty thousand Negro tial.
to UN membership — doubling thereby hordes.
voters can overcome such a But even after we get enough
the international organization's numeriToday again it is Africa which occu- margin if used as a bloc. Thus, eotes, we will have to learn
how to use them wisely to oh.
cal strength, is in itself an event of no pies the center of the stage of interna- in 1961 when Louisville elections
are held Neerees can, if united, tain the office and laws we
ordinary moment.
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Since the demise of the League of in Central Afr:ca where the Congo ques- servative on civil rhlits.
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Nations which Woodrow Wilson helped tion becomes the most explosive issue to
new mayor ana aldermen will above everything else. The presto create in 1919, there has not been so confront the United Nations and the be chosen, Negro registration ent registration record inspires
imposing a gathering of luminaries as world at large.
conceivably could be 40,000 .0- me to believe that such now
appears obtainable. fhe key to
New Yorkers are witnessing. There is,
What can be done to restore peace cally if the same drive and it is the closing of political
enthusiasm continue in the reghowever, nostalgic recollection of the and order in the former Belgian colony
ranks until full victory is ours.
istration periods.
dark days in Geneva, Switzerland, when is a colossal problem the solution of Two significant facts are If this spirit prevails, and
Negroes will respond the old heads continue to supEmperor Haile Selassie, pale and harri- which will tax to the utmost both the in- clear
port the youthful and dynamic
ed, stood before the full Assembly of the genuity and patience of the best minds to registration drives when the leadership
that has spearheaded
proper awareness. emphasis
League and in a tremulous voice plead- in the United Nations.
and leadership are given ss the recent successful registraed for one solid hour for the League to
Order or concord is not, unfortunate- the Non Partisan Registration tion drive, we are destined to
Committee has demonstrated. achieve our goals.
JOHN H. SENGSTACKE, Publisher
SURLEIGH HINES, JR., Eititior

invoke sanctions against Italy's unprovoked aggression against the four thousand-year-old East African empire.
But in vain did Selassie beg for condemnation of Benito Mussolini's Blackshirts who were raining bombs on the
helpless Ethiopians at Aksum, Adowa
and Addis Ababa.
The Emperor closed his speech with
this prophetic statement: "What happens to Ethiopia today, may happen to
other nations on the morrow." And that
prophesy came to pass. The League lost
its moral will and meaning, and became
a useless debating society. The great
powers frowned upon the suggestion of
coming to the defense of black Ethiopia
against the mighty kingdom of Italy.
The seed of the Second World War

This fall one of every three students
who graduated last Spring from a secondary school will go to college, maybe
to the college of his choice or maybe only
to the one which was ready to admit him
or which he could afford.
Nowadays the college which a youngster attends depends only in part on
his own taste or preference, for the
present sellers' market has brought formidable requirements for admission as
one way of choosing among many candidates qualified for higher education.
At one time admission officers of colleges and Universities preferred the allAmerican, all-rounded, rounded-out candidate, personable, attractive, not too
bright, modestly aggressive, and a
"member of the community."
But since the Russians demonstrated
their scientific superiority, learning has
become one of the country's national resources, like oil reserves or industrial
capacity. As a result intellect has again
become a major factor in determining
whether a college applicant will be accepted.
Today the college — or at least the
privately - supported one which can
choose its students — wishes to know almost everything it can about each candidate: his record of achievement in secondary school; his extra curricular activities; his social maturity; and in par.

WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE, General Manager
ARETTA J. POLK. Citeuletioo mono's,

ly, the exclusive objective of the UN delegates. There are those who harbor the
design to transform Africa into their
own image. And under the guise of protecting the interests of the new states,
some of the major powers are willing to
plunge the world into another global
conflict.
The prescription to avoid war over
Africa is a simple one: Let the new UNION CITY, N. J.—From a
moral viewpoint the new constates exercise their own rights of self- traceptive
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ily limitation involves abstin- increasing number of their non- It also showed them the pres- made by the Sealantic Fund, Philadelphia.
ties require their candidates for admis- ence, at least during the fertile Catholic
ent government is determined Inc., of New York City, estabbrethren."
I informed this taxi dri
to deal firmly with instigators lished in 1938 by the late John
sion to take the College Board Tests.
that in the opinion of many
—'1111111111111111I55Ill of anti-semitic incidents. Eight
D. Rockefeller, jr.
the messengers (delegates),
Entrance requirements and qualifimonths ago, courts were senThe Reverend C. Shelby Dr. Jackson promised an el
cations of candidates may one day be
tencing smearers to prison sen- Rook s, minister of Lincoln tion by states after his add
dumped into an electronic tub and colhe could have swept (perha
lege and student may be matched by dahundreds of messengers into
fold, by his oratory, who
ta processing instruments rather than
come to vote for Dr. Taylo
by the offices of deans of admission. If
There is where he missed
the prospect of such centralized selecboat. I further informed
tion is unattractive it will at least, as
taxi driver and he is now
forming others that Dr. S
one former dean stated recently, change
ard was not the cause of
the game from blind man's buff to catch.
situation. It was Dr. Jac
who fumbled the ball.
Guinea, once France's second
I shall never forget the
richest possession south of the
Premier Nikita Khrushchev Sahara desert, rejected mem- ble plea Dr. Sandy Ray
may have lost a battle in the bership in the French communi- for a fair election, stating
not to let him down.
Congo but he has by no means ty and declared its independ- whoever won would get
His sore throat is on. reason why
whole-hearted cooperation ihd
lost the war in Africa.
ence in 1958.
support
of all the brethren. But
the. Senator has abandoned his set
It was a diplomatic setback
Hopefully, the west has chos- it fell on deaf ears. The clues.
for Khrushchev when 16 Afro-. en to regard Toure as more a
speeches for effectively impromptu
tion of why the Jacksonites otte
Asian members of the United nationalist than a Marxist.
chats: these also have the advantage of
jected to an election by states
Nations rejected the Soviet
Whether nationalist or Marx- is still lingering in our thoughts.
demonstrating his sincerity, his quickcharge that U. N. Secretary
,
The laity is losing respect*
General Dag Hammarskjold had ist, the bulk of Guinean trade
ness and his ability to hit hard.
has in the last two years swung ministers who should be ex
bungled
Congo
in
the
and
inThis makes it all the more remarkentirely to the Commun- pies for the flock, but are not.
stead, urged thacHammarskjold almost
bloc.
ist
able that the Gallup poll has consistI have heard ministers say God
continue
"vigorous"
action
Guinea has barter agreements revealed to them they were to
there.
ently found only 5 or 6 per cent of those
with the Soviet Union, East head certain groups and yet
It also was a setback —whethsurveyed to be undecided about how to
Czechoslovakia, Po- they find it necessary to do
Germany,
er momentary or not remains
vote. This week Sen. Kennedy is reportto be seen — when Congolese land, Hungary and Communist questionable acts to stay in
these positions when elected:
ed to be one point ahead of Vice PresiCol. Joseph Desire Mobutu seiz- China.
Drs. Jackson and Taylor, And
ed government reins in the Condent Nixon, a very good recovery since
other leaders, let us g
go, ordered the Soviet and
his sudden drop to six points behind
gether and adjust our
r.
Czecholovakian diplomatic repright after the Republican convention
ences and take matters
of
resentatives out, and made it
court in order to redee
stick.
in Chicago.
NEW
MAN
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Over selves before the world.
So far no basic issues have been disRussia's new position and the $50 million in tax money is
cussed in any detail, apart from the'
new man might well be the Af- spent each year to remove litmatter of Mr. Kennedy's religion which
rican republic of Guinta and its ter from the nation's primary
"HAVE I EVER HAD A CHANCE T'GET MARRIED? Marxist-trained, strongman Pre- highways alone, according to
both candidates would rather avoid
SUPPOSE YOU ASK YOUR HUSBAND!"
mier Sekou Toure.
Keep America Beautiful, Inc.

SO WHAT?

Russia Changes
African Tactics

Campaign Picks Up Steam
The Presideakial and vice Presidential candidates ha‘e been hitting the
campaign trail — or rather the air currents — with an intensity and speed
which has made it difficult for them to
avoid colliding with each other. Senator
Kennedy has been at it for three weeks,
from Maine to Alaska, back to Michigan,
on to the Pacific coast — where he descended to an old - fashioned whistlestopping train in order to leave a deeper
Impact on Mr. Nixon's home state of
California—and then back East by way
of Texas. There he met Senator Lyndon
B. Johnson, his running mate, who has
been braving the Atlantic coast.
Vice President Nixon made a fourstop crossing of the country in a day
and cam. back in a week, perhaps trying to show that his knee. unlike Senator Kennedy's voice, could be relied upon

Litter Bugs Do
$50 Million Job
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Dear time. Chante: I will be in mind. am a Christian and
in Chicago until the 15th of Oc prefer that he also be a Christtober and would like very much ian.
to meet a sincere, attractive
Vera Newton, 4644 Lake Park
lady between the ages of 25 and Ave., 3rd floor, Apt. 34, Chicago
39, weighing not more than 135 53 Illinois.
lbs., brown complexion. She
• ••
must be affectionate and inter- Dear Mme. Chant*:
ested in marriage to a poor, You have helped so many pee.
but honest working man. I am pie perhaps you will help me.
39, 6 feet, 2 inches tall, weigh I am 32 years old, self support,
ITO lbs., nice looking and very ing and I have a good educaaffectionate. Will appreciate tion. I have no children.
My
very much if you can help me. I weight is 130, my
height is
am very lonely and need some 5 feet, 6 inches. I'm light brown
one to love. Please send photo in skin with long black
hair and I
first letter.
am considered by most people
E. L. Clark YMCA Hotel, 826 to have personality plus. I'm
S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, 111. new in the city and I'm interest•••
ed in marriage.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
I would like to meet a gentle.
regular reader of your column man about 30 to 40 years of age,
and would like to join your club. tall, medium brown or lighter
I am 45, medium brown com- complexion. I would like a man
plexion, 5 feet. 10 inches tall. who is interested in getting
weigh 159 lbs. 1 am very under- some place in life, someone who
standing and lonely. Would like has a good job and he must
to hear from ladies between 30 know how to appreciate a lady.
and 40. I have no bad habits and
Only people who are sincere
like all clean sports. Will ans- need to
write. Please send photo
wer all letters and exchange with first
letter and I will do the
photos.
same.
Alvin Roland 612 Fairoalts, Miss Fannie Lathon, 654 East
Pasadena. Calif.
Bowen. ave., Chicago, Illinois
•••

Negroes Active In N.C.
Know-How' Farm Vote

Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
Jamaican lady who would like
to correspond with an American
gentleman. I am 57. light-brown
skin, 5 feet, 6 inchea tall and
weigh 142 lbs. of the Armenian
faith. Have a quiet, loving and
kind disposition.
Christien White. 35 Walthan
Sy BILL CARPENTER
Park Rd., Whitfield Town, P.0
solution of problems affecting culture and its spending is ad. tension personnel.
We now Kingston
Jamaica, B. W. I
RALEIGH, N. C. — Negro livestock and crop enterprises, ministered by the Agricultural have many more agents and
• ••
By LES HAUSNER
arts grads, the pay began at in trom $525•550 per month and
farm families are expected to along with the necessity of Foundation at N. C. State Col- farm people utilizing these engroup
knowledg
Dear
and
action
e
Mme.
lege.
to
less that. $90.
Chante:
well
be
represented when North
other graduates from $40'i-475!
MINNEA
POLIS,
Minn.
terprises
—
on
the
farms
to add
I ama widow, 45 years old, fUP1) — The college
Carolinians go to the polls in solve many of the problems RESEARCH
Few students were placed by Some engineering students
to
their
graduate
income.
This
would
165 lbs., 5 feet, 2 inches tall, of 1935 never
the important "Nickels for affecting rural people in North The money has been used not havt been possible had
had it so bad, the time they graduated, and with advanced degrees in spewe
Know-How" referendum, Sept. Carolina"
tor an expanded program of not had the source of technical tan complexion, brown eyes, while toelay's graduate proba- many were still looking for cialized filds have signed for
4TH REFERENDUM
30
agricultural research and edu- help provided through Nickels black hair. Desire to meet an bly never had it so good.
wo
the following year. And as high as $12.000 a year.
intelligent man, weighing be- That's the finding
The question before the vot- The Sept 30 referendum will cation Through these funds, it for Know-How."
of a 25- the future looked ever. gloom- Although the
job situation for
tween 180 and 200 lbs., 50 to 60 year historical review
ers will be whether or not they be the fourth held on this pro- ha: been possible to carry on
of col- ier as government er emmists tYraduates continues
When the Negro poultry years old, dark brown
to be betwho 1 to continue this self-help )ect. State law requires a vote additional research with almost
skin, 5 lege employment surveys made announced the United States
specialist was employed in feet, 9 inches tall
with marriage by Northwestern National Life economy had reached maturity. ter, the report indicates repr,;gram in support of increased every three years on these pro- all major crops and livestock.
1954, there were 15 4-H pullet
cruiters are
becoming more
avrIeultural research and edu- grams.
Insurance Co.
Under the educational phase chains in 52 countries where
However, the 1960 college selective and placing more imcation started in 1952.
In 1935 the eollege graduate, graduate is pretty sure
Since the program went Into of the program, both the poul- Negro agents were employed million birds.
to have portance on a good school rec.
The program has been strong. effect on Jan. 1, 1952, more try and horticulture extension There 15 chains involved 150 Broiler and commercial egg if he or she could find a job. a job by fall, the survey show- ord.
was fortunate to receive $100 ed.
ly endorsed by Negro leaders t.han onc million dollars has specialisi positions in Negro club znembers and 9,000 birds. production has
Following are excerpts from
grown. One of a month Top
engineering stuacrosi. the state, including the been collected. The assessment extension work were created Today there are 34 such chains
Starting paychecks for. 1,960 keY years in the firm's.25 year
the
greatest
assets
of
any com- dents were the only students
Vete leader of Negro agrieul- is made on the basis of five with Nickels for Know-How involving 306 members
graduates were five to six times survey:
and munity is its beautiful homes, receiving
that amount; for busi- larger than in 193.5. Engineers 1936
I extension work, R. E. cents on each ton of feed and funds.
18,173 chicks.
Demand for graduates
schools churches and road- ness administration
and liberal without experience are receiv- about double that of 1935,
fertilizer bought. Manufactur- In the opinion of Jones, "these
I.
with
Ot the 66,000 Negro farm sides.
The new horticulture
e says, This program has er add this amount to the re- two positions have broadene
starting salaries $100.$135 per
d operators in the state in 1954, program is resulting in progess
further deepened the respect of tail prices of feed and fertill. and deepened the technolo
month.
gy 46,000 had 1,221,269 chickens in this area,
farm people for the indispen- zer.
1940: The war In Europe creand economic appreciation of on their farms. In 1959 the numIt is also resulting in in
sable place and importance of The money is collected by the poultry and vegetable pro.
rtes greatly increased demand
ber had increased to 48,310 creased attention to more
home
research and education in the the N. C. Department of Agri- ducUon enterprises among
for American college graduates.
ex. farmers and to more than 11
/
2 food production for the family,
Starting pay slightly better than
a recognized weakness in the
1939 (there was a recession in
Negro community.
1938) with starting salaries
Al users of feed and fertili
ranging up to $150 per month.
zer are eligible to vote. This
1943: The American economy
Includes young folks in 441 and
found a place for the woman
FA and other members of
By LOUIS CASSELS
tor success in the first grade, graduate as male seniors went
the family who participate in
into the armed forces immediIr
kinderga
rten a valuable or whether its main function
farm activities.
is ately upon graduation.
educational experience for five to relieve harassed
Coed
mothers of graduates found themselv
Pulling places are set up at years olds—or
es ema costly baby- the care of highly active
five ployed in all types of work.
a number of places in each sitting
service?
year olds for a few hours each
county. County agricultural and American
:ztarting
averaging
salaries
s have been debat- day.
home economics agents have ing that
$175-5200 per month.
question for more thin
this information.
a century and the argument is After a full century educa- 1947.: The postwas boom cre"Nickels for Know-How has stil: going strong in many com- tional research has never yield- ates record demand for college
ed a clear-cut conclusive an- grads Engineers starting
been the best expression of un- munities
at
fettered. and objective partici- The kindergarten was import- swer to thie question.
$225-$.300 and other graduates
pation, without regard to race, ed from Germany. (Its origin Some scientific studies
S175-$223
indicreed, color or holdings that is commemorated in its name cate that children
who have 1951: Highest starting salawe have observed," declares which comes from a German attended kindergarten
display ries on record, with engineerJones.
phase meaning "children's gar• lasting benefits, in behavior ing seniors assured of average
den"
and academic achievement. of $300 per month to start.
The first kindergarten in the Others indicate that kindergar- 1953: Employers step up comU. S. was a private institntion, ten has r.c measurable impact petition for fewer college grads,
established at Watertown, Wis., on subsquent school records. with salaries running from $325$375 for engineers and 000in 1856. In 1873, St. Louis, Mo., Many teachers
report that $330 for others.
became the first community to kindergarten graduate
s show
1057: Number of firms interinclude kindergarten classes in up favorably during
the early viewing graduates outnumbers
its public school program.
months of the first grade. But
seniors at sornt colleges. Some
SAN FRANCISCO — There Today according to a re- their apparent advantage tends campus
facilities too small to
were 12,000 fewer workers em- cently-completed survey by the to diminish or disappear as the
accommodate all employment
U.
S
Office
of
ployed in California manufac
Education. about year progresses
scouts and hotel facilities used
turing industries this August 70 per cent of America's cities The National Educatio
n As. in some instances. Engineers
than a year ago even though in and towns maintain public kin- soeation. which is strongly
pro- assured about $450 a month and
August 1959, employment was dergartens.
kindergarten,
contends in a uberal arts grads $400.
depressed by the steel strike, GENUINE PURPOSE
newly-issued pamphlet, that 1959: Resurgence of defense
John F Henning, California Di- Sooner or later, the argument kindergarten has
a place in industries furnishes power berector of Industrial Relations, comes around to the question the public school
program re- hind still more improvement
whether kindergarden serves gardless of any
reported.
specific, meas- in college placedlents. Starting
The current factory total of a genuine educational purpose. urable educational benefits it salaries $20 to $40 a month
1,333,000 wage and salary in terms of preparing children may center.
more than 57.
workers compares with a count
of 1.345,000 a year ago.
The net loss in factory jobs
-.4,00
from August 1959, occurred beAO 1001101.
cause the cumulative losses in
mini*
ONE PHASE OF the step- growing. Getting advice on Flowers, (center) Nickels Mrs. Corneliu
s Troxler
Ostia
aircraft during the past year
• peel-up garden program in staking tomatoes from T. W. horticulture specialist at A Summerfi
*am
eld, Guilford County.
outweighed gains in other in.
1 North Carolina is tomatoNmi
& T College, are Mr. and
dustries.
OMR
*SW
•••••

College Grad Today In
Chips, Survey Reveals
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4

uestion Value
Kindergarten

Industry Jobs
Down In Calif.
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OFTICIALe OF THE 1980 shown are, left to right, Mrs.
Committee for the United Na- Robert Maynard, executive
tions Day Celebration got to. director of the American Astether this week and made sociation for the United Nafinal plans for the Oct. 24 UN tions; Laird Bell, chairman of
Day luncheon to be held In the committee, and Mrs.
Hotel
Sherman.
Officials Edith S. Sampson, co-chair-

man. Mayor Richard J. Daley,
in cooperation with U.S. Committee for the United Nations,
has proclaimed Oct. 23-29 as
United Nations Week in Chicago.

All-Stars To Perfor
On Defender's Sock
At The Amphitheat

By AL MONROE

'way play to be presented later
this season. — BIDDING BEBILL KENNY OF Ink Spots
TWEEN
Las Vegas and Miami
fame confided to friends -that
Season's most electrifying ' motor boat, television sets,
he is making more money as a for top talent INCLUDES SOME
single than came to him during OF THE top sepians including'
"spectacular" will open at In- many other major items.
best days of the combo be such greats as Sammy Davis,
ternational Amphitheatre Oct. 6 However, major attracti
formerly starred with.—BILL Nat Cole, Pearl Bailey and
when the annual Chicago De- tor all ages will be the nig
IS CURRENTLY dividing spot Lena Horne.—SPEAKING OF
Home Service Show ly shows to be presented w
fender
light with Cab Calloway at a Talent local Chez Paree has
kicks
its 4-nights spotlight- some of nation's top artis
off
Singing, dancing, comedy a
New Jersey hot spot near New bidr out for either SAMMY
ing.
DAVIS OR NAT COLE to open
most every kind of enterta
York.—FOUR MILLS BOYS
The
Service
Home
Show
this ment
when spot returns to scene .his
opening last night as co-stars
imaginable will be a pa
year wili include a number of
week.
on the Red Buttons Show at
special attractions
never be- of the four day and four nig
Riviera in Las Vegas was sockfore attempted. There will be program.
sational.—WEST COAST PA- HOLLYWOOD'S ATTEMPT to
Henderson, recordi
huge displays representing the Bill
TRONS go for the Four Mills crash the movie market in Al
sta
will
headline the show
larger
loop
stores; the crownBoys in a big way as was evi- rica would do well to ASSIGN
be presented each night on t
ing
of
"Mrs.
Homemaker
"
and
DICK CAMPBELL, talent agent
denced last night.
star studded floor shows each arena stage at 8 p.m. Jo '
and husband of stage star Mu•*•
the versatile singer on the p
of the four nights with big
VIEWERS ARE WONDER- riel Rahn to the territory.—
gram will be Lorez Alexand
hands
backing
the amusement
ING if crack about slimness of WICK HAS ALREADY estabthe Floyd Morris Trio,
John Hotel in Miami where er" is chosen each year to nis with one of the famous program.
Eartha Kitt on recent Ed Sulli- lished himself as a contact man LARRY STEELE, 2nd from
Saunders Band, The Fashi
The huge Amphitheatre that ettes and
van television show was MADE over there through his two trips left, whose show "Smart Af- "Mrs. Homemaker" of Chi- serve as official hostess of Ink Spots as they vacation at
The Dyerettes.
TO BLOT OUT rumors of an as representative of the U, S. fairs" boasts world wide rep- cago's annual Hcime Service the affair. Photo on right the Sir John Hotel. Pair will has housed such attractions as Special feature at the s
early visit by the Stork.—WHY,government. — DICK WAS IN- utation as a sorksationaler, Show will vacaiion after host- shows lovely Marie Taylor, be on hand to greet Chicago the major political convention; will be a table tennis ma
ELSE WOULD mention of her VESTIGATING the setup for is shown chatting with Sam
ing the four day show start- winner of "Miss Bronze Ohio" Defender's "Mrs. Homemak- automobile shows, horse shows, between Althea Gibson, wo
and many other such events tennis champ
weight being a mere 110 pounds'possible invasion by legitimate Rabin, Sr., owner of the Sir ing Oct. 6. "Mrs. Homemak- contest engaging in table ten- er
when she arrives.
and Daddy
will be packed and jammed Daylie, local radio
have been necessary? — AP- shows.—BOBBY SHORT'S OPpersonali
ENING
at
a
near-loop
spot
PEARANCE OF PAUL Robewith visitors on scene to be Daylie will face Miss Gib
son, Ethel Waters and "Ro-, means he will postpone for
entertained and to win some of on Sunday afternoon at the A
chester" on television in film' while planned tour of Europe
the many prizes including a phitheatre.
"Tales Of Manhattan" was entertaining bit of the old school weeks ago.—BOBBY, AN Illiof sepia participation in mov- nois boy moved into the national spotlight few seasons ago
ies.
•• •
and is gaining new fans and
NINA SIMONE AND Clara applause with each appearance
Ward who it seems were pres- along the nightery and hotel
sured into statements during scene,
NEW YORK — When Broad- fingered member of the troupe gretted the decision."
the "payola" quizz suffered no
!countries around the world as
ill effects as result.—NINA'S PEARL BAILEY engagement way agreed to accept i- shuffled off with the show's On the business
side, Cole 'he is in the United States. In
WAS ABOUT alleged payments at Tivoli definite for Oct. 28.— proposed Nat King Cole Show, ;800 treasury, Broke and job- nas recehtly
formed Cole-Bela- the spring of 1959, he made a "LET'S GO FOR drive" sug(or failure) to have her discs WHICH REMINDS US THAT "I'm With You" to be p: ess Cole worked as a piano fonte Enterprises,
Inc.
with whirlwind personal-appearance gested "a strutter" parked near volved.—IT'S QUITE A D
played.—CLARA WARD'S had manager Ken Blewitt tried hard duced by the artist's own corn player in "practically every Harry Btlafonte.
The firm is tour of nine South American South Parkway and 51st street TANCE between marriage a
something to do with alleged to land Dorothy Dandridge to party. Kell-Ccle the big wigs oeer joint in Los Angeles, nev- eurrently involved in planning
countries giving 33 performance and from that moment on THAT divorce for some folks and
"kickbacks" for television ap- follow Pearlie Mae on Tivoli naturally wanted to know about er making more than $5 a motion pictures,
TV and the- in two months. He was seen CUTIE WHO works in a store so far f o r others.—FOR
pearances.—HEAR TELL next stage.—DAKOTA STATON who Nat than just his singing and night." He also wrote a song atrical
featuring in person by an estimated one was in trouble up to her neck. STANCE COUPLE married I
Harry Belafonte picture will be has been teamed on discs with piano talents.
—FIRST WHEN SHE ACCEPT- than one year
'ailed "Straighten Up and Fly Negro artists.
and in prese
million people, and on televion calypso kick WITH IM- George Shearing will soon be On investigation and research 'tight," which ne sold for $50. Cole is as
popular in other sion by at least seven million. ED the offered ride and AGAIN of top celebrity gathering
PORTED SINGERS chirping in heard singing on pair sides with they learned that Cole, long 'he fellow who bought the tune
WHEN CAR TURNED into reported set to put
a period
their native tongues.—HARRY Berny Carter.—BENNY IS ONE regard as one of the world': —hich Nat eventually recordSouth Parkway and sped south their marriage.—
YES,
ONE
IS KNOWN TO have assembled of the better arrangers and foremost entertainers, is also ed for Capitol) is estimated
AND WAS MET by a jitney A PROFESSIONAL,
the o
lot of tunes and rounded up composers for recording pur- one of those rare
which
to
driver's
the
rode
have
made
GIRL
in
at least $20 thousa very cute one, indeed.—M
blendings of
considerable talent during his
FRIEND, THE actual owner of LOUISE M. GUILES,
technical musical knowledge and on the deal.
widow
tour abroad.
the car they were riding in.— the late James G. Guiles,
and performing artist topped Then Nat formed his later• ••
SUCCESS OF THE Johnny
NO, THE LITTLE GIRL did back from tour
off with an abundance of show- ,1 famous Trio. A night club manabroad that
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION Mathi, one man show at Greek
not receive a whipping but HER eluded visit to the
ager offered $75 a week for a
manship
Holyland
channels talking about revival Theatre ID Hollywood has
NERVES
WERE ALL shook up MRS. GUILES STIRY who
,quartet Cole hired a guitarist,
In
1937
after
finishing
high
caused
of "Beulah" series with Lillian
handlers to send the
and she's been unable to work and interesting visit is a tr
f bass fidd'e player and a drumRandolph in title role. — THE product:A on a long tour. ch 'GI Nat joined a road com- mer.
for several days.—BUS DOES to her many friends. —
Lai
on
their
opening
T
LATE HATTIE McDANIEL '3TARTLNG WITH TOUR of pany of the revue, "Shuffle,, night, the dummer
NOT often outrun an automobile GOLDEN KEYS SOCIAL
didn't show
C
created the role that was taken Canada (afte week in San Along." The show broke up a op and the King Cole Trio
quite
often
RACE
but
ENDS
IN
was
will stage tl eir annual cockt
over by Louise Beavers.—R0- Francisco) snow moves to Hono- few months later in Long born
A tie when red light faces the party at Roberts Show Lou
(Nat had previously addCHESTER REPORTED set for lulu and MANILA.—THE TOUR Beach, Calif.. when a sticky- ed "King"
two.—AS A RESULT OF THIS Oct. 16, so says
to his name).
eVra
national theatre tour with OF STATES will include week
Fanny L. a "how much is two- James, club's
reporter.—S
popularity
The
of
the
Cole
one
at
"Nickedurnus" as his stooge;
oi the theatres on southend twoer" will hardly be driv- A MEMBER of "Links"
a
trio grew, They had a regufor winter delivery.—THE PA- side of Chicago (Regal or
to work in a certain Buick school teacher it is report
en
lar
15-minute radio show and
RADE OF "PACKAGES" sent Tivoli) later this season.—
anymore?—STOPPAGE IS DUE the female
who is cause
played some of the best clubs
out from Broadway and featur- SPEAKING OF THE THEATRE
to fact that passenger on the New York publicist Ted
the country.
ing several artists returns this trail Regal gets Count Basle
bus saw it all, jumped off, pull- coming to Chicago for Th
winter with at least one show- show Sept 30 and one week
Nat is frequently queried
ed the ??? out of car and in- giving holidays.
ing at local Civic Opera House. ater (Oct. 7' RUTH BROWN
about his reason for disbandformed her this must be her
HEADS an allstar bill to the
ine the group and recording and
last lift by the fellow who lives
Dancers
and
actors
JOE LAURETTE'S "Tu.
present
JOHNNY MATHIS appearing Tivoli.
pes'orming strictly as a solist.
in hotel on Drexel.
completely
different wardrobe
•
•
*
Way"
Lounge, 4041 India
• *
In "ONE MAN SHOW" at
problems according to Grady The reason is (mite simple,
the stop in place for num
Greek Theatre in Los Angeles, HAVE YOU NOTICED that LoTHE PROSPAIR GIRLS are celebrities out on the
Hunt who will costume Fred to quote Nat. Says he:
tow
WOUND UP SEVEN day stint ray Wnite (Sammy Davis'
tossing Old Fashion House Par- GERRI, OWNER
"Car;tol
and
I
that
felt
a
big
Astaire
Show
Sept.
28
on
chanOF Palm
"Ex"
who predicted
"Mr.
with total boxofflce of $102,820,
ty at Juggs Club Saturday night vern is a busy body
nel 5 that will star Count Ba- band behind me would sell
weeke
second best "take" ever record- Wonderful" would not marry
starting at 0:00.—A LOT OF —SHE INCLUDES
more records. 'Nature Boy' was
sie and Barrie Chase.
in her d
ed for an attraction at the Joan Stuart the Canadian beau
CUTIES,
plenty
enterfun
and
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'The Melody Lingers On....'

Windy City Hails 'Kennedy Ladies' Southside Visit

•RECALLED AS one of the brilliant interludes in
recent social activities is the reception sponsored by
the First Congressional District of Illinois for the
"Kennedy Ladies," Mrs. Robert F., and Mrs. Edward
M. Kennedy, sisters-in-law of Sen. John Kennedy,
Democratic nominee for the President of the United
States. The reception in Parkway ballroom, under the
auspices of the Citizens' Committee, with Congress-

•AN OFFICIAL w el c om e is extended Mesdames
Kennedy by Congressman William L. Dawson of the
First Congressional District of Illinois. Waiting to ex-

man William L. Dawson, the official host, was attended by more than 2,000 guests who are prominent in
social, civic, professional and political activities. Photo
left: Mrs. Robert F. Kennedy, a gracious and charming spokesman, enlists the support of the assemblage,
predominately women, in her brother-in-law's behalf.
Her sincere delivery captivated the fashionable crowd.
Center photo: A group of women representing the 2nd,

3rd, 4th and 6th Democratic wards gather around the
honorees, Mesdames Edward N. and Robert Kennedy
(seated center). At Mrs. Edward Kennedy's left is
Mrs. Mildred Casey, Committeewoman of the 2nd
Ward Regular Democratic Organization. At Mrs. Robert Kennedy's right is Mrs. Wendell Green, a member
of the board of education, who accompanied the honor-

ed guests as supervisor of Volunteers for Kennedy.
Photo right: Mrs. Edward M. Kennedy and Mrs. Rob.
ert F. Kennedy are welcomed by Mrs. Mary Campbell,
president of the Women's Auxiliary of the 2nd Ward
Regular Democratic Organization and a member of
the Citizens' Committee which served as coordinatore
for the "Kennedy Ladies" reception.

tend a welcome on behalf of the Citizens' Committee is ber of the Citizens' Committee. Photo right: Mme. the Chicago Defender Charities, greets the
distin.
Mrs. Mildred Casey, 2nd Ward Regular Democratic Marjorie Stewart Joyner, national supervisor of the guished honorees. At their right is the Rev.
Daisy
Organization committeewoman, who also was a mem- Mme. C. J. Walker Beauty Colleges and president of Travis of the First Church of Deliverance
who deliver.
ed the invocation.
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•THE "KENNEDY LADIES" captivated guests
with their quiet charm and friendliness during the recent reception when they carried the "Kennedy for
President" campaign message to m ore than 2,000.
Atty. Edith S. Sampson, former alternate delegate to
the United Nations and assistant corporation counsel,
exchanges pleasantries with the honorees just before
the program, which included musical numbers by Dor-

othy Herron O'Bryant and 'vocal renditions by Mrs.
Helen Carey and baritone soloist-music critic Theodore Charles Stone. Photo right: Alderman William
Harvey, 2nd Ward Regular Democratic Organization;
Mrs. Lydon Wild, chairman of the "Kennedy for President" movement; Ald. Claude W. B. Holman of the
4th Ward; Mrs. Edward Kennedy, Ald. Ralph Metcalfe, 3rd Ward, Mrs. Robert Kennedy and Aid. Robert

Miller of the 6th Ward Regular Democratic Organization. Others serving on the Citizens' Committee for
the reception were Mesdames Mary Cole, who served
as coordinator of arrangements for the "Kennedy
Ladies" reception; John Sengstacke, wife of the editor-publisher of the Chicago Daily Defender; Robert
Miller, Sylvester White, William H. Harvey, Truman
K. Gibson, jr., Albert Spaulding, Nettye Campbell,

wife of the alderman of the 20th Ward; George Shrop.
shear, Earl Ormes, Ralph Metcalfe, Theodore Jones,
Arthur Doram, Cora Carroll, Edward M. Sneed, Committeewomen Bessie Fulton, 4th Ward; Mattie Jefferson, 3rd Ward; Idelle McSee and Ola Muirhead, 6th
Ward: Maude Dennis, 20th Ward; Mesdames Alice
Sullivan, Beatrice Mason, Geneva Hunt, Jackie McNeal. (Defender Photos by Lyles)
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California
Visitor
Made Welcome

Sat., Oct. 1, 1960
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SOCIETY

•
•

Miss Jessie C. Gwyn entertained her cousin, A. T. Kennon of Berkeley, Calif., recently at the home of his parents.
Mr and Mrs. A. C. Brown of
•
ION S. Lauderdale
st.
An
School bells have rung for cup project in the cafeteria.
elaborate dinner was prepared
college students in this area and RELIGIOUSLY
with the menu consisting
or
•
it seems as Lane has a rec5rd
Sunday was a big day in two everything from
Ravioli to
•
breaking enrollment with ap- sections
of Jackson. In the Champagne
proximately 200 freshmen. New southern part
of town, Liberty On a succeeding day he was
faculty members are Dr. Hen- CME
church was observing entertained at
the beautiful
derson H. Donald, Dr. Allan Woman's
Day while at the same home of his sister and h e r
Ward, S. N. Goyal, Dr. Beverly time the
I
annual Harvest Day husbano Mr. and Mrs. ErnMcAnear and Dr. Huds-,o. Mer- Tea was
•
going on at Lane Col- mette Nebane f 9411 Olympic
ry-ites among the 200 freshmen lege Health
Building sponsored st., viith a scrumptious buffet
are: Medpra Cherry, Celia Mae by St, Paul
..▪ •••••••••••••••••••••
CME church.
supper, afterwhich the guests
Chrisp, Patricia Dennis, JimThe whole nation took notice ial atmosphere of the closely
Woman's Day was observed went to the Gwyn home
for a
mie
Sue
Edmonds,
Mary
Ann
last Friday night, when UN knit group. Claudia Monroe (filin the form of a panel discus- cocktail party.
Gilstrap, Claudette Hunt, Lea- sion centered
delegates put aside the cares ling in for Ophelia Byas), Grace
around the theme Mr. Kennon was heard to
tha Jones, Frances Kindrick. "Challenges
iirthe cold war to attend a deb- Young, Leola Gilliam, Vic Hanfor Christian 'Vom- say, "I can't remember even
Beverly Kennedy, Carolyn Mus- en in a Changing
utante bell unique in New cock, Leoda Gammon, Laura
World." Pan- having such a wonderful stay
gray, Mary Elizabeth Northern, elists were
York annals because colored Owens, Edith Thorton, Ida
Mrs. Daisy Shaw of back home."
Rose Parrish, Eula Perry, Lu- Macedonia Baptist
girls outnumbered the white Jamison, Sally Bartholomew,
church and
Guests included Mr. and Mrs.
cille Paulette Rollins, Shirlene Mrs. Callie B.
debs four to one.
Liz Simmons, and Iris Harris
Coleman of St. A. C. Brown. Mr. and Mrs.
Ross,
Willie
Lou
Sharp,
Frances
Paul CME church. They were
Forty debutantes from 15 na- . . . and the club room really
Earline Thomas, Sadie War- Introduced by Mrs. Thelma Et:melte Mebane, Mr. R. S.
tions — including the African buzzed with excitement AS
field, Ernest Brooks, Michael Compton of Greater Bethel Elwyn and sister, Mr. and Mrs.
states of Nigeria, Liberia, 'Tyna presented prizes of asCarr,
Kimmie Davis, Milton AME church. Mrs. Shaw spoke Charles Shelton, Mrs. Ora Dean,
Ghana, and Sierra Leone — sorted and handsome plants,
aunt; Mrs. Bird' Reynolds,
Davis, Clarence Dixm, Chester on the subject "Christian
made their social bows at the adorned with MONEY, no less,
Wom- aunt; and Mrs. Cnrine Diggs.
Kirkendoll,
James
Lairy,
Wilen in the Home and the Cornworld wide debutante ball spon- yes that illusive lucre, which
liam Lanier, Johnnie Lee, Ray- munity" ,while Mrs. Coleman
sored by the National Council ordinarily would have been
mistress of ceremonies.
mond May, Westley McClure, spoke on "Women in
of -Negro Women to mark its spent on beautiful prizes, but
the Lxal
In sports, football teams in
William
Moloy,
Tommie
Mont- Church and Its Out Reach.''
25th anniversary. More than which was used in this manner
Jackson
seem to be off to a disgomery, Jimmie Northern, IsaMusic was furnished by the appointing start. Merry has
Neff the girls were American because of the times and cli- GRAND OPENING
— At the Phis "len Best Dressed' lad- of the focal points in t h e dore Nunnally, Willie G. Shaw,
Negroes.
Macedonia Baptist choir. Serv- played three - games, with two
mate in which we live! We just grand opening and reception
ies, on hand as Mrs. W. 0. beautiful French Provincial Richard Slack, jr. and Carl ing
as mistress of ceremonies losses and one tie.
An impressive number of UN love such evidences of coop- of the new offifces
of the Speight, jr. presents an or- decorated salon are, left to Swink.
was Mrs. Mable Davis of First
ambassadors plus Rockerfellers, eration with a cause!
Lena Horne Cosmetics Co. at chid
to
Mrs.
Anderson right, Miss Ida Mae Walker,
Off to Tennessee A & I State Baptist. Welcome was extended
Roosevelts, Kennedys and Sir GOLDEN CIRCLE
231 Vance ave., Sunday, Sept. Bridges, general manager of Miss Jewel E. Gentry, Mrs.
University for the first time are to visitors by Mrs. Pricilla
Laurence Olivier toasted the RIVERVIEW GOLDEN CIR 11, among the fashionably
at- the Memphis branch office. Speight, Mrs. Bridges, and
Annie Mae and Lillie Hart, Ada Howard with Mrs. Lessie Cole
girls, of whom only eight were CLE CLUB resumed their
meet tired guests were these mem- Posed before an exquisit Myrtle Smith.
Lee
white and one of them listed ings after summer vacation
Jones, Charles Buchannan of Mt. Zion giving the acceptin bers of the 1960 list of Mem. French commode mirror, one
(Photo by Withers) and Levon Robinson.
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Fontella ance. Prayer was offered y
the lovely home of Dr. and Mrs.
Mallory chose Kent State uni- Mrs. Florine Jones of Berean.
The dinner dance, which may B. L. LeFlore at 1931
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become an annual event, was St, where everyone was delighfor my column and I try to put versity in Ohio while Annie L. Remarks were given by Mrs.
originated by Dorothy Height ted to be together again.
as much as possible into the Springfield is attending Wilber- Bertha Savage, general chairHigh
force. Mary Helen Phelps is at man of the day and Rev. C. F.
of NCNW to raise funds to light of the
afternoon meeting
space. However, I will add a Kentucky
erect an educational center in was their planning for a
State and Atlanta's Odom, pastor of the church on
Fall
few more today for you to Spelman college will be home the very profitable day, both
Washington as a memorial to Fashionette and Tea
on SunMary McLeod Bethune, world day, Oct.
check so you will know whether for Joanne Merry. Two othe: spiritually and financially. Over
5, at the home of
famed Negro educator. More Mr. and Mrs. Socrates Holmes,
you are ready to go steady. students, Henry Anderson and $1,500 was raised.
Themstocles Neilson, jr., are
than 1500 persons subscribed to 1948 Bentord St. Mrs.
The Sunday School came out
Not only should you care about
Bessie
also in Atlanta attending Morris victorious again at the Harvest'
the benefit at $12.50 a ticket. Taylor was appointed
chairman
the same things, but you should Brown college. Henrietta Wright Day Tea, having the most beauThe girls were presented by of the tea with Mrs.
be able to talk to him for hours is a freshman at Fisk univer- tiful decorated table and report- I
columnist Hy Gardner in the Cleveland as co-chairman Lillie
.
Commodore Hotel ballroom. The hostess presented
ing the highest amount of
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You can see from the above, money. Tables, decorated to the ,
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Miss Christel Cross and a
awful distresa with this interns- money back. Get "Skin Success*
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Modier Nature. . and in daily brother, Pinckney Hayes.
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menu for the colorful decora• dent and has made an outstand- last month to Mr.
and Mrs.
lions, service and exotic menu. ing record at Hamilton high Gaillard Ballou. She's
the forPiece de resistance was the school, and created quite a stir mer Miss Eleanor Moyse.
and , MISS HOOKS
ENGAGED:
lauau which featured baby lu at LeMoyne College this sum- daughter of Mrs. Sarah
Wells
chicken, celery, nuts, pineap- mer, when he took summer Moyse and the late
Mrs.
Bertha
Childs
Hooks of
Mr. Moyse.
ple potatoes, French rice, rolls courses in College English, well known former Memphians. 1480 St., announces the enand other items which make mathematics. and Spanish. They In closing, here's
something gagement of ii e r daughter,
food of the Orient delectable flew up, changing planes in over which to ponder.
...a
Prior to the main course, hors New York
and after seeing Memphian had received a let- Miss Bertha Miriam Hooks to
d'oeuvres called oneton( a pas. him safely ensconced at school ter from a friend in another William I. Martin, son of
• Ninnt,eat ncitiai styles
try-sausage and spice concoc-, and attending the headmaster's city, stating that she hoped Mrs. Mary Martin of Chica•
PfiCK411
ill whore(
tion) served with pineapple tea for parents. Mrs. Speight that her friend was among the go, Ill., and William C. Mar• Swift sated act's—
chunks from scooped pineapple returned home the same week. gallant Memphians who turned tin, U.S. ,District Attorney of
halves. The table was colorful Howard university has quite in charga-plates, but whether St. Louis, Mo. Miss Hooks is a
'flutist purtstlii
with its centerpiece of variety an aggregation of Memphians she did or not, she just wanted Junior at incoin University,
New, from the first same in
friuts of all hues atop green this year, with Marcie Han- her to know that she
Jefferson
City,
Mo.
typewriters
Mr.
Mar... the last via
would
leaves, highlighted by soft kins brilliant Manassas grad not appreciate receiving
in Portables! Beautifully styled
any tin is a graduate of Lincoln
glows from the flanking can- of this past June. James B. presents, packages, etc, with
and designed, they're lust as
s
any University and a student of
delabra.
Westbrook:, now a sophomore, labels or mailing addresses of John Marshal's Law School Bea
practical
as they are handsome.
the
newest
portables
ever dreamed of I
Four Suiters Emma Thom Bobbie Dillard, a junior, Wal- sevveral Memphis
They're built send. They stay
establish- of Chicago, Ill. The wedding
Johnson, Jewel Bethel, Celia ter Evans, and others, to the ments
— and she named them. will take place next June.
pot when you type on them.
Chatplin, Lois Hargraves, Thel- delight of their teachers and How's that
for outside interest
In performance and prinhvork
ma.Harris, Alma Holt, Gloria parents.
in our endeavors for freedom
they are tops by far! Choose
Howard. Bertha Johnson. Char- Mr. and Mrs. Otha Boswell here!
from 6 lovely Colors. Corns in
lene McGraw, Gert Walker, and their youngest son, Ronald
QUIET-RITEll• ELEVEN PORTABLES
soon... try these great now
Bennye G. Williams, and Ce- of Kansas City, Mo., accomHew Us* Ot Water May
portables for yourself.
Prices
Start at $39.95
leste Porter enjoyed every min- pained by a niece, Joyce Bowen,
Pay As Little As
ute of the novel hospitality, as were the guests of Mrs. Lee
did guests Sadie Malone, Ida Boswell and Miss Odell Bos$1.25 Per Week
Mae Walker and Chariesetta well, mother and sister of the
Branham. Interesting prizes visitors. While in the city they
were won by Bertha, Emma enjoyed the hospitality of Mr. As you prow older, your system beINSTRUMENTS
INSTRUMENTS
Thom and Celia — to their ut- and Mrs. J. C. McGraw, Mr. gins to dry out. This is true of your
JA 6.2828
6 So. 2nd St.
and k May lead to
lelight.
and Mrs. Sidney Oates, Mr. digestive system,
-- or —
aestivation. Stinrrerr, taken daily
DEVOUES
and Mrs. Martin Gray and with plenty of water, produces a
PIANO
VOUES beckoned the bid their cousin. Miss Elmira Wil- smooth gel that provides the proper
and peristaltic stimuRS. MARTYNA Me CUL- Hams, cousin of Mrs. Noble moisture, bulk end
CO.
conetipatios
your
help
lation to
GFf to tome to Tones Inn Boswell, the former Miss Mable worries.
GL 2-0117
3604 Pork Ave.
Per
Week
Per Week
We Also Have Sewing Machines
SF SUTAW is 010, 0ll-ve3etahle laxSaturday night ... there to Bishop.
OPEN 11714INGS
J, dry food
bat
moistens
th3t
aid
ative
Vacuum Cleaners. Appl:ances
Ptiti00-111
ISMISIUM
ELKS
ROM
allay the fine cuisine and to
Friends of the Moyse family. wastes and forms rt for easy. regular
DatiellY
illge in their favorite pas- who now reside in Cincinnati, elimination. Setlithtt is entirely difUsed lostrilmonts Include Clarinets, flutes trumpets trombones—Saxophones slightly higher
time. Many were the smart Ohio, will be glad to know that ferent from harsh chemical pills,
bran or oils. Take Seat-Ts"
costumes of Indian Summer there is now a lovely little son silts,
ASK JACK MARSHALL about his P1ANO RENTAL PLAN!
regular
enjoy
daily with water and
• • • and warm was the conviv- and grandson in the person of elimination pr your money backCall For FREE Home Demonstration

ifr

•

Eirmmeorini

Merry
Go--Round

by
Anna C. Cooke

BY MARJORIE I. ULEN •

Straighten
your hair
at HOME in one
easy application!

Bertha Hooks
Engaged To

Lincoln Grad

Buy U.S.
Savings Bonds

misERy.

Only 'from Apples Can Corn*

Come in now ... get the Romington
color-key Touch Typing Course
with any model Remington you buy!
sup

Ific

END YOUR
CONSTIPATION
WORRIES

a

#

Always Ask for SPEAS

RENT lain INSTRUMENTS!

HE EW
RErviiroN

from

USED

BOND MUSIC CO.

JACK MARSHALL

NEW

$2

R& H Home Service
1657 LAMAR AVE,
Phone BR 44050
EASY TERMS

Small Down Payment

alb

DEFENDER
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By
Gwendolyn
Johnson
ALPINE FUN... The joy of
hospitality afforded in Switzerland and the cafes of Lucerne are reflected in the
faces of Memphians, Mrs.
James Peacock and Miss Vet.
ma Jones, and a fellow-traveler on the month long grand
30 day European AKA soror-

ity tour enjoyed this summer
which took them to six countries on the continent. Left
to right are Miss Mary Higgs
of San Francisco, Calif.; Mrs.
Peacock and Miss Jones. Mrs.
Higgs and Miss Jones are
members of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority.

STUDENT COUNCIL
lips. Perhaps you best know
The Student Council, the gov- James for his leadership and
ernmental body of our school, excellent scholarship abilities.
presented a brief devotional Throughout his past three years
program via the intercom. The here at Manassas he has mainprogram was a true example .
tamed a straight
of how a devotional period
"A"
average.
of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorori- is seen in the back row, fourth
should be carried out in every
James resides MEMPHIANS ON TOUR ... local teachers, were members
Miss Velma Lois Jones and of the group who participated
ty this summer. The group in the background. Miss Jones
way.
with his parents,
Mrs. James Peacock, both in the grand European tour
is seen in Rome, Italy, The from right; and Mrs. Peacock
There was also a variety of
Rev. and Mrs.
Eternal City, where the dome is seen at the extreme right,
talent displayed, some sang,
James Phillips
of St. Peters Cathedral is seen front row.
others spoke, etc. and thus demof 1592 Short.
onstrated to us that our StuAround our
campus, he is a
minutes of the third quarter,
HYDE PARK
Superintendent E. C. Stimbert dent Council can function well
member of the
other capacities besides laytackle, Walter Perkins interThe Hyde Park Housewives recently when the Council held in
Latin club, vice
ing down strict rules, laws, etc.
Phillips
League met recently at the it regular meeting. Mrs. Lucepted a Hamilton pass on the
president
of the
° ROANOKE, Va. — (UPI)
program
was as follows:
residence of Mrs. Josephine cille Price, president, presid- The
National
Hamilton 35.
Honor
Society,
reporter
A veteran police chief told a
Prelude—"Deep
ScripRiver";
Williams, 2195 Legion ave. ed. The 1960-61 agenda and
for the Newsette Staff, and reMoving to the seven, halfback convention of fellow officers
Plans were made for the Lea- program was presented to the ture and Prayer—Beverly Wil- porter of the Ole
Timers' club.
Elbert Griffin went over for Friday that tired parents .who
gue's Birthday party to be held m,..mbers with special emphasis liams; Music—"Ain't That Good In religious life
James is a SENIOR NEWS
.
Martain, Jewell Reed, Larry
"seek the line of least resistNews"
and
"Listen
to
the
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. o. the membership drive. Next
member of the Summerfield
Some people are born lead- Mitchell, George Bradshaw, the touchdown. The extra two env." contribute the most to
Willie Speed of 2156 Stovall meeting will be held Oct. 21, Lambs"; Introduction of Speak- Baptist church with
points
were
gained when Hamil- juvenile
Rev. Leon ers. Many are endowed with Herbert Payne, Melvin Jones.
delinquency,
ave., Oct. 20, 8 p.m. The Lea- 11 a.m. at the YWCA. All ers — Pres. Robert Simpson; Brookins, as pastor.
ton's quarterback Charles Terthe
gift
He
is
of
also
gab.
Many
are
inFashions
and
Poise — Annette
SPOT-LIGHT TEACHER
"After
winning all the battles
gue is now in its thieteenth members are urged to be presry
Was
trapped
in
the
end
zone
an active member of the Junior fluentia, and give guidance to
Ivory; School Decorum—BeverCharmingly. graciously and for a safety. Members of the the child eventually wins the
year. All members are asked ent.
Choir.
a group for a specific purpose. beautifully
ly Williams; Achievements and
stepping into our squad responsible for this win war against parental authorito please be present. Mrs. Hon
After graduating from Manas- So it is with our Senior Class
Important Necessities — Nellie
spotlight is one of the best are James Manns, Freddy Nor- ty," saia Chief W. F. Peach of
tense Crivens, directress; Mrs.
sas, James plans to further his officers. Selected to lead the
Crigler; Decorum at Football
teachers there is in our city man, Melvin Jones, Lee Echols, Newport News, Va.
Ruth Nevels, secretary and
education
at Harvard university Seniors of 69-61 were:
Games—Daniel Brown; School
school system. I speak of none Walter Perkins, George BradMrs. Kathleen Cawley, reportSpirit—Henry Montgomery and in the field of political science President George Bradshaw; other than Miss Erma Clanton. shaw, Albert
er.
Birse,
Curtis Echols.
Closing Remarks—Pres. Robert as a lawyer. Hats Off!! to this Vice President, Jimmy Mor- Miss Clanton is well known and Reynolds, Bobby Cole, William
Well guys and dolls, this will
BLUFF PTA
ambitious young man.
ris; Secretary, Carol Doxey; well admired among her vast
Simpson.
do it for this week. My task
Chism, Jesse
Webb,
The Bluff City PTA Council
Walter
Asst. Secretary, Eddie Dale friends
The officers of the Student SPORTS NEWS
and
acquaintances. Bell, Louis Dunlap, Elbert, is done for now. But wait, I'll
got off to a good start with an
It was a great game between Ford; Corr. Secretary, Lorine Around the campus Miss ClanCouncil
are:
Robert
Simpson,
Griffin, Larry Mitchell, Demp- return gait, with more news
address by Memphis School
GREENSBORO, N. C. — The president; Mildred Miles, secre- the Manassas Tigers and the Holmes; Treasurer, Raymond ton is advisor to the Pep-squad. sey Jackson, Orlando
Har- from Melrose. B C N U.
Ada College Aggies were last tary; Jane E. Hunt, assistant Douglas Red Devils. As you Neal, Business Manager, Her- Zo-Zo Club (city-wide
and ris, Johnny Rutland and James
week given a "red carpet" wel- secretary;
Delores Benton, know these two schools are bert Payne, Reporters, Bettye local) and Dramatics club.
Perkins.
come by a group of local fans. chaplain; Linnie Lott, treasur- neighbors and it was anticipat- Jeffries and Jewell Reed. Par- Presently she is an
instrucEXTRA
EXTRA
Bert Piggott, head football er; Gwendolyn Robinson, par- ed that the Tigers would win. liamentarian, James Perkins tor of English and speech. Re- Now announcing the opening
was
And
by
so
it
the
score
of
and
Historians
Lucille
Tunstall ligious she is a member of the
coach, and his charges were liamentarian; and Venita Kelly
of the all new auto-mechanic
35-0.
and Samuel Goodloe.
entertained at a buffet supper and Warren Williams, reporters.
St. John Baptist Church where shop under the management
of
Credit
for
goes
the
win
to
all
Peoples
is student council
BRADSHAW SCORES "V"
held at the Forest Lake Country 0. T.
she is very active. Space and Margaret Sherrod and Robert
the members of the team but George Bradshaw, a very
Club on Tuesday night. Sep- advisor.
time will not allow me to con- Jackson. Featuring such
an
the following players are to be dynamic personality
in t h e tinue to tell of her many won- outstanding team
tember 20. The entertaining QUIZ 'EM ON AIR
of mechanics
especially commended: Sam senior class scored
big
V
a
group. composed of 30-odd busiderful
deeds and accomplish- as Berry Martain, Taylor and
Just recently Manassas was McDowell, Jesse Laird, Warren
for Victory in the recent Sen- ments in bettering her comness and professional men, was proud to have been chose as one
1Sfalon, Williams and Milan.
James, Rudolph Myers and the ior class election. Surpassing
formally
organized
munity and city. So why don't For the best in repair, check
as the of the very first schools to apDavis. his opponents. Tommy
Eugene
incomparable
"Aggies Booster Club." It is pear on the Quiz 'Em on the
Mar- you drop by her room and salute with Sherrod and
Jackson and
Not only do we salute the .eam tain, Jimmy Morris and Bobby
headed by David Morehead,' Air televisioo program. The
a fine and most wonderful per- i Company They'll keep
your
but our coaches as well and Cole. by a huge number
I
secretary of the Hayes-Taylor program was telecast over Teleof son.
"chine" running ruff. I betcha.
they are: Coach J. Johnson, votes, Bradshaw took his
seat THIS IS DEDICATED:
YMCA.
vision WMCT-TV (Channel 5).
Coach W. Roach and Coach E as head man
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF
in the Senior To: Jasper Williams
Among the speakers were: The program was more than Simon.
from
Thelma Ishmael played the
Class.
Di. George C. Simkins, jr., rep- interesting from start to finish
In conclusion we can only Jimmy Morris broke through Georgia Thomas (Dearest Dar- game fair. Gwen Fife would
with
a
battle
of
wits between
resenting the Board of Director
ling) Neely Williams from Cur- tell of her interest in Harvey
say Well Done, Tigers!!
You ean have healthftd b- A
with the second highest thus tis
of the country club; Waldo C. Manassas and Hamilton.
Johnson (So Far Away) Young. Wauleen Thomas take
KNOW?
DID YOU
door cooling comfort all
obtaining
the
office
of
Vice
At
the
end
of
the
first
round
Falkener. city councilman and
James Mann; from Curlene Tommy Martain from
summer long for only a few
Joyce
Coby Smith is looking for a Pres. Congratulations fellows
Lonnie Reynolds, sr., and re- our Quiz 'Em Team scored 200,
Hamilton
(Cause
cents a day with Canker
I Love You) Berry. Curlene Hamilton told
girl friend; he says he isn't and may you live up to the
.Mr Conditioning. Don't
sponses were given by Paul against Hamilton's 100. In round
Josephine Jones from B. T James Mann; It's all
over.
postpone comfort.
Brown star end and Dr. Sam- two Hamilton lead with 200 choosey but he would prefer the every dream and hope that we Cole (Lou've Got The Power) Shirley Shannon stop
fooling
or senior girls? (Any have for the fate of this Senior
junior
points
against
our
100.
The
finProctor,
uel
D.
president
PRICES
of
Jimmy Harris from Secret Ad- around with Charles Harris.
liTIO A/ VIM41 POP/MAI
Class.
ish saw a win for Hamilton 600- Volunteers?)
the college.
mirer (Es erything About You) Curtis Siggirts tell why he lost
girls
put
has
Blanchard
Larry
500. It was a close run between
TOPS
Carolyn Thompson from Ivory interest in Robbie Robers and
The group
plans
regular the
down for a while. (He says Annie Pearl Brigefort, Carol Jones
two schools.
(Lead Me On).
weekly meetings each
Tuesfound interest In Denese WilAlthough we didn't win our wait until these various tests Doxey, Lorine Holmes, Loraine Marion Brown from
417 North Hellyweed
Gloria liams. Nancy Echole told about
day evening at which time films
Quiz 'Em team is to be com- are over).
adagaiCsit t•t GIST Sallie6
Henery.
Nancy
Echols, Marga- Haley (Has My Love Grown how her heart beats
FA 7-2145
recent
the
most
game
of
will
for Lee
este all
mended for their fine showing. TOP COUPLES
ret Sherrod, Ann Lemons, Alice Cold) Tyrone Patterson from
be shown and a victory celebraLeon Walls a n d Herman Ishmael Neely Williams, Ben- Carol Doxey (I Need You So)
tion at the end of the football The Quiz 'Em On The Air
team representing Manassas are Hayes (BTW). Claudia Nevels netta Nelson:
James Walker from Geneva
Beverly Williams, senior in the and Charles Epps (Melrose). Jimmy Morris, James Perk- Alexander (Boy of My Dreams)
12-7 homeroom in which Mr. Jereline Shaw and Willie Brown. ins, Jimmy Harris, Tommy Johnny Rutland from Eddie
Turner is teacher. Beverly is Verdia Foster and Leroy Davis.
Dale Ford (Think) Elbert Grifaffiliated with the National Juice off the grapevine.
football players has been mak. fin from Alice Ishmael (WonHonor Society, Mu Alpha Theta, Jimmie Lee has a heavy ing passes, and touchdowns to der Where Your Love h a a
and Double Ten Society. Chas. crush on one of freshman girls, a certain girl at Hamilton. An- Gone) Charles Parker from
Braham, sophomore in the 10- namely Brenda Rice. In case derson, when are you going to Maedelle Smith (I Miss You
10 homeroom in which Mr. E. you want to know Jimmie has reveal her identity? (Don't tell So) Quinton Allen from Pearlie
Weed is teacher. Charles is af- been singing "That's My Girl" me it's a secret, because if it Waller (Deep Down Inside)
filiated with the Student Court whenever she's near. Jettie is, we all know about it now!) PIGSKIN ACTION
and Ole Timers' club. Annette Johnson, why look so sad and Until next week reader, BC
Wilde/es Strike: The "mighIvory, senior in the 12-2 home- downhearted? (You know your NU.
ty" wildcats struck last ThursMRS. ELEANOR
WALTER P.
room in which Mrs. K. Perry first girlfriend will come back
Note: Readers, I sy-stild like day night with all the "fight
is teacher. She is a member of to you).
ROOSEVELT
to thank you for your wonderful and spur" that was in them.
REUTHER
Marvin Alexander is still play- response to our paper, The Coach Mitchell cagers played
Pres United Autis Wetter,
the Honor Society, Newsette
Staff, Quill and Scroll and a ing the field, but he sings Tri-State Defender and hope like ole pros in a very hotly
and many other great Americans
member of the Double Ten So- "You're Mine" to M. M.(You're that you will continue to re- contested show starring T h e
ciety; Nellie Crigler, senior in doing fine but don't change spond as you have in the past Hamilton Wildcats and featurthe 12-7 homeroom in which Mr. keys, B may not work for you). weeks. Again I would like to ing the Mighty Men of Action,
Larry "The Kid" Risby
Turner is teacher. Nellie is af- Jessie Pritcheet is playing it say that the Tri-State Defender the Golden Wildcats. Breaking
(You
MONDAY,WEDNESD
collected.
FRIDAY
AY &
7:00 A.M.,
filiated with the National Honor cool, calm and
is on sale each and every Thurs- through 40 yards of green, halfSociety, Mu Alpha Theta and know C. D. has departed for day at School; if you wish to back Dempsey Jackson brought
college).
Double Ten Society.
purchase one, please contact the first score late in the openIf you are around Gladys me, immediately.
ing period. In the first two
SPOTLIGHT
Williams, when a certain sophointo
Stepping
green
the
cool,
Pitesenisil ot •;HAAN web*
et the Unimil Awiswell• Wwtem Atl-O0
glow of the limelight this week more is around, listen for her
is none other than James Phil- heart beat. (Man! It's LOUD).
Delores Benton's latest boy-Vfriend has been her latest for
the second consecutive year.
(Delores—keep cool, but don't
freeze).
Yvette Luster has given up
R. V. for another one of our
Many recent experisenior boys. She says she does
CONDMONER ADDEO
ments have produced
not have him yet but she will
Leaves the Hair Soft and Silky
eventually get him. (Girls.
With a Sheen finish
almost miraculous relatch onto you your young men
sults by combining OIL
This girl means business).
of MINK with LANOQUESTION OF THE WEEK
our
of
one
Harden,
Anderson
LIN.

Club Notes

MELROSE CHATTER

Says Parents Aid
Child Delinquency

BY

BETTYE JEFFRIES

A & T Booster
Club Formed

There Are Many
Ways to Keep Cool!

Tivo Light and Bright
Modern Way to Keep
Your Hair in Style

comma

1I5 AN°35/

AIR COMPANY

"THE KID"
Says

LISTEN!
HEAR
WHY

THANKS

support JOHN F. KENNEDY for President
WD1A 1070 kc on your dial

CHA-CHA-ANN
CREAM PRESS
A New Greaseless
and Smokeless
Pressing Cream

LAN • A - MINK
SCALP
TREATMENT

To His
Many Friends
Who Have
Done Business
With Him,
And To
You All,
KEEP

'&7.e *pewtizt.W•ne In
THE OLD GROW Oar. OO,, FRAHAFORT. KY.,KUITUSKY STRAIGHT IIOURBON WHISKEY.90 PROOF

Don't let gray hair hurt you In
business or yodel life: Learn about
tbe ANTI-GRAY VITAMIN COURSE
used so successfully by MTN and
WOMEN in Anti-Gray Clinics of
the NATIONAL. INSTITUTE Of
noW
can
DERMAl'ETICS. You
know — for the first time — the
exact vitamin formulas and apeclot food (rich In anti-gray factors)
that make up this easy to follow
course. It shows Just what to do
about gray hair caused by deficiency In certain health vitamins. It
also gives scientific facts and
clinical proofs of the prevention
of gray hair and restoration of its
original color after deficiencies in
these particular irttaniu.s have been
corrected. The @nurse is economical
and brief and will not interfere
with any kind of health diet that
you may now be on — such as low
fat low-salt, slenderizing. etc. So
don't give up hove This anti-gray
course may be your specific remedy Send for yours now Rernember, each day of delay means
more gray hair has come your
Course only 111 011 or C
WSY
plus postage. Marley beet guarantee
Dematelles Institute Library. Omit.
• 215 Fifth Ave. New York N. Y.

The following is • summary of
results obtained from MINK OIL
during a two month survey in
a New Jersey hospital to determine its therapeutic value When
MINK OIL, was •polied to over
100 cases of dermatitis, excellent
results were obtained In eases
having dry scaling skin conditions. In the treatment of severe
dandruff scalp conditions Oil of
MINK was found to alleviate

Charles Champion
- R. Ph. Cosmetic Chemist

$2.50 per week

Like This At

1.49
Full 2 oz. Jar

1541 Guasco RoadI
Memphis, Tenn.

JOHNSON
FURNITURE

BR 6-3986—BR 4-0111
HIGH-FIDEL/TY EOU/PMENT BY

ICOLUMBIA.'
A Oluisiss d Tbe C.
Oresilmalles

LAN-A-MINK
conditions.
these
only by mall at special Introductory prices.,

BRONZE
2.49
Beauty & Barber
Supply, Inc.
SEND TODAY TO:
1796 Chelsea Aye.
Champion Products co.
BR 4-2275
DISTRIBUTOR

Lefts and Rights

937 S. Cooper

$3.50

Full 1 oz. Jr
The Champion of
Pressing Creams
Formulated by
Pharmacist and

Bargains With

A' CALLING

BR 6-3986

AND RESTORE
ORIGINAL COLOR?

I Am Giving

MODEL 17011
Svt.vons's finest Dualette! Just
press a button on the tiny Magic
Touch Remote Tuner and you
change channels instantly from as
far as 25 feet away! Provides the
compact easy-to-move convenience
of a portable, the fashion and
function of a table model. Features! illuminated channel indicator, front-mounted speaker.
picture prompter. S-I10 chassis
(25-tube performance). rotating
antenna. Light-weight plastic cabinet in beige and ivory, surf green
and mist. 17" screen measured

Per Week

diagonally,150sq.in. viewing area.

•

sat.t.l9 J Report Rise In Housing Bias Complaints'
I
Says People Learning
To Use New Bias Law
NEW YORK — Complaints! to file complaints as a result
of alleged housing bias Increas- of the success story the
Comed s:iarply during the months mission has begun to tell.
of July and August, to re"The history of enforceable
verse a seasonal trend, acordlaws in this and similar fields,"
ing to the City's Commission
said Lowell, "show the existon Intergroup Relations.
ence of a catching-on period.
COIR N e w s, t h e agency's
First the public must learn
quarterly published last week,
about a law before there can
said July's 48 complaints were
be a reaction. In this instance,
"almost twice as many as in
the rise in complaints demonthe previous quarter, more
strates that the public has bethan twice the number receivgun to recognize the value of
ed in any similar period since
using the law."
the law became effective on
Cumulative figures through
April 1, 1958."
The total for the two months the end of August show 726
was 76 as against 44 complaints complaints during the life of
filed during July and August the the anti-bias housing law.
of 1959. August of this year, Nearly four out of five comdown somewhat from July, was plaints involved discrimination
still 50 per cent above the based on race or color.
Puerto Rican ancestry (9
monthly average.
per cent), religion (6 per relit)
REASONS FOR. RISE
Stanley H. Lowell, COIR's and national origin (3 per cent)
new chairman and one of the were the others.
architects of the Fair Housing According to figures released
Practices (Sharkey-Brown-Isa- In a recent study by t h e
acs) Law attributed the rise American Jewish
Congress,
MACK H. HANNAH, jr., gre-os the Honorable Ben TSU. Others in picture Dr.
Lieut. Gov. Ramsey was ac- in complaints to (1) more COIR's yearly average of 250
chairman of the Board of Ramsey, Lieut. Gov. of the S. M. Na brit and Senator
companied by a group of New Yorkers learning abut complaints processed exceeds
directors, Texas Southern State of Texas (2nd from George Parkbouse, from Dalstate senators and their the law and (2) an increased that of 16 state agencies adUniversity (extreme right) left) on his recent visit to las, Tex. 3rd. (left
willinIness on the part of ministering related laws
to right). guests.
members of minority groups throughout the nation.

Tennessee

•
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
President James M. Nabrit,
jr. (second from left) is
shown as he led the academic
procession at exercises marking the beginning of the 93rd
year of instruction at the
Washington, D. C. school last

week. During the exercises,
President Nabrit announced
plans for an extensive selfstudy program which he said
would begin Immediately at
Howard. Beside Dr. Nabrit Is
Dr. Evans Crawford, dean of
the Chapel.

charge. Burial was In the Mrs. Hannah C. Durham, one
church cemetery.
brother, Allie B. Whitlaw, one
JACKSON
son; Mi. and Mrs. Richard The Matrons of the Home aunt, Mrs. Annie Donaldson ABERDEEN
a great grandson to mourn his
By C. A. AGNEW
Person of Southern at., Jack- Baptist church celebrated their and one uncle, Mr. Sam. Cobb.
By HENRY E. CRUMP
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Tigers Roll
Over Douglass

By

Ira E. Spillers

After carefully scrutinizing hard to score on
through the
the seven teams in the prep line.
Well, Lester's Lions didn't Billy Doss and Norman MeV
league, I have resolved the pos- You must
live up their coach's predic- lone.
pass and pass
p
'ble order of their finish. My quickly to
tion last week that they would
move against hici
Douglass, completely stym•
dictions are biqed primarily rose. My final comment, this
score in their next game. They ied by the swift and accurate
n past performances of the could very
%sent down to humiliating de arm of Laird was never able:
easily be the best
loop teams. This is by 120 means team in the circuit
feat before an aslo•rar last to get its vaunted attack start*
at the close
inclusive nor exact, but ac• of the season.
year in the squad of Booker ed. They even had a punt blocks
cording to facts and figures on B.
T.
Washington, looking more ed by ,he fired-up Manassas 11
T. WASHINGTON — THREE
the following teams, I have
and more like a winner this for
safety. Manassas, so fat
The rejuvinated warriors are
attempted to interpret my find-1
: ear. Final score was BTW 47J is unbeaten in prep league
on
their
way
back
to
football
ings in predicting the order in
Lest r 0.
play.
glory. This is a young inexperwhich they will finish:
Leste managed to hold BTW MELROSE
glory. This is a young inexCOMES BACK
scoreless throughout the first
MANASSAS TIGERS — ONE
perienced team with desire. The,
Melrose came bouncing back
but
period
couldn't hold half, after its defeat
I have chosen the Tigers to boys in the green and
by Manassas
gold
back
William
Hayes, who last week to slide
take the laurels back to the came to play football. This was HAMILTON
MAJORETTES ettes had very little to cheer But, as happy and gay as Maxine i oster, Mazor De.
past Hami•
started
the
Warriors
on
their
northside once again. Last sea- displayed against a. superior woop it up in last week's about at the end of the game can be at the start of the berry
:ton 14-7. It was a tight game
and Shirley Buchanan.
scoring spree with a plunge al' the way with
son the Manassas Tigers shar- Father Bertrand team and also game between the Hamilton as their team came out on game are, from left, Gerry Look at bottom of
both team*
page for
over in the second period from threatening m any
ed the honor with Hamilton, but against an inferior Lester elev- Wildcats and the Melrose the short end of a 14-7 score. Rayner, E m ana
Langley, the rest of these cute girls.
times to
the five yard line.
this year finds the Johnsonmen en. The sp ir it displayed by Golden Wildcats. The Majorbreak the contest wide open.
The Warriors .cored again
far and beyond the other cir- this squad will make up for
The Golden Wildcats scored
in the period with a pass from first blood late
cuit teams. This club has dis- what they are lacking in ability 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 '
Li the first
Qua -terbackWillie Ward to period when Halfback
played amazing team speed as and experience. The WashingDemi).
Charles
Lee.
End
In the third sey -Jackson went racing
well as individual speedsters. tonians have the greatest potenperiod the Warriors went to through center for 40 yards
This is one true mark of a tial aerial game than any team
to
work on Lester with precision. score: L.,xtra point was
ripion.
I have seen in this loop.
missed
They scored three times, twice and .- .lelrose led 6-0.
n conjunction with their That includes Hamilton of
on passes and once on a brilarn speed reserves are their "45", Manassas of
"47-48",
liant run by Maurice Holman, Scoring was cut short at that
next asset. This was evident Father Bertrand "49-50", Melperiod until the third quartelst-:
who w..nt 55 yards for the td.
last week against a strong Doug- rose of "53" and Hamilton
of
when early in that period Wale
TOUCHDOWN,
lass "eleven." Mr. Eu gene "59." Each one of those years.
a half hour TON VS PENN STATE.
In the fourth and final period ter ferkins, tackle
for Me
Davis wasn't operating at toe those schools came up with a
program featuring the action Sunday, Oct. 2, TOUCH- Br- scored two more touch- rose picked off one of Ham
per cent physical condition, hut tremendous passing game. The
highlights of five top football DOWN plans to feature: NO- downs. Standouts for Booker T. Iton's aerials and dashed to th
the team rolled over their tena- above schools had the boys with
games played each week. pre- TRE DAME VS CALIFORNIA: Washington were William Hay- Hamilton 35. Melrose quick!,
cious adversaries. That forti- the ability to throw and a good
es, Willie Ward, Charles Lee, moved to the eight
miered last Sunday. September
and them
MICHIGAN
fied the mental attitude of the receptionist, but to take a
STATE—PITTS- Maurice Holman, Charles Po25, at 12:15 on WREC TV
gave the hall to Halfback ElBURGH;
AUBURN—
players, which will certainly glance at size ratio you will unTENwell,
Dire Clark and Howard bert Griffin. who slithered
1111111111111,411111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Channel 3 sponsored by PURE
NESSE E : MARYLAND—TEX- Finley.
give impetus to their drive for derstand my present opinion.
OIL. TOUCHDOWN will be
throuch for the td.
AS and OKLAHOMA—NORTH- MANASSAS WINS
the crown. Another psychologi- The warriors' thrower has a
seen erch Sunday a half hour
Hamilton couldn't get a scot..
WESTERN.
cal point is their victory over good arm and he stands about
Manassas per haps trying ing combine going until
before each FOOTBALL KICKlate
Melrose, whom I have chosen 8'3" with 185 lbs.
to keep up with the high scor- In the third quarter when they
OFF program. . . which preNEW
to finish second.
YORK
—
(UPI) — ing spree of Booker T. WashHis receivers are both tall,
cedes each PRO FOOTBALL
moved the ball to the Melrose
Ron Johnson, considered the ington the
That victory uplifted the boys and big, one standingl
night before, ran eight. Quarterback
GAME, on Channel 3.
Charles
best basketball player ever to over, around and
morale of the team. Another 6'41-i" and the other one 6'2/
through Doug- Terry, who, only seconds befre
1
2".,
Produced by Tel Ra Produc- come out of the University of
factor is their diversified of- The passer and receivers poslass
to
the
tune
of 35-0. Jesse had been caugl t in his own
tions of Philadelphia, TOUCH- Minnesota, has been selectfense. This team throws well sess the ability. It will be just
Laird, rubbery armed nuartand runs well. It is hard to ae- a mother of gaining experience The 1960 version of the fab- operstown Indians in what will DOWN will enter its 13th year ed ay Lou Rossini to play for erback for the Tigers threw end zone for a safety, uncork..
ed a pass to End Raymond
viewed from coast to coast by the College All-Stars in an
fend against a team that can before my prophecy comes ulous Indianapolis Clowns and bean annual event.
ex- four scoring passes of five, 10,
pass and run. You tighten the true. That is the brightest spot their crowd-pleasing baseball Every year the Clowns tour the rapidly expanding audience hibition match against the New 15 and 12 yards. On the receiv- Ratliff for the td. Fullbrck
line to stop their running game in their offense. Defensively. I game and funshow was easily the nation and Canada playing of sports enthusiasts. TOUCH- York Knickerbockers Oct. 14. ing end of these tosses were George Motton, Melrose's star
then they are able to at...Lek the Warriors have been tested one of the finest clubs in the the country's best semi-pro, DOWN was the first and only Johnsor, holds the Minnesota Rudolph Myers, for three and of a previous game, but who
was well contained in this concollege-all-star, minor league football highlight program ofair with the same effective. deep in their territory on a te--9's 31-year history.
scoring record with a total of another to Warren Jones.
test, ran the conversion.
• iuring the U. S. and Can. and barnstorming teams. In re fering complete national covii ss. They have a highly ex- number of occasions against
1,335 points in his varsity caLaird, not content to let all
plosive team, which means they Father Bertrand, but the spirit- ada since April, they not only cent years, the Funmakers erage.
reer.
his
teammates cross the goal NEW
YORK — (UPI) —
lived
up
have
to
title
their
as
beaten
"Basesuch
as
teams
the
TEL RA Camera crews cov•• •
can strike from anywhere on the ual line rose for the occasion
line, scored a touchdown him- Hall of Famer Frank Frisch.
ball's
Comedy
Nashville
Kings"
Vols
(as
Southern
of
the
er
the
games
top
from
all
lofield. Scoring is certainly one and blocked that covetous goal
BOSTON — (U P I) — Ger self to become the biggest one-time Fordham
flash, hat
crowned last season in a 3/
1
2 Association (AA) and the Jack- calities each week. They film Schwedes, traded
of the most important factors line of the opponents.
by the Bos- standout individual star in this bee' named chairman of
page
a
EBONY Magazine fea- ie Robinson barnstorming All. every play of the games and
in winning football, but you Being able to make successful
ton Patriots to the New York young prep season.
sports committee on arthritis
must be able to contain the goal line stands certainly ture) but have proven them. Stars. They have played to from this footage the most ex- Titans several weeks ago, has
Conversions were made by by the arthritis and rheumatism
selves to be proud diplomats enormous
crowds
including citing plays are used in the been resigned by the Patriots.
enemy.
demonstrates a good defense. of
Eugene Davis, little scatback; foundation
Negro
baseball.
31,000
Busch
at
fans
Stadium,
TOI-CHDOWN
series.
Chris
The Tigers have an excellent It is my honest opinion that this
Boston also announced the signThis season, just concluded, St. Louis; over 26,000 in Briggs Schenkel, voice of the New
punter which is a vital weapon club will be hard to keep from
ing of Billy Wells and the re- `••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
for defense. Manassas' defense finishing in the number one the Clowns were the only road Stadium, Detroit; 11,400 in For- York Giants, and popular lease of Al Richardson and
club listed in Baseball's Blue bes Field, Pittsburgh, and sports commentator handles Wait Livingston.
is by far the best in the league. spot.
The line is fast and aggressive FATHER BERTRAND FOUR Book and recommended by the again this season at Forbes the commentary (Th:s is contrary ' earlier release which
on the defensive charge. They This is a real good football Administration of National As- Field.
tackle low and hard. In modern team, but the one problem sociation of Professional Lea- , At one point in the '60 cam- said Byron Saam was commenday football you hear a great that will always haunt this gues office at Columbus, 0. paign, they had rolled up an tator).
One of their biggest triumphs amazing record of 125 victories
deal about pursuit and gang club's success is depth. They
TOUCHDOWN will be seen
tackling. This club is the mas- do not have the reserve was when they were the first without defeat. Negro world each Sunday. Last week foptter of that art of defense. In' strength of the above teams. colored team to play in Coop- baseball champs, the Clowns ball games featured BOSTON
tiolLIILT.II
conclusion, I say, this team is This can definitely prove fa- erstown, N. Y. (Doubleday won the title three of their last COLLEGE VS NAVY:
class of the Tri State Area. tal to a club in this circuit. Field) in honor of baseball's four years when they were GEORGIA VS. ALABAMA
National Hall of Fame. On Aug. members of the former Negro ULCA VS PITTSBURGH;
ROSE — TWO
The Thunderbolts are infested
KANSAS VS T.C.U. AND BOBrange Mound, the commu- with some real hard nose foot- 1, the Clowns played the Co- American League.
mity noted for its great foot- ball players; but this team can
ball players all because of a be outmanned by some of the
man by the name of Joseph W. opponents.
Westbrook, now the assistant
Bertrand has a good offense
principal of B. T. Washington. and defense, but the man powHome Cooked Meals
This school, Melrose, has been er isn't there. To lose any one
often referred to as a little Notre of their front line players
Dame of football. This title was would be a terific blow to this
given to Melrose because of its squad. I picked this team
string of great quarterbacks fourth, but with any topnotch
that went on to do well in the help from the reserves; it may
:ollege ranks at that position. be a different story.
Dating back to the former
coach Westbrook's beginning HAMILTON FIVE
The lads from around Parkteam, 1944-1959. Such quarterway
are going to make it misGeorge
Boswell
backs as
of
for the contenders and
erable
Lane, Eldridge Mitchell of
counted out of the
be
can't
Southern, Robert Crawford of
because
of their two losrace
Tennessee, Van Hardin of
Morehouse, William Hardin of ses. This eleven plays a real
football. To look
Southern, George Harris of Ho- good brand of
ward, Steve Hardin of Lincoln, at Hamilton perform you see
presently Charles Lee of an exciting game, because they
and James Westbrook of fill the air with the pigskin.
They throw that ball like teams
Howard.
All of those boys came under in the Southwest Conference
the tutelage of Joe Westbrook. and the pros. It isn't unusual
Since then, one of his quarter- to see the Hamiltonian' throw
backs has taken the reins of three and kick. The almighty
this !guard where boys live and pass took them to a championbreathe football. Last season ship in "45"; this team was REMAINDER of the Hamil- cameraman at the Slime cats but It did no good. From
ton Majorettes with their
game as the girls above. The left are Bettye Bowen, Phylwas quite a dismal one for the duplicated last year. This
leader
pose gayly for t h e
Majorettes were steadfastly lis Ross, Leader Claydette
club's
always
been
has
offense
Golden Wildcats dating back ten
behind their Hamilton Wild- Greene and Mayor Deberry.
years ago, but the young men- built around the pass. This
tor Eldridge Mitchell h a a season is no different. They you play the Red Devils. They
bounced off the c a rpet from posess a real good thrower are stmeg and rugged. With
last season's feeble record and and adequate receivers. If the less mistakes on any given
presented the Orange Mounders receivers give them a little night, this club will knock off
with a scrappy ball club that I more help; the top ball club the top team.
will have their hands full. De- LESTER SEVEN
feel will finish second.
The team that I have named
Through observation of the fensively, Hamilton will hold
various lines in the circuit, their own. They are big and "Courage" has a long, long way
Manassas and Hamilton seem aggressive, but speed is the to go, but the "mighty little
to have the edge. Melrose has one deficit. You must have mites" from Lester have displayed both teams. With decep- speed to score as well as de- played tremendous courage
tion and spin! they were able fend. The parkway lads will against over whelming odds.
penetrate both lines with definitely have some bearing on Hustling, crying, fighting, strugsuccess. The offense who will emerge as the victor. gling, and praying their way
into a league of giants, man
Melrose is not as good as DOUGLASS — SIX
AND
The Red Devils are one year eaters and vultures all after
It's going to get. This team improves game after game. It is away. This is the youngest and the scalp of the lion. The lion
a young team and Inexperienc- largest ball club in the leaeue. is noted for his ferociousness
ed, but having Manassas and They make too many mistakes and holds the title of king of
Hamilton both with excellent to be rated a threat it this fist jungle. These "mighty mites"
losr
line play will give them a slight competition. They are develop from Lester upholds everything
advantage for the remaining ing into a fine bunch of foot- the lions stand for.
Raw courage has been eviportion of the young season. ball players. The problem that
This team always has been not- hampers a number of teams, dent in each of their contests.
that of experience, also 18 preThat never say die spirit is
ed for deception.
It is my contention that the valent at Douglass. These fel- the main asset of this team.
other teams save Father Ber- lows are mostly first and sec- Small in stature and small in
trand will be beguiled by the ond year players. After two or number but big in heart is the
deception em foyed in the Mel- three more games, this club true characteristic of the team
rose attack. On the other side will be hard to beat, because called "courage." The couraImagine you have Kentucky's Finest Bourbon to aart with
the),
of this ledger, we find Melrose of its size and speed in the geous play of the Lester Lions
you let time tick by as it slowly ripens to pertectiori. kemember the best
extremely strong defensively. backfield.
still leaves a great deal to be
,
adt,
whiskey you have ever tasted and imagine one mellowei and smoother
With a freshman qnarterhack, desired, but this their primary
Their punting and varying deNEW PLANT — EXCELLENT WORKING CONDITIONS
fenses have shown up quite your offense will take a little season has instilled in the
Do all these things then taste Old Charter'
GROW WITH ONE OF AMERICA'S FASTEST
well. They have given up only more time to shore up. The po- hearts of every boy in the TriGROWING DAILIES. WRITE TO
twenty points to offensive mind- tential is there, but the young State Area the spirit of a true
ed Hamilton and Manassas. fellows are about a year away. champion.
This is certainly their main as- Defensively, they are strong at
I shall listen to any opposing
KENTUCKY ID ii.maiat
. In their previous games Intervals and then they let views. I am not a palm readSTRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKET•? YEARS OLD b PROOF utO a4ARTEA DISTILLERY Z. WINSVILLE, KY.
h teams had to take to the down and that is when it hap- er nor do I have a crystal hall,
air because of their impreg- pens. Of course, you know you but this is my prognostication
CHICAGO 16, ILL
2400 S. MICHIGAN AYE.
nable defense. This club will be have been in a contest when as I see It.
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* Channel 3 Skeds
*TRI-STATE New Football Show

SPORTS

Clowns Credit To
Baseball, Soy Fans

Clean, Convenient

THIS IS SPORT?

Hotel
QUEEN
ANNE
228 Vance at Third

Telephone JA 6-1481
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• itt

• Oquate

EXPERIENCED
COMPOSITORS
LINOTYPE
OPERATORS

TELETYPESETTERS

help wanted

•GOOD SALARY
• HOLIDAYS and
VACATIONS

•
7irk-tock. tick-Iva:.
HIE BOURBON that didn't watch thc dock ...
.for .si vett long years!

OLD CHARTER

•••••••••••IP•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••rndlier

Libyan desert with its gear In
perfect order, its water bags
:ORDUROY coo RATE
filled — and its crew vanished.
Since the first showing of this
Sat., Oct. 1, 1960
episode two diaries have been
tound telling the tragic story
in detail — the escape from the
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 28
plane, the splitting up into par7:30 to 8:00, WANTED DEAD
ties. the misguided march to- In a recent wedding. Mr. and bride. Serving as flower girls
OR ALIVE, starring Steve wards
what was though to be Mrs. Willie Aldridge, Jr., were were little Misses Mary Ann
McQueen Bounty hunter, John
sea and salavation. Finally — married at Second Baptist Mayes and Cheryl Ann SpearRandall. is given the difficult
last chapter of this mystery Church, before a capacity man, niece of the bride and
assignment of rehabilitating a the
that has baffled and excited the crowd of relatives and friends niece of the groom respectively.
lovable, old drunk so that he
%LI
in attendance with Rev. J. H.
world will be presented.
will be presentable when his
Serving the groom were RobPatton officiating.
10:10
to 11:45, "THE GREEN
very respectable and
proper
Given in marriage by her by Thomas, best man; J. W
brother arrives torn the East. 41IAN" with Alistair Sim and father, Roosevelt Mayes, the Hammond, Bob Heard and OsThe rehabilitation that does Jill Adams. A professional as- bride wore a ballerina length car Aldridge as ushers.
take place is in more than one sassin schemes to knock off an wedding gown of white satin Music was rendered by Mrs.
ibnoxious diplomat.
area.
and lace which was created by B. D. Robinson, pianist and,
Thursday,
Sept. 29
her sister, Mrs. James Givens. Mrs. A. Harp, vocalist.
8:00 to 8:30, THE
MIL2:30 to 3:00 p.m. THE VER- Attendants
at the wedding Following the wedding, a'
Bore at E. H. Crump hospital! Jtaughter, Cynthia, to Mr. George Hardman of 383 Cam- LIONAIRE, with Marvin Mil- DICT
IS YOURS
Mrs. John were Miss Dorothy Johnson, wedding reception was held at
ler, and featuring Don DrysSept. 12
I and Mrs. Leroy Pratcher of bridge
Filmare,
sr.,
brings a suit for maid of honor; Mrs.
dale, pitching star for the Los
Son Gerald to Mr. and Mrs. 869 N. Montgomery.
Bernice the home of Rev. and Mrs. W.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe C. Angeles Dodgers, and
Fred damages agains former em- Cole, Miss Dorothy Sarrell and L. Mayes, the bride's brother
Thomas Jenkins of 998 Emmie.
iughter, Patricia, to Mr. Wilhite of 2992 Chelsea.
ployee
Phil
Arden,
charging
Haney, former manager of the
Miss Clara Hibbler, bridesmaids and sister-In-law, at 336 E.
Sept. 13
and Mrs. Joe L. Marshall of Son. Gregory, to Mr and Milwaukee Braves in "The
Lar- that Arden has damaged her and the latter cousins of the Olive.
Daughter, Janet. t Mr. and 933 Lenow.
Joseph Nolan of 1425 Leflora. ry Maxwell Story." Sudden- laundry
and dry
cleaning
Mrs. .-oren Allen of 2069 LoDaughter, Cassandra, to Mr. money does not always
establishment by opening a
Sept. 13
mix
well
and Mrs. A. J Jones of 2127 with a happy marriage and a competing business and stealDaughter, Eva, to Mr. and Daughter, Tina, to Mr. and
Mrs. S arren Gee of 1546 Ely. Lyon.
successful
athletic career— ing her customers.
Clifton
Athalone of 160
Mrs.
Daughter, Phyllis, to Mr and especially if the person in- 4:00 to 5:30 p.m., EARLY
Son
Mitchell,
Mr.
to
and
Beale.
Mrs. John Hill of 750 Mt. volves decides to buy out his MOVIE WITH KITTY KELLY,
Son Christopher, to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Fletcher of 379 S.
Moriah.
Lauderdale.
"The Crime of Dr. Forbes"
baseball team.
Mrs. Myles Wiseman of 192.5
Daughter, Patti, to Mr. and
Daughter,
Barbara,
to
Mr.
9:00 to 10:00, ARMSTRONG rith Gloria Stewart and RobLapaloma.
and Mrs. William Beckwith of Mrs Ester Graham of 1426 CIRCLE THEATRE "Ghost ert Kent. A mortally injured
Sept. 14
Kimble.
1748
Tapered pants and weskit iig
Harrison.
Bomber' The Lady Be Good." doctor pleads with fellow pracDaughter, Cynthia, to Mr.
Crompton's fine cotton corduroy,
Daughter. Charlotta, to Mr. The
story of a baffling enigma titioners to put him of his misand Mrs. Earl Gates, of 296 Son, Michael, to Mr. and
team with a Cromiton eotto
and Mrs. James Nichols of 945
Mrs.
Joe
Hammond
of
1083
ery.
One
complies.
— an abandoned World War II
Glencoe Rd.
print blouse in a sports ensem
Alaska.
Arnold.
bomber found intact in the 6:30 to 7:30 — PREMIERE!!
by Caudle Sportswear.
Sept. 15
Son,
David,
to
and
Mr.
Mrs
Daughter, Deborah, to Mr.
GamblinF!. dope peddling and
Son, Everett. to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Robert
Elliott of 622 Joe Reed of 406 1shland.
ather illegal practices will be
John W. Walker of 135 W. Stephens,
Son, Terry, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Joseph, to Mr. and Mrs. brought into critical focus in
Gage.
Daughter, Michelle, to Mr. Tommy Carter of 140i Florida. Joseph Hall of 1879 Carver. an investigation into the activSept. 11
ughter, Sandra to Mr. and ities of Charles "Lucky" Luand Mrs. Walter Logan of 852 Son, Mark, to Mr and Mrs
Daughter, Debra, to Mr. and LeMoyne Mall.
Day' Stadway of 841 E. Per- Mrs. Monroe Blocker of 2473 ciano, notorious ganglord who
Mrs. A. B. Galloway of 1300 Daughter,
Dexter.
Della, to Mr. and son.
was deported to Italy in 1946.
Kentucky.
Mrs. William Faulkner of 3004 Sept. 21
Daughter, Felicia, to Mr. and Popping the questions will he
Son, Vernon, to Mr. and Mrs Broad.
Zemo — liquid or ointment — a
Son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Morris Davis of 822 Ioka, a four-member Committee of
Arthur Jones of 356 Edith
doctor's antiseptic, promptly reSon, Mark, to Mr. and Mrs. nthony Simpson of 1650 S
Son, David, to Mr. and Mrs. Inquiry composed of active MR. AND MRS. — Mr. and Hon which honored the bridSept. 17
Forrest Stone of 317 Boston. Main.
Dave Smith of 1899 Castalia. members of the New York Bar. Mrs. Willie Aldridge, jr. were al pair was held at 336 E. lieves itching, stops scratching
Daughter, Bernadetto, to Mr. Daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and Son to Mr. and Mrs. Tommarried Sept. 18, at Second Olive, home of Rev. and Mrs. and Su helps heal and clear surDaughter, Debra, to Mr. and Dialogue is improvised. Authenand Mrs. Willie Black of 2115 Mrs. Sylvester Ward of 2271 mie Strickland of 282 Butler.
Baptist church, with a capac- W. L. Mayes, brother of the face skin rashes. Buy extra
tic
and
fully
documented
Mrs. Otis Benson of 1505 LiveStovall.
ity number of relatives and bride, following the ceremo. Strength Zemo for
Hunter.
Son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
(Continued on Page 16)
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Fay, to Mr. and George Walker of 368r Frisco well.
m
friends attending. A recep- fly.
stubborn eases'
Floyd Rogers of 814 Ida.
Mrs. Jessie Calvin of 616 N
Daughter Carolyn, to Mr.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Hubon Front.
and Mrs. William Bell of 1229
Sandridge of 1656 Hollywood.
Son, Clifford, to Mr. and Merchant.
Sept. 18
Mrs. T. C. Pritchard of 1623 Son, John, to Mr. and Mrs
Daughter, Beverly, to Mr Hz.rmen
John E. Stewart of 448 Foote
and Mrs. Clarence Moore of Daughter, Pametra, to Mr park.
1414 Nicholas.
and Mrs. Sylvester Johnson of Son, Bobby, to Mr. and Mrs.
Born at John Gaston hospital 711 Wells.
Willie Franklin of 2020 Hubert
Sept. 17
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Cbr- Son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs
Son, Jerry, to Mr. and Mrs ence Ramsey of 2393 Shasta. James Braxton of 2841 AirMonroe King, 3554 Holmes.
Son, Timothy, to Mr. and ways.
Daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and Mrs Willie Young of 1691 Rag- Daughter, Annette, to Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Ashfor of 2173 Kan- an.
Mrs. J. C. Willie of 1441 N
sas.
Son, Dennis, to Mr. and Mrs. Decatur
Son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mack C. Spencer of 3025 ShanDaighter, Devy Maria, to
Mrs. Elbert Flake 4.1 697 Castle. non
Mr. and Mrs. Curley Harris of
Daughter, Ea ste r, to Mr.
390 Butler.
Sept. 19
and Mrs. Sam Stevenson of
Daughter, Vickie, to Mr. and Sept. 22
1097 Texas.
Mrs. James Daniels of 3004 Daughter. Jacquelyn, to Mr.
Daughter, Carol, to Mr. and
Broad.
and Mrs. Willie Patton of 751
Mrs. Willie D. Livingston of
Son, Norman, Lo Mr. and Eastmoreland
1475 Gaither.
Mrs. Jimmie Ray of 1410 Tex- Daughter. Willie Evelyn, to
Son, Sidney, to Mr. and Mrs.
as.
Mr. and Mrs. John Foster of
Charles Green of 2:1; Dixie.
Daughter, Paula, to Mr. and 850 Tate.
Son, Johnnie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Henderson Hill of 541 E. Son,Ricky, to Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar Legrove of 198 Keel.
Trigg.
Guy Washington of 1109 ColSon, James to Mr. and Mrs.
Daughter, Melody, to Mr and lege.
Sherman Pope of 1493 S. AvMrs. Clyde Rogers of 1015 Daughter, Evelyn, to Mr.
enue.
Richert.
and Mrs. Calvin Valentine of
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. 0. B.
Son, Dudley, to Mr. and 1416 Fite.
Todd of 590 Hampton
Mrs. Dudley Coleman of 491 Son, Tyrone, to Mr and Mrs
E. Georgia.
Thomas White of 387 E. Trigg.
Son, Michael, to Mr. and Son, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Odell Underwood of 1597 Charles Tucker of 787 Tate.
Alcy.
Daughter, Rennie. to Mr.
Son, Walter, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. M. C. Faulkner of
Willie reston of 44 W. Lucca. 2379 Cable.
Son, Steven, to Mr. and Mrs. Daukhter, Zak to Mr. and
For the first time science has found Victor Howell of
297 Baltic. Mrs. Grover Baldwin of 449
new healing substance with the asSon, to Mr. and Mrs. John Vance.
tonishing ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve pain —without Chatman of 378 S. V:ellington. Sept.
23
A. PHILLIP R,ANDOLPH, Chairman
•
surgery. In ease after ease, while
Daughter, Carolyn, to Mr. Son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
gently relieving pain, actual reduebon (shrinkage) took place. Most and Mrs. Robert Brown of 117 Clinton Pace of 557 Williams.
New York, New York
amazing of all — results were so thor- Dove.
Son, Derrick, to Mr. and Mrs
ough that sufferers made astonishins
Dallas Dodson of 684 S. Fourth.
statements like "Piles have ceased t, Sept. 20
be a problem!" The secret is a nee
BISHOP W. Y. SELL
Daughter, Tondalaya. to Mr. Daughter, Janice, to Mr. and
REP. ROBERT NIX
healing substance (Bio-Dyne$)—dis and Mrs. James
South Boston, Virginia
Mrs.
L.
Loses
Cotton
Johnson
of
4911
of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
covery of a world-famous researcl
Black rd.
institute.This substance is now avail 2846 Princeton.
ARCHIBALD CAREY
REP,
suppository
fore
ointment
able in
or
ADAM CLAYTON POWELL
Son, Ricky, to Mr. and Mrs Son, Reginald, to Mr. and
Chicago, Illinois
called Preparation Ilk At all drill Nollon
New York, Now York
Harron of 593 N. Fourth Mrs. John Holt of 2469 W
oincounters — money back guarantee.
REP. WILLIAM DAWSON
Son, Leon, to Mr. and Mrs nona.
JACEIE ROBINSON
Chicago, Illinois
Daughter Annette, to Mr.
New York. New York
and Mrs. Norris Henderson of
REP. CHARLES C. DIGGS, JR.
212 W. Utah.
Detroit, Michigan
JOHN SENGSTACILE
Chicago, Mined*
Daughter, Jeanette, to Mr.
DR. ROSA D. GRAGG
and Mrs. Joe L. Sanders of
Detroit, Michigan
REV. DR. GARDNER TAYLOR
1366 A--tin.
BreeklY11, New York
LESTER GRANGER
Son Mark, to Mr. and Mrs.
New York, New York
Roy Wilson of 600 S. LauderPHILIP M. WEIGETMAN
dale.
Washington, D.C.
MISS DOROTHY HEIGHT
Daughter Anita, to Mr. and
New York, New York
MRS. KATIE WHICKAM
Mrs. Orzelle Mason of 591 S.
REV. DIL
New Orleans, Louisiana
•JOSEPH H. JACKSON
Lauderdale,
Chicago, Illinois
Son, Richard, to Mr. and
ROY WILKINS
Mrs. A. J. Jackson of 141$
REV. DL MARTIN L. KING, JR. New York, New
York
James.
Atlanta, Georgia
Daughter, Cheryl, to Mr. and
PAUL WILLIAMS
CARL MURPHY
Mrs. Jessie Bracy of 860 LeLos Angela, California
Baltimore, Maryland
M ,ne Mall.
rARTIAL LIST
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
M. L. Cole of 490 Holmes.
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DEFENDER

StorkStops

WREC
FEghlights

Marriage Vows By
Aldridge And Mayes

e...Liy

Helps Heal And Clear
ITCHY SKIN RASH!

1

QALL Ir
Q CO
ALMERitAtkiNus;.!

;Minks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery

stops Itch—Relieves Pain

GO BY BU5HIllinnoti4
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

:3 NO

TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO. E

--E-fifiummomomollionimmiiiimminiminummiii

.ptanh Scup:
"it's Cheaper
By The Dozen
BUY ASSORTED CASES AT CASE PRICESJ
ALL POPULAR BRANDS • LADIES INVITED

FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE

327 SO. MAIN AT VANCE

OPEN

A.M. TILL 11:00 P.M.

Independent Liquor Dealer

"We Don't HIanna Get Rich"

Free Parking Space

America is about to choose a new
We, the undersigned, join together
leader to guide this country during the in this crusade. . we call upon
Negro
next four years. It is our duty to partici- American citizens to join with
us
pate in this choice! Decades of disfran- non-partisan crusade to registe in a
r one
chisement have proved that human million new Negro voters for the
coming
dignity requires that man participate in election.
his self-government. In parts of our
country form and violence will bar our
7-path to the polls. Elsewhere nothing but
apathy prevents us from registering and
voting. We will never be truly free until
we shake this apathy and destroy these
bars. In a democracy a man's freedom is
to be found with his ballot! Negro Americans are 18 million strong- more than 10
million are of voting age.Today approximately 5 million are registered though
even fewer will vote, unless we mount a
crusade for freedom that will rouse our
fellow citizens to this responsibility.

HAVE YOU ?
Made
?

sure all members of
your family are registered?

.1•11.1,

Asked your minister to designate the Sunday before
registration deadlinE•as REGISTRATION SUNDAY
and to preach a sermon on that day on the urgency.
of
registering and voting?
Organized car pools. baby sitters and all other assistants to enable every member of the
congregation
to register?
Set up a telephone canvass of all your
church
members to remind them to register?

IMOD

•••

=MIND

••1•16

•••••

••••

•m•MIP

Sand this COUPON TODAY TO...
A. PHILIP RANDOLPH, Chairman
Non-PaRisan Crusade to Register One
Million
New Negro Voters
8 W. 40th Street, New York 18, N.Y.,
18th floor
I am proud to add my support to the Non
-Partisan

? HAVE YOU ?

Your Rights Can Be
Won With Your Ballot!

OM

Your Rights Can
Be Won With Your Banat

_

Enlisted the support and participation of all fraternal,
civic, social and political clubs in your
community?
Ask your community leaders to sign the CALL
and
release it to the local press: and —Support the
NonPartisan Crusade with your dollars as well as
energy.

•MILA.

Crusade. Enclosed is my contribution of

$

I

•
•

Name
Address
.11 •••

I
City

Zone.

(I Please send me
Americans.

.State

a •• ••

copies of the Call To Negro

Make all checks payable to the "Non-Partisan
Crusade"
,••••

•••••
IMMID

WWI"

MEW

I

I.

•

Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain in Town !
Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Furniture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?

3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks

•

301 FLYNN

Real Estate

Extra Nee roosters 2 bedroom asbestos
Price
buogalow. !Mayhew' comittee.
elewe umlirdieg ci$7,250.00• $150
img mast. Fiat notes $51.68.

WRECKS
REBUILT

1647 BARTON
Reel pretty modems 2 bedroom 'shames
blifigalow. Hardwood flews, flow toram• hest, big nice kitchen, large living
room
fenced lot
Price e6.760.00.
it310.00 down plus closing cost.

532 E. TRIGG

Work

oast

Palatine

471

Litolee

Ave.

IA

7-03211

"BY THE NUMBERS"

CASH TALKS!
WILL. Pe? CASH for property or
vacant lot. If prised right
BR 2-1240
IL 1-7718
K B GODWIN • COMPANY
1348 Meanie &seam

NUMBER RATINGS Threueli The

Fee Any !vitae - CUBA, RACE

{elite, Etc. State

V. e. cativo

MOUGHT"'
Mend Oolna, Will Rand Meek Net Pleased.
Return Check.
Stegkit
COINS' Solo
eeriest& Ins. Divitod
Appraised
PAVATA'S COIN raciLAttos
4344 MO St. Flushing 51 LI., 14. Y.
Member A.N.A.

Maids $35 te $0 per week in New Tort,
Now Jersey, and Hartford. Connecticut.
Free room and board; tickets sent.
EMPLOYMENT
Write
LUCKY ITAR
AGENCY, P. 0. Box 2303, Birmingham,
Alabama. A SOUTHERN AGENCY SERVING SOUTHERN PEOPLE.

DEAR JANE. DID TOD KNOW THAT
you can wet a Bummer dress for $1.25,
ehIldren's dresses for 7545 and Men's suits
to- $2 58 WHERE? At the Junior Leestre
Thrift Shop. 4 North Front Hurry, Bur
ryf Bargains Galore/
2-BUSINESS

Memphis Business
Service Directory

BLOMBERG

MARRIAGE
CERTIFICATE

2639
77261

SUTO LeASILITY NOW
AVAILABLE TO ALL
MN and up 14 doer's with 6
te pay - Telephone:
JA 64319

months

GOR1NE COLLEGE OF
COSMETOLOGY
PHYSIOTHERAPY, INC.
449 Beale Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
Telephone JA 5-9111
Fall Term Reg,nn ing Sept I, 1960 A
oen • profiteering' Institution. Remonauie
Fermi - Competes t introit for Call or
write Madam Gold S N Young, Pres.

11-SPECIAL

Bank Terms

1
1=1 III6
1
"1

Phone
TO 9-4462

Gil Gobrielli
RE 5.9112

LOCATED AT WEST MEMPHIS. ARR.

1403 BROADWAY ON BROADWAY AT CORNER OF 14TH ST.

Power a healer, I give you your luck days,

your lucky number- advice about Health, Business. Marriage
and love affairs. If you have any marriage problems please
bring them to me. I am sure I can help you.

BET-R PRODUCTS CO.
-A World of Values"
• AUTO SCRLox..
PEC) L 1 LieS
U.ERTIAING
m , MniOGRAPHING
• PRINTio0
SIA1.81
• RUBBER WI AMPS
CALENDA RS
• DEC'.LS
791 Yonkers Ave.
Moor Control Ave.) Yonkers, N. Y.
REPAIRS ON ALL MAKE
baring Machines NO Service etiorge
All Work Guaranteed Call
be city
RAH Horne Service
1657 Lamar Avenue
BR 4-6050
Instruction

13

BARGAIN

Smith

St., Charleston,

I can help, money is no object If you seem to be carrying an
you down; If your luck never
ones seem

you; If your loved

seems to just reach

to

be

drifting sway from soil"; If you have any of these problems,

SECRETARIAL TRAINING

I can most certainly help you.

+++

Just 10 minutes from down town Memphis, Get the West

and

• Freezers
• Dryers

Lorain. 0111e

STOP SUFFERING! !!
Post el 00 NOW
Reply *metope brings
POSITME PROOP/ Health Center, Adelaide Head Dublin. Ireland (7 bouts Airmail).

Data
Ask the Bus Driver to let you off on Broadway corner of
14th street open every day.

DEADLINES
12 Neon Monday
Miscellaneous

s

to
300

2 Lines

(Till

•

•••••••••• eeeeee •.••••••• 60e

••I•

to
75c

•••• •••• .••

SY, PT. SAME RATE as I line
ordinary type.
soul RAT' es 1
0 pt.
lines willowy type.

18 PT.

SAMS RATS 50 4
iterte ordinary Irmo

24 PT.

SAM RATE Al
noes ordillery
OTOS-

36 PT.

hes
erdiseey

Copy cancelled

soon Saturday wal
at regular rates

change

ta

F

subject

rata

without

+Wks.

Tri-State

Tar
Amirik

CHRIST
ZION

Defender

box

Sporc1011641 to Hair Style, Of
Li? Kinn

309 E. 47th ST.

ricottas For Rent
A cool business is downtown
Colon
guelo Walker
14. 5-5517
urgent - Pe 4-51111e
'
,

ELECTRONIC
ji-TPNOTIZER 1114 00 Transistor Radio 1110 95 Pocket ear GM
Gun - Extra 341 caliber quell s
0.50 coca
Radio
$Ialkl, - Talkie
$15.55 - tim Radio TV Tube WOO ekch.
Transworld Siestrenica - Foot Office Bog
165 - Indio California
--a
---

12

street

or

The

Tri-Stats

telephone, or
box

number - will be charged for
as part el the advertisement.

We show

For Sale Misc.

The TroStato
forward

to out of tow*

vortIsers

dressed to

Mail
our

received

the

excess

Opportunities

you

boo

"BE JAMMED"
Thei eaY dein Bead or galls as rgru
elooreel-Any mill! flay tles•l Any Placel
-A startling statement. a 00 less Marines, performance. This *agile Mastered
teehnique In • eemyrlehted manual sent
you irmeiediately for Ii
tor10-el.116.
CRAFT Bee 1115-0. Bridgeport 1, Coon.

GENERAL FINANCE
364 Pickwick Bldg.

WAYS TO MAKE MONEY Al HOME
where to buy =starlet 'ad now to
manufacture chertoly Bend $1 PO Manw
J
faoturing ipecialtles stecisrvins, N
,111
1

linionmo....ONOMMOOMINMOINIr

BELL
MADAM
(English
Lady)

YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new *Mee at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back otter a

GRIGGS
Business 1.1 Practical
Art College

of belay away and at last site la
back te stay is her sew home
Are yen Dissatisfied with marriage? Haim
you lost Perth In your busbiled. ells or sweetheart? Are row
let had healtht ire yes diseouratied? If any of these are Tow
BELI idylls yea at sees. De

book
Tell you why year job or imastsiess Os*et • scores. if you have
tailed Is doe rest come see MADAM BELL et este.
Locate. oe Highway Si Sour& lust ever Mississippi State
will read file to you isist as she would

read

as epee

Line on rite way to Hereon& He, borne is g blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the ttelloto Motel Be sere
to look for the RED SRICII ROUSE sod You'll nee ter Owe
at all time..
Cateb

Sbe sever sad as attics In West Memphis )

yellow hes

elf at Sta.. Lime

soarted Whitehavee State Line mod gel

and walk

it

11

blocks and elm MADAM SELL'S

RAND SiGN.

ad

address. but

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE

Special Services

PIANOS TUNED
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

IIINER

Repairs Estimated Here
24

Yoars

ISREWER

in

Piano

Tuning

JAckson b v484
and Rebuilding

MAIDS
NEW YORK JOBS

Daily Ogee

gigs sod

HELP

Automobile, Furniture
Signature

Men, Women, 18-53
To Train For
Civil Service Jobs

There

is o reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will like out courNeu, treatment and desire to
kelp you.

No experience necessary, grAMM111r
school education usually sanitise,.
Permanent lobs, no layoffs. short
hours Men pay adrancements. Send
name
address, phone nuentier
time borne Tri-State Defend P siad
Box 2/1

"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P M.
Soturdays 9:00 to 1:00
Dolt iiNANC.t CO

He.. owned - Home operated

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
•w• lit, Se say yes to nous

le•n rosiest"
Examined and Supervised be the
State Department of insurance and
Sank .ne
2 LUCA 1101411
lei 5. Mate
if. 4-175)
ICI Mathews
IA 5-71111

NOTICE!
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mail in Your News

OPPORTUNTTT TO EARN I $ I
For Refined Women • Presenting Bolitite
Couneelor
A nationally known product
for care of Milady's Skin
"TRY BEFORE YOU SU?"
Write Mitchell. P 0 Box 311, Memphis
TAI-STATE DEFENDER
$65 TO 190 WEEKLY
Classified Jobs In Cincinnati. Sort:sera
KY
Male or Female
hit
Clanifted
81 10, Other large cities en request 52.111
WOMEN $iSS 00 WEEKLY AND OP
Most have telephone
reagent
vales.
Detali 10c full information 81.10
LAND? JAMISON AGENCY
585 Armory - Cincinnetl 14. Olds
NEED
MONET
EXTRA
Men or Women Age 21-70 - Sell Family
Group Hospital (mainlines Make the 111
Your !ontarte
W A Adkins-Dtstriet Mgr
continimtal
Casualty COMMA*
,
JA. $4355

TIRE SERVICE CO
519

Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wellington
Post Office Box 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free" Of Any
charges.

alimolmuir

AVE

-

MEMPHIS

4PECIALLS'TS

PHONE JA

6-511/1

Apts For Real
'OR RENT
Cove
1586 Sunsef-Douges Sub-division.
aide of Duplex 3 MIL k both-hot-sold
water ORS heater in front MOM. Prier
535 month
Phone PA 4-0672
Agents Wanted

GUARANTEED HOMEWORK
Mail out dropshtp catalog Keels 60 Om
cent from orders Proven sellers. be.
tails. sample cataloe $1.00 Pelinkue. 1439
TBD E 33rd Lorain. Olds.

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

GROUND FLOOR

STERICK BUILDING
FOIstS liKE YOu
LET PREF/RENY/AI
SERV)Ci •

-•_

12 Varnished

UNION

RETREADING

15

Stories To The

WANTED. Male, Female

Peens

•r•.•••••••••••••

...,11•M•MIM•••••••

ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL

I

Correspondence Club

BIGGEST MADE you ever get UM rent
name I VOilif 25e World's Mall Ti
Radio city IS 15 T
75 W Oth
Deist TS
Free Transportation to and Front 41 etiktRIS, NOR 0 YOUR viatica
111
Airport. Depot, Bus Station. Etc. TO ooLLaci UNUSUAL POSTCARD&
FOR 510 writer rotor cotLecriott
CENTS. P. o.
GOOD FOOD
NOW SINGLE CARD
sox G 5011101e1ia STATION Si T
Ile Our Madero Restaaraat
er. V
Harry Holmes Owner
Gs YOU WANT TO BE essoTirot
idiot PRIENDLY BEAUTY S101, 133
Groot him - Giaahe
Thomas, Addle
Lester Operator

n

2401 Park Avenue
FA 7-9253

Remo foe root furnished at unfurntsb.
ad
$4115 1341 Latham Merest
Call after $30 or before 70 A Id
Convenionees

Suitable
Eastellam Many
tar Prof women
Call CIL, 2-5547 Mtn S oga
••••••••••••••••••••••••
CHECK OUR

111USIN/SS SIR VICE
FLORA'S

FLOWER

SHOP

mem.
moo
733 Vance
IA 7-0870
ly Fiera & S C. Cochrane
City Wide Delivery
_
BRIGGS FLORIST
Let Us Tell Your Flower Story
Corsages. Floral Design Cr Serer
1626 Arkansas
WH 6-2200

CLASSIFIED FOR

Suotilayt

deal mag, soy ooroo calif a, camel say tbtters
to look Ow the right
Um right same

SALA RI IS TO $60 WEEKLY
Guaranteed lobs, best working midiHoes Fret room, board uniforms, TV.
Tickets met. A -I Agency. 100A Melo
St. Hempstead, Long Island, N. Y.

-Quick Loans

&wiser. tespio
Beetling'

Hyde Pork
Hollywood Vicinity
8 a.m. until 2 p.m.
Call BR 2-1168

BALES PERSON/0m, - NEAT IN Appearance Over II years of age. NO
Experience needed Earn from 11110 to 6100
Great Opportunities for adWEEELN
vancement Call for ippointment
24. 5-37113 - 5:30 a. et til
D. as.

long time

problems, tome Mt MADAM

JOB OPEN IN
BEAUTY PARLOR

READY-CUT
WOlit'.el
sew
EAST
WI ay.& -Round
Home
Zara
Aprons
$21 15
Doren-Spare
Time
Write ACCURATE MFOR'll
RXEPORT, NEW YORK

d sy.

VALUES GALORE, Soles look Mc oss.
fundable, with taupe'
ALTON
WA YbIAR1 Si. PA

Dalrymple
Michieari

Maids $35 to S60 Per week in New
York, New Jersey, and Hertford. Con.
nectieut Free room and board; ticket. gent. Write LUCKY STAR EMPLOYMENT AGENCY, P.O Box 2203,
Birmingham, Alabama, A SOUTHERN
AGENCY SERVING SOUTHERN PM
PLE

MOBTGAGIIII

Kansas City I. MO.

104 N.
Albion.

MAIDS
$35-$60 WEEK

NEED CASH?

FREE! to

will

postage is to be

charged to the advertiser

LOANS &

you do Is tend them to us ..
for 3UT experienced collection
service. We pay up to $1.25
a name. No delay. Write to.

AVERAGES

$2.00
$2.00

MAIDS New York, to 5240 Lucky, easy
Get paid
good Jobs in nice homes
each were Come alone or with friends
to the best •gency. No money needed,
tickets sent Free TV. free room.board.
Bend name-address-phone of reference.
ABCO Agcy. 251 W 42 NYC. Dept, tom

WE

lists of slow pay ac.
counts from doctors, dentists,
grocers, sanitation's. lumber
companies, garages, etc
All

National Sermon Supply

Filing

493 Vance Ave. - JA 7-4917
Defender

after 12
be billed

&

Day & Evening
Classes

non!
.

Defender

INTERESTIND MA IL, Earnings,
Looklets, catalogs $1 refunded
Gift with order Alvin - Soi
HIckasille, Long Leland, N

remote Help Wanted

NEED Games win Pay you 15c Pet
na,ue for obtaining them for our matting Ilse Complete instructions sent for
$1.05 Harry M Young. 517 Broad Street
Bristol Tennessee.

recur*

Prospeci ave.
Suite 109
Cleveland, Ohio

or

Business

MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START

SPIRITUAL HELP
Are yon worried over
money
matters.
'teener unni,ural evil influences? Cr, you
ore, non write BishoP SOW Ello100
$1.00 ove offering There is help ter emir
troub Aid solo, You can be oiceesatuL Write

THE LAW

Bleaching

Tinting

4-2132

tot $1.00 - 10 ter
Easter Series - 9 tor

• Accounting
* Secretarial
• Office Machine
• Refresher Course
* Modern Equipment

the address - whether name
and

ADULT&
Photos.
4M
354-Tele

••••,•••••

SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
212. Hernando

roe soesseD AMULET, IIELP MONTI.
UNCROSSED
RUSH $2,04 DONATION
NOWo JOY PEACE MY PEOPLE
Yrs
Lora so MUCH. CHICAGO 63. ILL.
WA

PERSONAL
SKILLED BEAUTICIANS
Stream line Beauty Shop, 1214 Yellentine Scalp Treatments • Soeitstien .
Courtesy Mn Eunice Bruce sad His.
Mary Taylors, ()wail/.

AND

ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
Service
1004 Joseph
JA 7-0016
TRAY'S MAGIC RATTER', rowan

F. Jeft-erson
Brings You I Am

4

Processing

Typing

berg - the words comprising

SA6111
RATI Al

Woe
Cancellations ot want-ads can
be given yeti, 12 noon Satur

day

Forlsid) orders

T

45c

3 lines
4 lines
lines

column

position in

Punch

Shorthand
Accounting
HENDERSON
Business College, Inc.
JA 4-4754
Lie Linde. Ave.

No guarantee can be given as
15e per agate line
1 words to
line

BARGAIN
MERCHANDISE
CATALOG
Huge discounts Low wholesale Prices
Big •oney saving estatet tsc
irate
able). 5 a .1 Co Box 4.34. Levittowent.
Pk

se

Piano Warehouse Sale

MOSFS
SINAI

Stream Line Beauty Shop. Vol.
twins at Montgomery.
Telephone BR 4-2841

Make it yourself
We Mow you tsow
Save $0 oer cent on each 51 00 Complete
easy instructions
00 FREE with order
carload of other Interesting offers William Drown, Cross Country Publicallons
hio East 300 St. New York 16 N Y

TROUBLE? LOVE? MONEY roosormat
Sol'ution mailable Don't "Ire up. Write
Dixie
P 0 Box 1856 Ocala. Florida.

SPECIAL SERMONS

Union St.

Want Ad
11)
RATES

Cato.

"Amethyst pendante, earrings. bracelets.
$1.36 each item, postpaid V Brubaker.
5.115 W L.-11. Lenflaster.

ON
Refrigerators
• Washing Machines

•

Night & Day Classes
Key

CLASSIFIED

Va.

ESTIMATES

FREE

6FEErcot Ii ortrORCE it marriage, •alld,
quick, easy Details
either
one
12
Box 506 Moan& BC Mexico
40

Memphis, Bus at the Continental Bus Station at the corner
of 3rd

1334

Nest

APPLIANCE SERVICE

BISHOP BAKER

ENROLL
NOW
COMPLETE

If you are sick worried and run down please come to me.

holding

Center.

THE

IOU

evil condition that's

E. 113th St. - Boa 17
NEW
YORK 29. N. V.

AND MOTOR rotortoo
teal)
Instant stars in any weather
batteries telly charged in 60 below zero
You'll play your radio all
.
cold
AMAZING LISTED for life for 25c. Stop
winter with fear of battery failure. More
Paying out dimes quarters. dollars for
winter miles yet gallop on gas Blaring
One time noting. Tour name in our hies
THE AMAZING
new Power, Pelt 110 PROFITS POR
interesting
boy
full
of
keep
your
should
AGENTS! Send 51 98 for console and de
POWER" OF NUMBERS!
offers. .rreei mirplen, big quill, ate for
And get PREZ 30 dat supply
tells
self-addressed
stamped
Detail"
for
lochs,
ing
hie.
Secret Master Code, Favorable of TRACI'S (Hi Potency Tablets) A Men.
onVelOPI. AndY's Trading Post Roots 3-T. Numbers and Days
Combination 0010. 01 and Pep Stimulant • the very best.
/Ill
Dloit el
Bryikoo Cite N. C.
etc 1...lo• WI&
Chicago 31 1.11.
'Mau - 6920 Vernon
VICTORY
per formula
extra
COM.
wits
eND
'PEP"
TOOLE,
RESTORE
JACKS,
SALE.
POR
Chicago 0, DI. $1.90 iteoutomie Ed Rumbele Pleasant
pier equipment to run a garage. WM /7265 Clod. Ave.
Dale, Nitre's's,
rent buildings te reliable person Jerk's*
FREI to oureTioN • ANSWERS
6-0208
In
pass written test Mr drivers li
MOUSE
HANDY
INQUIRES WANTED RHEA leTRE AND 141111 YORK STATE Send 0 caste Is
995'o Massimo,' At Walker
inKilicien,
and
malting
mei
ot
and
cover
alarm
syetens
nasalise
burglar
Juices - Regular Dinner
Sandwiches
expensive For borne and business. Shelton 'tug self addressed s. stamped 'novelise&
Distributing thy 110 Under. Office NO 104 BET _ 0 PRODUTS CO. sox 10
IREAKFAST SPECIALS
41.415'nei• STATION. NEW YORE U.
Plasm BR 5-24511
Hof Biscuits - Syrup • Salt Pork
N, T
We will also Include free St weary* the
inclosed License Holder mita every order
Acme's,sql
We sPecla lite un goo! used Menet.
M est
$10 down will put a Mina in sow
hey. C. 'o7.
home FREE DELIVERY
Holliday Capri Piano Sales
Also
5-0355
Linden - SR
110
Nights Ir Sundays,
BR 6-0355

I1:1I Ell

S.

THE RUMTOREX CO.
239

GEORGE PALINKUS
East 33rd illt.

MEMPHIS
MODERN BOOTHS

RENT-NORTH

Take New RUMTOREX And enjoy LAO A
dietary preparation RIISITORZX takes up
where stature lames oft A PHYSICIAN'S
FORMULA Only $500 tor a 2-week silo- RE1ITTILT I B tig electric typewriter still
In factory crate $70 00 Guaranteed.
MT Money-back if not satiated after 3
Chest
or
Money Southalde Printing, Sox 5491 DT Hunt.
bottle genii 0.0 D
ington 3. West Va
Order NOW'

Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 3-5 cent up today.

Embossed Business Cords
at $3.99
1 tinewl color IBlecit or Slum
Business Cards • Arnst. Cards
Personal Cards
$1.80 value et the new lee arise et
$3.55 per 1 000
Write me for samole garde and style
ogre BlisoNE138 CARD SPECIALIST

152

BEER Sc A QUART

rro

t
s Z.- 121VIL'"'l
"nu t

God Gifted

SERVICES

-

BUSINESS SERVICE
SHOP AT McSHANNS
193 MISSISSIPPI
Your Neighborhood Sundry - Groceries
Notions
Drugs

Illinois

au

49.

MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE

SERVICE

4$

1.005.550 BOOZE 100 Each! Free
logs ssoliway.
124-T NYC-9

To

SISTER SANDRA

•

BUSINESS

Peterson

•1tAGIC

E. Hunter Construction
Company

*E 5-9192

Ave.

Clyde

BUSINESS SERVICE

REPAIR PAINT -

ane
repaired
Step
ROOPING, root*
leveled.
work, floors
leak Carpener
repaired.
gutters cleaned,
Chimneys
stucco concrete, plaster do in, own work
Preis eat Reasonable price
T. B. fkiencer BR 64643 SA 6-2920.

12x12 Rooms $995 - 12x20 Garage $435

Phone

So.

West
Citicorp

II BEDROOM HOUSE De NICE SZIONberhood Or will buy same. Call JAckson
6-6397

1000

oroso. Printers Fermi, GUARANTEED!
Any State Names Dates, Omitted Used
se Orirloale Duplicate. copies or gifts.
$3 each ithreel $5 Prompt Confidential
postpaid Service.

3-REMODEL

REMODELING, ADDITIONS

•

Jean:It/ONG MARISWIR SHOP
2366 Park Avenue
FA. 441148

95

VICTORY SERVICE

Burt Lake 1. Mich.

isri-rru

In Front of School And Sus Stop
In View Of Negro Project Development
Ideal For Two Operators
201 Wisconsin Avenue
Call WH. 2-3731

FA. 7-3966 Anytime

BEAUTIFULLY POLISHED baroque mix
tyre of thwarts, amethyst, obstd1u m.
postpaid
V
agate other $351 pound
Brubaker, 1318 W 1,12. Lanceeter. Calif.

NATIONAL FORMS
P.O. Box 7072, Miami SS, Fla.

Beauty Shop For Rent -$35 per Month
Fully equipped, newly decorated
and ventilated

•

OPPORTUNTTIES

Choice.

Name And rout Favorite Method

Chicago
OLO NAME• ADDRESS LABELS 51.00
Pocket Rubber Stamp
111.00
SRC took Company Box No. 3233
Nashville 3, Tenn.

BONDS.

Of Ploy. (No Check. Hem).

POSITION WANTED-FEMALE

MAIDS $35-$60
WEEK

I

Your

Send $2.00 With Birth Dots, Full

Bed Warmer For
Pains - Aches.

3206 W. R
It Road
SA. 2-9622
11514 Stomps With Purchase

EXPERIENCED LADY WANTS WORK 3
days par week. Gefureal Isfoasewort or
WM-sitter. FA 7E620.

Preimitioa Yee OW, Is VOW Ptir•O
Startle ant distract prowlers. wouldbe attackers with
ihls eleven, designed
Bail
P01I51
Gun. Arts 22 caliber Menke with extra loud [amyl. Co:
be heard for miles SA
around. No permit --••
needed.
Airmailed ossep•id
colueietely assembled from our fac•
buy In Europe. Send 515.0 CA D.
digwen Order or tcheck to'
HOLLYWOOD IMPORT CO,

ly NUMBER Cord. Daily Vibeations

MUTUILS, STOCKS

SISTER RAWL Indian heeler mad
ads tsar if You are suffering. Get
or hav• bail luck. If worried Or
tronblen or nevi help. see Sister Karel
today for tomorrow may be too late.
She can help you OD all Your PrObloom whatever they may be Open
everyday Including Sunday, from 8
in morning to 11 Ai at night. Located
in Blytheville. Ark
at state line.
hIshwav Si North phone OS. 34947.
Sister Kane has God given power t•
help

.41.plassmara

Science Of Nunierolegy. RESULTS

ELECTROWARMTH

mourruAL ADVISORS

MY AMAZING '13All POINT GUN

Will AMAZE Yee With Our Week.

$7.95
$1.57 Dos.

Bob's Juvenile
Shop

Dewoy's Auto Service

WILSON-GALBREATH CO
Realtors - BR. 6-4515
524 South Cooper

.70

MISCELIANROUS

THIS AD WORTH $ 7•00
CASH FOR PURCHASO
OF S5.00 OR MORI.

Sod?

Automobile

Excellent large 7 room resideace can be
mod for one er two families, Cooed teeMemos. plastered walls, 2 baths. Price
U.500,00
$750.00 cash
Flat notes
$50.114 roenthly. Call for appointment
C W. HENRY, II 6-5370

LAYETTES
DIAPERS

Sat., Oct. 1, 1960

PHONES lAckson 6-8397
JAckson 6-8398
YOU WILL GET RESULTS

Misc. For Salo

SHOP AT BOB'S
FOR THE BEST IN INFANTS
- CHILDREN'S WEAR
SPECIALS

15

DEFENDER

Be SUPS

BEST

RESULTS

••••••411•••••••••••••••••••

BVICti . :tie
ROADM Aillrit-RIVitlit A
Air coed poem equip New paint-Me
lusury ca• 'cur fra,,tion of NW!
'mop
It a. IRITi-PI. MU 541111

in 11:00 to 11:30, SKY es
Two British officers are
raine Day stars in "Slander," ventures.
love with the same woman — co-starring Kirby Grant
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